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The feeling must certainly be

with the life of the Chinese, and the doings

incidents to itssubstance which is love—love

a very comfortable one. Away at the other end of the scale there is a feeling of sad-

of the Catholics in America alone. The
second fact is this. Already has the Ro-

parental, filial and fraternal.

ness over one’s work, arising from

man Catholic church made,

and so statistics represent, millions of con-

it better than the dinner of stalled-ox and
hatred therewith. What then of the home

verts in the Chinese Empire.
The transition from the worship of Confucius to that

whereof the parent is God, the fraternity
his children, in his image.
Enough,—this

a con-

sciousness of serious defects, a conviction of
neglected Opportunities. Casting the eye
back over the wide field stretching to the

so it is claimed

The lovethat

makes the dinner of herbs that has it with

north and south and to the east and west of of Pius IX was natural and easy. To- essence of itin prospect. A Whatactessories
Midnapore, isit a weakness or is it a sin to day Protestant missions in China have to of sceneries and possessions, what city and
feel that I havé done but a meager fraction face no common foe in these two great landscape, what rivers, plains and mountains,
combined.
Late adviges what trees and flowers and fruits, what énof what might have been done for the mul- false systems
titudes in whose ears it has been my priv-;
ilege to publish the glad tidings of salvation? My soul is sad at the retrospect, and,
yet not without hope in Him who can bring
strong and solid success "out of our very
weakest and unworthiest work. To-night
the heart prays.with Moses the man of God,
‘Establish Thou the work of our hands upon us; yea, the work of our hands establish
Thou it.” There is a peculiar significance
to the Hebrew word which the translators
have rendered establish. Tt means to set
right and then make firm, which is just
what we should pray God to do with all
our work, even the very best of it. What
blunderers at best we are!
How many
mistakes we are always making! Life is
but a record of how imperfect a creature
man is. But to a truly devout soul how

gs the intelligence thatimmense estates
different parts of China have been deeded
to the church of Rome by the government,
With wealth untold, and priests without
number, the old man in the Vatican is res-

olutely pushing on 7 the “tonquest of the
greatest empire on the globe. From the

tertainments, employments

and conversa-

tions, what worlds to visit, inhabit, and possess, what stretch and variety of universe

to explore; “what

ferms

and operations

nature to see and understand,

of

what the full

heritage of heirs of God, what the ¢! eternal
weight of glory,” need not be seen till the

built, said,

¢¢ this river witnessed the ex-

pulsion of Adam from Paradise becausghe

- A laborer in the

Zulu

mission,

i»

» Washington Correspondence.

forgot the high dignity and responsibility of
the position in which God placed him and |

sought his own selfish indulgence.”
AFRICA—ZULU.

17:

pe

—

+ WASHINGTON,

D. C., April 21, 1869.

Mz, Sumner’s great speech upon the * Alabama” claims against Great Britain has moved Mr.

Chandler of Michigan to call the attentiof of the
says

the

Senate

and the* country

to the position he has

first obstacle to be overcome with thé Zulus
is ignorance, so he first work ofthe missionary, with the old aswell as the young,

heretofore occupied on this

is teaching A. B. C. Thisknowledge generally precedes the casting off their rude
dress of cow’s skin and putting on some civilized article of clothing.
Says the missionary, ‘“ When I came to this field nearly
twenty years ago, it was remarked that a

fitted out at British ports, and to demand pay-

ment therefor.
He says that before offering that
resolution he had an interview with Gen. Grant,
who told him that he could capture Savannah,
Charleston and Wilmington, in thirty days, if it
was necessary, but that at present, as there was
no other occupation for the navy, it was cheaper

shirt was the anxious-seat of the Zulus,

to let the enemy garrison them for us.

and

subject.

As early as

1864, Mr. Chandler offered a resolution directing
the Secretary .of State to make. out a list of
American
vessels destroyed by rebel cruisers

‘We then

there was truth in it, for to adopt the cus- had over six hundred ships of warin commisCapital to either
codst the tireless zealots of spirit drop its veil and be the *¢ thing of toms of the whites and especially to wear sion, armed, manned, provisioned and ready for
Agents and others should be particular to give
action, which could have been assembled at any
the Post Offices ( County
and State) of subscribers for
the very blackest
igotry that ever cursed. sight that all surveys.” And so near to clothing was to become a Christian.
But point on the Atlantic coasf in twenty days, and
‘ ¥hom they make remittances, &c. Remember, it is
oot the names of the towns where they reside that we
the earth are pressing on. Here and thfre this the grey-haired traveler? "And yet pér- it is not’ so mow.
‘The desire-tg' obtain when le offered his resolution he meant busiwant, but the names of the Post Ofiice at which they
across that vast domain a pagoda drops haps nearer, in the mysterious allotments European garments is becoming pretty gen- ness. In 1866, he proposed to withdraw our
receive their papers,
and a cross-crowned chapel lifts itself into of the Heavenly Father, many a one with eral even among the heathen as well as minister from Great Britain and proclaim: non» All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
invol ng fhols, must be accompanied with the
the sultry air. The forms are changed to the bright locks of youth. Many a one those instructed at our stations. . . . . In intercourse with her till she paid our claims
proper names of the writers.
be sure, but the superstition stays, and this whose infant eyes are yet scarcely opened mental as well as physical ability, they are against her. Mr. Chandler now offers a resoluis the magic power that binds the great ma- to the sights, into whose ears have scarce- in no respect inferior to the whites and are tion to the effect that the true solution of our
difficulties with Great Britian will be found in a
jority of the human race. If then, such are ly entered the sounds of earth. = |
capable of ashigh degree of cultivation as surrender of all the British possessions in North
the victories of Rome iin China itself, may * Butthe traveler, looking back from the any race on the globe.”
America to the people of the United States; and
we not look for easier conquests in Cali- mount of age and spiritual life,” in review
This mission has a prosperous high the President is directed to open negotiations for
fornia and Oregon? You may be suré of of his journey, sees himself in that early school for boys, from which it is hoped a settlement upon this basis. Mr. Chandler deWEDNESDAY, APRIL 28, 1869.
much of sterling comfort comes from the one thing, whatgver combinations may; or stage of his way where, in deadness of spir- many will go forth to preach the gospel in clares that his proposition is in the interest of
peace. But at the same time he declares that tfle
2
consciousness of having tried to do right, may not be formed as I have pointed
it, he saw nothing but earthliness; nothing South Africa.
A large and commodious
possession of these provinces is a national Yeées4 to love, of nothing loved.
and from the assurance that our Heavenly that Roman Catholicism in America
If love lived in building
has been erected fora girls’ school, sity to us, and if Great Britain does not theet us ~
The Future:
appropriate in some him, it was but in the state of its death- which, last Nov., was about ready for use,
Father accepts our well-meant efforts and readily and rapidly
in a friendly spirit in thesé negotiations, the coni
—
will correct and complete them for his own way, be it by attachment or otherwise, the hunger, its yearning for some object that and a teacher—Mrs. Edwards, sent out by sequences must rest on her; that if the negotiaA figure wahders through my dreams
glory? In prayer and hope we must abide, whole force of ignorance, superstition and he might love, and that might love him, the ‘Woman's Board of Missions,”—had tion is not peaceful, but Great Britain insists upAnd wears a veil upon its face,
paganism that may be swept on to your though it should be the meanest intelli- justarrived. Rev. Mr. Tyler, writingin re- on war, that then he is for making the war short,
leaving
all results in God's hands.
Still bending to my breast it seems,
shores-from every part of the world. Mr, gence, even an animal life only, yea a tree, lation to this school, says, ‘My heart bounds sharp and decisive.
Yet ever turns from my embrace.
OUT-DOOR LABOR.
This language and other like it to be found in
Parton’s “Roman Catholic brethren” pos- a stone. By distance and time divided from with joy as I contemplate the blessing in
And sometimes, passing from my sight,
The season just closing has been one of
the speech are the objectionable portion of it.
sesses
an
appropriating
power
in
this
direcIt lifts the veil as it departs,
:
store for these degraded females.
.Many There is undoubtedly a growing disposition on
parents, brothers, sisters, home and mates
remarkable facilities for out-door labor.
And eyes flash out with such a light
tion that is surely wonderful, as the lower of childhood and earlier youth, in a strange times have I seen them driven by my house, the part of our statesmen to look upon the cesEvery
missionary
in
the
field,
two
or
three
As never dawned on waking hearts.
wards of his own New York unmistakably land among strangers; God, angels, all like cattle, by their unnatural fathers and sion of the British possessions on this continent
of the sisters excepted who had to attend to
testify. When the Presidential vote was heavenly and eternal, unknown to him, brothers, to become the wives of men who in satisfaction for the wrongs she has done us, as
There is no need of sound or speech
home interests, has been out more or less
Or toiling through the troubled years;
cast for Lincoln's reélection in 1864, your his life. was the wintry desert of the soul bought them; and when I have been in- a proper conclusion of the controversy. But if
in camp. I wish we could always have the
The rapture of that smile can teach
correspondent had a chance to see for hini- unloving and unloved. By what bread was strumental in rescuing some from cruelty this is to be obfaifed athe expense of a war
sisters accompany us on these tours among
with England, it might well be inquired what
More than a centuryof tears,
self what a force the priests could marshal the death-hunger stayed? The Bible. The and despotism, I have wished that. those profit there would be in such an operation.
the people, but this cannot be. They can
And this I know, if it could move
against intelligence and good government. truth of "God. The revelation of Him who who dwell in Christian lands could witness Threatening language -will postpone instead of
Out of my dreams into my days,
do much to help us by conversing with the
After depositing my own vote early T spent cometh down from heaven and giveth the their tearsof joy and gratitude. And now hasten any such consummation by peaceful
One service of unbroken love
women and children and sometimes by visthe rest of the day in visiting the polls life of love to the world. This it was, ac- a school is opened: especially for this sex, means. Besides exciting a feeling of hostility
Should fill and crown my life with praise ;
iting the families in the vicinity of our
and ill will in the people of the provinces themwhere the hero, who kept ¢“ail quiet on the’ cepted after éndeavors for ‘“ husks that the so long benighted and degraded !”
Love with no doubts and no demands,
tent. Beside this, the presence of a lady
selves,
it will wound the pride of Englgnd and
Mrs. Edwards expresses astonishment at lead her to refuse to do that which she might acBut generous as a southern June;
always helps draw and helps hold a con- Potomac” so long, was rolling up his: ma- swine did eat,” that revived the love of his
jorities.
It
was
one
of
the
saddest
sights
Vast brotherhood of hearts and hands,
infancy for the dimly known world from the degree of cultivation or rather Chris- cede to but for the threatened compulsion. The
grégation. In many of these parts no white
Choir of a world in perfect tune;
lady has ever yet been seen, hence mere of my life. What could well be sadder than whence it came, blasted by a false word tianization "that had obtained among these tone of Mr. Chandler’s speech is not such as one
No shallow sunset films to gild
ic
"great nation should employ towards another. In
curiosity brings many people about our the sight of men so ignorant that they taken for truth. Now revived and increas- Africans.
Far summit which we dare not climb,
could not read the. alphabet, so supersti- ed to the joy of restoration to his Father's
.this respect Mr. Summer’s speech has a great adSOUTH
SEA
ISLANDS
—SLAVERS.
camp
whenever
there
are
ladies
in
the
parBut ceaseless charms of hope fulfilled,
vantage over Mr, Chandler’s.
tious
that
the_nod
of
a
priest’s
head
could
house—the dead alive ; the lost found. Tell
ty. Still another reason why the missionaMaking a miracle of time.
The Mission Life, (London) in its Jan.
Terrible as is the arraignment of Great Britain
decide
their
vote,
and
many
of
them
so
init
to
those
now
as
he
was,
that
they
may
bery sisters should travel about nore or less
No., hasan article describinga ¢ flourish- by Mr. Sumner, it is nevertheless so dispassionHow sure, how calm the picture seems!
toxicated that they could not walk alone;
come as he is.
_GREY.
during the cold season is because this serves
ing {rade carried on -by Australian-colo~ ate and dignified in tone and language that it
How near it comes, beheld, possessed !
such men of well nigh every nationality on
to strengthen and confirm health, and preIt is not only in my dreams
nists,by impressing for work in the corn and cannot wound the most sensitive pride, however
the
globe,
the
very
scurf
of
humanity,
all
I feel that touch upon my breast;
pare one for the exhausting heat-of the
cotton fields, the very natives of the South much it may startle by its masterly array of facts.
Mission
Field.
summoned by the wickedest power the
It thrills me through the barren day,
summer.
=
Sea Islands that English Christians have Mr. Chandler’s speech may, however, serve to
Bl
4
world has ever known, to help determine
It holds mé in the heart of strife;
deepen
the impression which Mr.
Sumner’s
HINDRANCES.
INDIA.
:
been
laboring to enlighten.
These colo- speech
No phantom-grasp that melts away,
the destinies ofa great and majestic people,
will make upon the public mind of Great
*
The
Rev.
Dr.
Kay,
late
of
Bishop’s
Colnists
argue
that
White
labor
does
not
pay
in
It seems—it is—the touch of life!
Sixty-three years ago a committee of the
Britain, and increase the desire which must be
lege, Calcutta, has recently read a very who were pouring out treasure and blood
Church Missionary Society reported that cotton growing, so they resort to this meth- felt on both sidesof the water to have so irritating
for
very
life
and
liberty.
This
Roman
We look into the heart of flowers
able paper before the Dublin Congress, on
Asia was inaccessible to missionary effort, | od. Strange to say, this trade is carried on a subject satisfactorily settled at the earliest moAnd wonder whence their bloom can rise;
Hindrances to the Progress of Missions in €htholic Churth is likely to make you plenThe author of the ment practicable.
The secret hope of human hours
so that Society turned its attention to Africa. |1 under legal sanction.
ty
of
trouble
in
America.
=
Politically
as
India. Your readers I know will be interA little ripple in Cuban affairs was occasioned
article
portrays,
in
the
form
of a ¢ recipe)?
Is hidden deeper from our eyes.
Atthat {ime, British power in India was
ested in several of his points which will well as religiously it is diametrically opby the report telegraphed to the country that
In helpless tracts of wind and rain
the
manner
in
which
this
fiendish
work
is
limited,
and
the
accumulated
gress
darkthere was to be an extra session of Congress
serve to show the main drift of the produc- posed to the foundation principles on which
The work goes on without a sound ;x
He says, ‘ Send a ship with
a Republic stands.
From a missionary ness of centuries of heathenism rested upon conducted.
called to consider our relation with Spain. The
And while you weep your weak ‘In vain, »
tion.
Hinduism, he said, has a greater
“any
cargo
you
may
fancy
to
one
-of
the
the people. Now, how changed is the asreputed authority for the story was the stateThe flower is growing underground.
coherency than the idolatrous systems of point of view it appears that our home
South Sea Islands. Let there be a man on ment of a California Senator. Both the :Calichurches wil soon have work enough at pect.
Last year, more than five hundred
Greece and Rome because of its books and
‘We know the lesson; but a cry,
their own doors. But such is the law of American and English missionaries were board of engaging manners, in order that fornia Senators deny, however, that they have
its priestly. caste, which exercise complete
Bitter and vast, is in our ears;
Christian, benevolence that in order to do proclaiming the gospel in fourteen different he may as much as possible resemble a ever given any ground for such’ a. ‘StateOne life of fruitless misery
gpiritual *despotism.
The people refer
whole
natter.
It
missionary.
Provide him with a few.of ment and disavow the
Shakes all our wisdom into tears,
is doubtless the conjecture of some enterpris- |
Christian teachers to the Brahmins, and to well for ourselves we need to do well for languages in that field besides ‘&Targe num- the simplest
toys
and
plenty
of
tracts.
others. How true it is that the communi- ber of native preachers.
Thronged by the clamorous griefs that say,
Fifty thousand
ing correspondent, springing
from the recent
tell them of the truth is to ‘“undeify” them—
has discharged her cargo order to fit out certain ships of war, and
‘ Behold what is, forget what seems,”
ties which are the greatest blessing to others communicants were enrolled in Christian When the™hip
to bind them forever in the bonds of that
and
is
ready
for
sailing,
let
a
number
of
I can but answer, “ Well-a-day :
are the mostblessed themselves. Would, churches ; contributions to the amount of
the general
feverishness upon the subject.
finite existence from which it has been their
There is that figure in my dreams.”
then, our churches be ready to cope with $250,000 were made by English residents young islanders be invited on board, (this is It is not at all improbable that the high-handed
w
great object all along to escape, to take
the giant errors of Roman Catholicism at and $100,000 by native Christians for car- easily managed, ) and then sail away with lawlessness and cruelty of the Spaniard on the
from them what Spinozism has given to
one hand, and the filibustering propensities of
home, let them gather strength from hard rying forward the work.
Missionary Correspondence.
The long and them.” This system is fast doing its work, the American people on the other, may lead to
many fine intellects in the present day. In
and
ic
a
few
years,
at
the
presgnt
rate,
and
hearty
work
for
the
benighted
of
other
ee
weary years of preparation in translating
serious complications,
ere long. It is reported
India the preparatory work, accomplished
lands. No less now than-in the days of the Scriptures and providing ‘a Christian those beautiful islands, the flower of the that Gen. Steadman and his band, and two other
BANDARMANI, India, Feb. 27, 1869.
by Hellenism, has to be done as to the lanPacific, will be depopulated.
These poor parties from our shores have effected a landing
A TELEGU CHRISTIAN.
'| guages. A European missionary must live Paul and Barnabas do we need a Missionary literature, and in becoming acquainted with
creatures are slaves to all intents and pur- upon Cuba despite the vigilance of our ows, and
Church
to
evangelize
the
world.
J.L.P
the
habits
and
prejudices
of
the
people
are
differently
from
the
natives,
yet
much
of
It is Saturday night, the last Saturday
of the Spanish cruiser§. This, if trae, will
| past and now at different points large num- poses, working alike in soaking rain or largely increase the irritation already felt tonight of my four months in camp.
Iam his message will therefore lose its ethical
burning
heat,
lying
at
night
generally
on
bers are beginning to turn to Christ, and
wards
us and may lead to acts of reprisal violative
the guest of a Telegu Christian who found force. He belongs, too, to the conquering Prospective and Retrospective.
grander
and more glorious prospects” cheer whe damp ground, ill fed, ill cared for, or of neutral rights. It.is to prevent these um- ~
race.
Besides,
there
is
a
wide-spread
noChrist and forsook idols several years ago
The writer lawful expeditions on the one hand, and to pro.
VII.
the heart and quicken tke efforts of the rather not cared for at all.
in the Madrass Presidency among the de- tion that the Foreigner’s government has
adds: ¢“ Let the British nation look to it, tect our just rights from infringement on the
missionary
laborers.
Besides
all
this,
a
voted missionaries of the: London Society. come between them and the favor of HeavLIVING AND DEAD LOVE.
|
mighty change has been wrought in the for a grievous wrong is being done in the other, that additional forces have been ordered to
*He has hired a house here for the purpose en. Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth and
The
life
of
the
grey-haired
traveler's
lspir‘convictions
of the people at large.
‘Every shadow of the flag of freedom woven by the Cuban waters.
of carrying on trade with the Hindus in tim- fortune, has forsaken the land. Even unSenator Ross has given vent to his grievances.
| it was love. In tkis, to its degree, if was where do the Hindus confess that an idol our ancestors.”
ber, spices, clothing and salt.
He is a der the pagan Roman
government we.
He denies that any such passage between himthe
image
of
its
Giver—redeemed
te
the
is
nothing
and
that
bathing
in
the
Ganges
RUSSIA.
young man well taught in the Scriptures, know how readily public “calamities con.
self and the President as is set forth in some of
It was love cannot wash away sin. Caste is becoming
as his conversation distinctly indicates, but tributed to the anger of the gods against state of its original creation.
ever occurred; but he does fuel
In the Baptist missions in middle and the newspapers,
to the world of fellow travelers with him, an increasing burden and many thousands southern Russia, there is much encourage- very much aggrieved at the action of the Preki:
as for his living ‘a consistent life, I cannot Christians.
Deus non pluit duc ad Christhrough this, to worlds beyond. All of of the better educated, who, as yet, will not ment. Meetings of worship are crowded,
dent relative to appointments in his State.
He
vouch for that. These- people are much tianos, How much more when the govcomplains that his colleagues in Congress have
them loved askindred in being, in suscepti- accept of Jesus as a Saviour, are casting
striking cases, of conversion are reported, formed a combination to drive him from politigiven to intoxication, and this intelligent ernment is itself Christian. Thus Chrisand interesting man sitting beside me, tianity has to bear a portion of that heavy, bilities, in common probation for eternity, away the grosser rites and heliefs of Hindu- the word of God is preached without mo- cal life, and he fears the President is a party to
in the sorrows and joys of this life. Some ism and professing to believe in the true
whose knowledge of Bible doctrines has so invidious burden which rests on absolute
lestation, and baptism is administered at the combination. Hence all his politicial friends
of them loved in the kinship of the creation God.—But the laborers! how few for the
much pleased and entertained me since we power. Every famine, or epidemic, or innoon-day in the presence of hundreds of who are‘in office in Kansas are being ruthlessly
anew in Christ Jesus, of the ¢‘ fellowship of teeming
millions of this vast empire!
first met, is addicted, so the neighbors say, undation is made by & superstitious people
At a recent religious festival slaughtered and he if unable to preventit. What
his sufferings, made conformable to his Those in the field stand bravely and gal- spectators.
may most interest oflige holders at large is the
to strong drink, which sometimes quite to weigh against it. ‘The English mean,
death ; all partakers of his consolation, his lantly at their posts but from almost every some persons came nearly one hundred declaration Which he says the President made
masters him. Ilow completely this demon certainly, to govern well and justly,” it is
English miles, and the pentecostal feast to him, viz.: “ That the fact that a man has held
promise, as heirs together of his glory.” station comes an agonizing cry for help.
said, ‘but what can be done?
There is
vice, intemperance,’ gains the supremacy
was something like that *at Jerusalem. office for the last year and a half is presumptive
It wasdove to the“‘innumerable company of
over fallen man!
We could not have sad- now no barkat"—no
BURMAH.
blessing.
Dr. Kay angels, to the general assembly and church
The Spirit came like a mighty rushing evidence that he was a Johnson man."
The Hale—Perry correspondence has got to
der illustrations of this than the case of the pointed out how much of the comparative of the first born, which are written in heaven,
Mr. Ondrain Middle Russia, during
The Macedonian states that in the mission wind.
the public despite the injunction of secresy upon
distinguished Illinois Senator, and of many want of immediate success is due to the
the
last
quarter
baptized
56
believers.
field
first
surveyed
and
occupied
by
Dr.
Judand to God the judge of all,
and tp the
i the Senate, This fact has created some stir in
other noted men in public life at home. chureh at home also.
>
SPAIN.
spirits of just men made perfect, and to Je- son,—who reached Burmah in 1813 and bapthe Senate, and upon the motion of Senator
My kind host, gentle, manly, generous to a
CHINESE AND CATHOLICS.
In this Papal-cursed land, it is stated Cragin a committee was appointed to ascertain,
sus,the Mediator.” Though but dimly speing tized his first convert in 1819,—40,000 confault, active and impulsive, is one of those
and verts had been baptized, showing that that out of '16,000,000 of inhabitants, 13,- if possible, how the correspondence became pubHow strange it seems that while your these through the veil yet between him
unfortunate men with whom satan sports
lic. A strong effort has been made to have Mr.
Since
missionaries are laboring in pagan lands, his near destination, the love of them was about 740 per year had been gathered ‘into 000,000 can neither write nor read.
Hale’s case suspended till he can be heard in his
and around whose heart I fear the great serthe church, or pot far from two daily, ever the late wonderful revolution, the revulsion
the grossest forms of idolatry are encroach- ‘ the joy of heaven to earth come down.”
own defense, but it is uncertain at this moment
pent's coils are unconsciously tightening.
In in favor of Protestantism is remarkable.
And so soon that veil he would pass! A since the commencement of the work.
ing upon your own continent. The Chiwhether the effort will succeed or not.
REVIEW,
nese have built their temples in the great few steps, a step farther, a few steps at 1867, there were in the same field 412 na- The people seem convinced that their state
Quite a debate sprung up to-day upon a reso.
But Iam not going to write this time West, and the Roman Catholics are al- most—some days, or months, or yegars— tive preachers.
of ignoyance is due to the Romish church lation requiring the Heads of Departments
HARPOOT—EASTERN TURKEY.
to report the names of all employees, age, length
Hq about this poor man, nor gbout any other ready in possession of many strongholds years swift to his age as months to his youth
and its priests.
Very recently the
of service, where appointed from, or by whose
ian, or-any other place in particular. To- throughout the country. I am inclined to —and he would be there! In all that pres~
Rev. Mr. Wheeler, author of ‘* Ten years Sabbath school ever known in Spain
recommendation, &c.,and an amendment proposed
night my thoughts are turning backward believe that the stronger will swallow. the ence! Not a sun, butthe presence of God onthe Euphrates” and ‘¢ Le‘ters from Eden,” opened at Madrid with 80 scholars.
by Xr. Abbott of North Carolina to the effect _
God is love; gives, in the April No. of the Miss. Her., an
over the unfinished work: of these four weaker sect, and that the orientals will the light of the scene.
that those appoirtees ought to be apportioned
months of travel and labors among the peo- | soon disappear in the more mysterious and and the countless lives there, each of account of a late ordination in Harpoot conIt is better to gain knowledge than riches. amongst the States according to répresentation
ple. Ionce knew a man, a preacher too, mighty ranks that rally around the standard brightness more than the sun’s—and that ducted chiefly by native preachers,
The Knowledge can only be acquired by years and population. The Southern States begin to
who seemed to be always satisfied with of Pius IX, This judgment is based upon brightness love! What need of foresight exercises were thrillingly interesting.
A large fortune may be have a return’ of the old hankering for federal
It of experience.
whatever he did. I now vividly recall sev- two acts, The first is that there is muchli “of more of the scene? Thus much, its at- will be recollected that this city occupies a 16st in a day, but nothing can deprive a man offices and want the places they forfeited by rebellion. The Senate has voted to adjourn on
eral occasions on which I heard him preach, of a natural and intrinsic affinity between traction is Home, home of the soul. Home, site in what is believed to have been. the of knowledge when it is once gained. =
Thursday and are hurrying matters as fast as
and recollect that the strongest impression these.two great systems. Mark this, that dearest name of earth! Word for the .ves- ‘ Garden of Eden." The native pastor
possible. Some of the nominees will fail of
made on my mind was just this,—how per- there is a great deal of real paganism in tige of Eden remaining to earth. Buf what of the church at Harpoot, in giving the
If half the pains were taken by some peo- confirmation amongst which will be that of Mr.
Jectly satisfied the man seems with his effort. the religion which Roman Catholics preagh, oan it do to signify heaven f, For earth, ft charge to the youthful candidate, alluded to ple to perform- the. labor allotted to them Carlisle of W. Va,vy nominated Minister at
There was a certain swing to his gait ashe and practice. The points of close and sug- tells of mothers, fathers, brothers and sis+ liim as ‘‘ the youngest among us on whom
t are taken by them to avoid it, we Stockholm.
walked out of the pulpit after closing the gestive resemblance between the follows ters’ love ; these are its essence. Property hands have yet been laid for this high.office,” should hear much less said about the troub- 1 To-day we have what are called the * Quakep
service, that scemed to say, ‘There, that ersof the Pope and the disciples of Con- in its shelter, furnishings, beautifyings,sup- and pointing to the Euphrates, which flows les of life, and see much more actually com- ‘nominations,”—commissioners to deal with the
Indians under the provision’ of the Last Inhas been well done; now, what do you fucius readily appearto one at all familiar plies, comforts, liberty—these are accessories, at thé foot of the hill on which the city is pleted.
he
dian appropriation bill,
jis Wh
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_.. Conversion, a Fact of Life,
:

J

‘Spiritism. During the same time I have
witnessed the rise and progress of new en-

learned the lesson by heart and so were

see the wicked and crooked ways many

prepared

‘pursue!

terprises, which I'have had grace to em.brace and have labored to promote ; such as

scene around was lively, varied and unSabbath-like.

| Temperance,
Sabbath schools,
Missions, Education, &e.

against the friendly old tree, stood Mr. B's

Abolition,

All these enterprises have had my

It is possible to devise and invent most

hearty

covperation, and now, atthis ripe age of ex-

complete and beautiful theories, yet there
may be af the same time this simple and

thoroughly
Right

to enjoy it.

The

pony, Bill, quietly munching his pile of
dried grass, his Sunday dinner.
A few
feet

from

him,

under the

branches,

by manual labor, to a very respectable and
somewhat adequate support. 5. In ministerial education,—from opposition to minis-

an

do need conversion, itis equally the fact
that men have been converted—changed
in thought, feeling and will in relation to
sin and towards God. The history of the
world shows Christianity wielding a- divine

terial

education,

and

prejudice

knowledge,

to a respectable

this learned

age.

We,

love feast of a prdyer-meeti

Thus end-

ed the day.

S.P. B.

A Father’s Letters.

against

standing

:

in

have arisen from nothing to 16 Seminaries;
two Colleges,
one, Normal school and one
ion, social sentiment, and national life. Theological Seminary; in which we have
The history of the church is the history of a invested about one million dollars the last

converted regenerate community, impaired

We now
have scores of col-° ‘your task will be comparatively easy.. You
35 years.
will only have to show them fully the sinlege graduates, whgreas40 years ago we

and darkened though it be by the lingering
presence of the old Adam of our nature.

demoniacal possessions, and weaknesses fatalism, unconditional election and repdisastrous as moral paralysis, have been re- robation, was the general topic
of the
moved and swept away by the power ofthe
old standing orders; but now freedom of
grace of God, government has been elethe will and a full atonement are almost univated, law humanizpd, social antipathies
versally preached by all ‘denominations.
torn down, war méde less brutal, slavThen there were seldom any pulpit exery abolished, pain soothed and suffering
changes between the various orders, but
relieved through the divine transforming
now we all mingle together as one peopower of Christianity in human thought and
ple.
:
life. The changes marked in society are
Now F. W. Baptist ministers have so imonly the remote effect of changes wrought
proved in style, manners, education,—have
in the individual man.
so changed from the *¢ singsong” and other
Indeed, conversion is like - a moral mirapeculiarities, that they are as acceptable
cle perpetually reproduced,
that cannot well
in other "pulpits as any other ministers
be counterfeited and cannot be gainsaid. ate.
:
;
It is a world-old, historical fact continually
When
I
began
the
i,
we
had
no
recurring. The Jew was converted by the
discipline of suffering
and exile, and by the meeting houses in -N.—¥.; and ¥ had
word and grace of God, and he returned to preached five years before I ever saw a Free
School houses,
purer worship and obedient life. The early Baptist house of worship.
disciples were converted and they lost their private dwellings, barns and groves, were
Ina barn I
narrow prejudices, their petty ambitions, then our places for worship.
told
my
experience
for
baptism..
In a barn
the fear of poverty, persecution, and death.
Ina
Peter was converted and no more miserably I first partook of the Lord’s Supper.
denied his Lord, but was bold in his cause barn Fwas examined for ordination, and in
* ‘and strengthened his brethren. Paul was a barn I was ordained.
converted

duty

of

thought

his

and

Thank

was

God,

the world has

times are growing better;

changed, his bitter hatred turned to love,
his natural weakness lost in Divine strength.
The past Christians were converted, and
hand, heart, will were all renewed; they

times are coming.

sire to change. i. Put one

ligious life.

have made *¢ shipwreck

of their faith,”

whom I have been intim

ate

must express:

In every age since, individual
changed and

renewed,

the

Mission

crowd in upon the mem-

ory of complete and radical change of character, of men and women loving what they
hated,

they

what

hating

and

once

loved; seeking what they once shunned,
and shunning what they once sought; bécoming what they once refused to be and
refusing to be what they once were. Indifference has been overcome, deadness of
heart turned into tender sensibility, wicked‘ness and sin changedto saintly purity and
holiness;

the

wild,

passion-led,

reckless,

self-destroying transgressor transformed to
the

gentle,

child-like,

thoughtful

disciple

“sitting at the feet of Jesus clothed and in

his right mind.” The change has come
through repentance toward God and faith
toward
our Lord Jesus Christ; it has
brought peace, joy, hope, love as its at-

tendants in inward experience ; and purity,
right-doing, holiness as its marks in out
ward life. All the doubts and suspicions of
men, all the seductions of the flesh, and the
devices of the devil, all the powers of earth

and hell have not shaken the firm conviegrace, nor

tion of the Saviour’s

prevented

‘“‘umbrella”

can they make conversion other than an ac-

knowledged, authentic, indisputable everrecurring fact grr
life and experiT. CG.
ence.

Fortiet) Anniversary.
Bn

On the 21st of March last, the writer was

permitted to preach his 40th anniversary

sermon, and to review 40 years in the min-

istry, which was begun March 20, 1829, at
the age of 20.

In his review he saw much

to regret, and many things
of heart.

that gave joy

In this time the Lord has permitted me

to be engaged in over 20 revivals, to see
e
overa thousand souls converted, to baptiz
of whom about 20 have be-

come ministers
of the gospel.
An

try

o and

:

of 40 years Ihave

spread of several

g delusions,

that have

in

their

You will need to
a false

hope.

Your duty is to make them see
them

to a

~ How to do,

will

be

more

difficult

“their fears of dying; lést you should disqualify them for calm and deep reflection.
| No specific rules can be given.

with

!

WHIGEHER.

Work.

was pitched ‘under a

grand old tamarind tree, a few houses off
from Bonsi Mantis's. We had come into
the heart of the jungle to spend the Sabbath
with this dear Christian family—the readers
of the Star of course know

God

them to Jesus

thamgvhatto say. You will need wisdom
from
1 to guide you in this duty.
You
will need to introduce the subject of personal piety, with great tenderness and deep
solicitude for their welfare.
Do not excite

de-

all about them,

you may converse

Sometimes

freely, at other times

that you can do, will be, in thé kindest

all

and

briefest manner possible to
¢ Point to Christ’s redeeming blood,
And say, Behold the way to God,”

and in a short and fervent prayer, * Commend them to God and the word of his

grace.”

They live thirty-five miles
Well, we had a lit
from Midnapore.
tle meeting for reading and studying the

The circumstances attending the

Sabbath school lesson early in the morning.

courses.

The

«Do you want me to talk good, or tell
the truth? ghe answered me. Having

Blind.

the orchestra,

What

At ten o'clock preaching in the tent and
In connection ers of iniquity, but, restless and discontentcommunion
afterwards.
ed, flies from one wrong course to anothwith the communion was a covenant meeter.
poured
was
experience
heart
ing, where the
At one time sin will be excused by sayforth, and we felt that the Lord was in our
such are our natures it cannot well be
ing
respecter
no
is
he
midst-of a truth, and that
Next, the examples of some proavoided.
of persons. At two we all, that is, Mr. B. ’
fessedly
pious
and emivent as named in
M., myself, Simeon, Poondere, Boponeir

now shall be said to you, the

them,

and

had

all

of

them

been

to

would

he

church and Sunday school all their lives.
Never, never, if Jesus Christ had been
teacher and Fracher

to them,

have pictured their blessed, endless years
with him in such bleak colors. They are
ok the hues of His Bible."—The Gales
:
jar.

$500 diamond ring. And you profess to
love the Saviour, and the heathen who are
perishing for want of his gospel!

time

of drouth

clouds

The Call for Pulpit Strength.

rich-

some-

wards the pulpit] often

The successful farmer
derives his
revenues from various products; so the successful Christian will not attempt to live
alone by praying, or talking, or giving, but
will in all ways endeavor to glorify God;
and thus, while he sows in the
morning

are dry—don't
the

sown in us

the

seed

be to God
of

life

who

eternal;

mortify

me.

give fresh facts—don't

they

do

much

give,

they

or

affect

whine

and

qualities.

They

at forty

minutes

and for an

changed

have to waita

the sight.

An agent

good cause,

when

ways eloquent speakers; fluent speakers
are not always close reasoners, and men
easy

the truth is few have

think

me

only

a

wooden

box—a

pierced

hand

here.

Yes,

1 represent

outstretched

and your returnsto me-are

toward

tones

trembling

with

for

His

that

had

such a cost, a Saviour ‘‘mighty to save,”
even ‘to the uttérmost all that come upto

God by him.” This will make him eloquent.
This will clothe his words with
power. This will enable him to speak to
the heart and reach the heart. This can
only be enjoyed by the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit in a heart fully consecrated to
God.
Such a minister, if nota “giant in
the pulpit,” with an appreciative and cooperating church, will be a successful and

I never was

useful minister.

the pastor was about to pronounce the benediétion, when all were startled by a voic e
from the Contribution Box, which the deacon had just placed on the table:
« Wait a moment, good friends, and give
I have long had
me a chance to speak.
something on my mind, and must unburThe truthis, I am muc h
the Bible, but who got out of the way, will den myself.
and Rama,dined with Bro. Bonsis. Our re
abused. Sometimes for weeks together I
exNext,
sin,
for
excuse
an
as
cited
be
am allowed no part in all Jo
Sunda y
past was served on a coarse black blanke t
doubted. Then, services, though prayers and’ alms shoul d
and mats. Four of us enjoyed dishes of brass, perimental religion will be
the forms of come up together fora ‘memorial before
the rest ate from plates made of leaves and as a matter of course, some of
God.’ But I am tucked away out of sight,
embraced.
be
will
fanaticism
and
delusion
continy saucers nrade also of leaves which
where I get only dust and cobwebs,
the crooked ways
case;
the
not
is
this
if
Or,
of
two
but
All
dake.
and
tained the curry
«Worse, still, are my grievances when I
be
will
fraud
and
deception
,
dishonesty
al allowed to come around from pew to
us ate with our hands. After eating, each of
pewin aid of “your devotions. 1 always
washed his hands in a brass dish, one dis h followed.
a heart full of good will, ready
is one of the forms of the come with
Falsehood
o'clock
three
At
persons.
serving for three
¢
to
confer
on
yon all the great. blessings « of
We
abounds.
Lying
sin.
of
ways
crooked
Theve were tw
was the Sabbath school.
giving.
Yet,
oh, what treatment! 1 don Y 1
hypfalse friends, religious impostors,
clusses. Mr. B. took the nativeA preachers have
mean now* the tricks of fun-loving boys.
swindlers,
tale-bearers,
seducers,
who give me old buttons for pennies. I
and the more advanced, and the rest of us, ocrites,
quacks, and worse than all, perjurers, can put up with their mischief, especiall
‘| about fourteen, went outside under the
O it is as [never get sofall but that I can carry a
The lesson those who are false underoath.
farther side of the samarind.
10 few buttons extra.
weep
angel:
an
mgke
to
enough
almost
Most of us had
y

of her lesson, or, in her words,—

« While we were all talking together,
gomebody pulled my sleeve, and there was
Clo in the corner, with her great brown
eyes fixed on me.
‘Seehere! she said in
a whisper, ‘I can’t be

good!

I would

be

good if I could only just have a piano!
‘Well, Clo,’ I said, ¢ if you will be a good
girl, and go to heaven, I think you will
have a piano there, and play just as much

church

will prosper,

Long Sermons.
tl

Wrens

A lawyer who consumes three hours in
arguing a question of law relating to the
ownership of a barrel of apples, is indignant
at his minister for exceeding twentyfive minutes in unfolding one of the great
principles of morality, on. the observance of
which the tolerable, existence of society deends.
The judge who fills two hours
with his *‘ opinion” on the right of a counsel to challenge a witness, grumbles at his
minister because

he has prolonged

the dis-

cussion of the fundamental laws of human
existence to thirty minutes. . The physician
who takes ten minutes to prepare the medicine for the headache, is nervously restive
if his minister spends twice as many in attempting to relieve a chronic heartache.

a8 you care to.”
You ought to have seen the look the child

gave me!

The

aud souls be gathered into the garner of
o
od. :
Let ministers seek this holy unction from
on high, and if they do not see the immediate results of their labors, let them know
that this labor in the Lord is not in vain.
Let the church pray, ‘Lord,” increase the
number of such men.”

She seemed to have taken their hearts’ by
storm. She says, ‘“They treated me very
prettily, and made me love them at once.”
Clo Bentley is in the class. Clo is a pretty, soft-eyed little creature, with a shrinking mouth, and an absorbing passion for
music, which she has always been too poor |.
to gratify. I suspect that her teacher will’
make
a pet of her. She says that in the
course

conse-

quences of sin, and an overwhelming sense
of the goodness of God in providing, at

She told me a pretty ‘thing about
her
class; it happened the first Sabbath that
she took it. Her scholars are young girls
of from fourteen to eighteen years of age,

taken, and

and

powers are

‘|¢laim,
& ‘clear “view of: the terrible

heaven, by no means exhaust her Yhality.

the congregabeen

deficient in others.

evenly balanced and fairly developed.
But there is an element in pulpit greatness above all that I have mentioned, that
is open to all; this is a deep conviction of
the truth which the minister is sent to pro-

rsuaded into undertaking before. She
oruelf is fast becoming acquainted with
the poorer people of the town,
1 find thas she is a thoroughly busy Christian, with a certain ‘: week-day holiness”
that is strong and refreshing, like a west
wind. Church-going, and conversations on

Box.

of the

know himself,

terial labor, but for one whose

——

which is a venture

and labors

cultivate and strive to improve those
and
s in which he is most deficient.
Churches should not seek for a ‘‘giant” in
dll or in any one of the departments of minis-

Aunt Winfred has been hunting up a
Surday school class for herself and one for
me;

the manifold cares

in one respect and really

said,

in Heaven.

in

souls as seals of his minjstiy.

Every minister should

«¢ Let us all pray for parden before the benediction.”—Selected.

Pianos

are great

Christian pastor than he who is remarkable

you,

registered as an

emotion,

Some

another, and: few if
qualifications would
popular minister, of
proud; but he might

He that combines the most of these qualifications in fair proportions is better prepared

index of your love for Him. As I pass
from pew to pew I gather something more
than money.
These tales of your secret
history, and a thousand others, are all put
on-record, and will be read in that day before the great congregation.”
.
The voice ceased, and the good pastor,
in

conversation.

have but few

conven-

jencefor gathering up your
donations.
Know, St
that a messenger from your
Saviour is

in

one respect, some in
any in all.
These
make a pleasing and
whom many would be

I have one secret more to tell. I am
something more than I seem to be. You

W—

had addressed

a contribution

die without

of deep thought are not always social and

Stlections.
tion,

time, and

its, few and far between.”
All the qualifications above named are of great value to

foraV at fifty,

I at sixty.

children of church-members, most of them.

—

long

Such men are *‘like angels’ vis-

with all his cloghence
will say that he
hopes the people, though they have given
to so many objects, have a little left for

ful hope, expanding, réady to burst into
glorious and eternal realization.
J. HAYDEN,

Contribution

:

the minister, but few possess them all in an
eminent degreé. Deep thinkers are not al-

life are already appearing with buds of bliss-

The

ex-

- Now if any ehurch is looking for such a
minister and waiting to find him, they may

tions.

and

a minister, they

things done for God and

his church.

to feel

disgust

denied themselves a pin for their contribu-

while the cheek may wither, and strength
iten like the
may fail, and locks may
blossoms of the'almond tree, and approaching dissolution cast its lengthening shadow
upon our pathway, the germs of immortal

such

The dear pastor fis sometimes too timid,
and instead of seg6uding the agent's appeal

this

has

With

pect to see great

feel

folks.
They
don’t know when to stop;
talking an hour when forty minutes would
I've seen many an X
open purses ‘wider.

dence that he pleases God.
Some, however,
are like the indolent farmer who found

ave sown, but thanks

facts

them so

spiritual growth, and has the abiding evi-

some

unholy affection, and, wandering out of the
way, is not only in company with the work-

of

Sn
Gn
est man in the whole society, a member of
“They
want
a
giant
for their minister.”
the church, a teacher in the Sunday school,
Not long since I received a letter from a
times appear with promises of rain, but pass a regular attendant atthe prayer-meeting P
I see I don’t need toname you.
[Dr Pe-* Christian brother, in which this sentence was
away leaving naught but disappointment;
used concerning a church that had no passo in times of religious declension signs of nurious is hitching nervously in his pew in tor. We read of literal giants, but do not
the broad aisle.] You speak and pray well.
revival appear sometimes to end “in disap- You have much to say of sound doctrine learn that they are, or ever have been, pe
pointment ; but what seems strangest is that and liberality and consecration to Christ. culiarly fitted for the Christian ministry
the church willlie down to sleep again quite But, whenever you are asked to give, you cause they were giants. It is true that a
content to let things take their own course; always say, ‘1 have too many calls, too good physical development, a strong constitution-and sound health, are quite imwhile in the former case they will not rest many calls.’ Yes, but they get no answers. portant for the minister; but they are not
If you answered any of them liberally, I
so easy, but will watch for every sign of could éxecuse you. To-day you have given yet considered indispensable. —1t-was not
rain and will pray with more faith and fer- me one dollar, when fifty dollars would in this sense that the phrase was used.
Webster was, as it used to be said, ‘‘a man
vor for the refreshing of their corn-fields have been nearer your share. You. havea
« call’ to studly that book which says, * cov- of giant intellect,” but I suppose that no one
than for the Lord's vineyard.
etousness is idolatry.’ And soon you'll ever thought that that fitted bim to preach
——A prophet was angry with a king have another ‘call’ which you must answer, Christ to the people. His natural and acquired mental power, was not a sufficient
that * he smote thrice and stayed.” May not to leave those money bags and go and set- qualifica
“high and holy a ealling.
who owns them
the Lord's anger be sometimes kindled tle accounts with Him
Some
asters of oratory and rhetall.
against us for similar reasons? In his service
have grest power, over a conNow I have something for you all to oric; th
gregatigh
whenever they speak, and may
are not our plans too narrow, our purposes
hear.
When, at the end of last year, you
be called giants in oratory, but it is certain
footed up the contributions of the church,
too weak, our efforts too feeble? Elated
with trifling successes we stay our hands, and said it was quite a fair sum, I ached to that they would not be ‘‘giants in the pulpit.” If the excellency of the power be of
when we should”be eagerly pressing oxn- tell you that your pastor and a ministerial’ God and not of man, these desirable qualifisecretary in the church, from their slender
ward to PFeater victories. We all have ‘ncomes, had
given full one-third of the cations are not all that is essential to minisoccasion to mourn our failures more than to whole. It would have been still more but terial success. Perhaps all that was intended by the description at the head of this arrejoice over successes, and we should nev- for Bro. Whole-souled ‘and Bro. Generous,
er slacken our efforts or stay our hands un- who are always liberal. And Mrs. Hum- ticle might be expressed in the shorter
phrase, ‘‘a smart young man.”
til honorably discharged from the service. ble, too, dear good woman, let me not forThis term ‘‘smart” is a very ambiguous
get her; the five dollar bill she put in was
——1If in the life to come the saints are to fragrant with prayer and love and self-de- one; for what one would call smart another
be ¢ equal to the angels in - heaven,” shall nial, and shed a sweet perfume through the would think extremely weak and puerile,
‘She hath done what she could. so different are the judgments and tastes of
we infer that the lost will be as the devils whole.
What is desired by many, isa
There was a quarter, too, that dropped mankind.
in hell ?
most lovingly from the little fingers that minister that unites every qualification for
ministry in its highest degree. He must
——The wisdom * that winneth souls” is had made themselves weary in earning it. the
Ah !dear Mary, we shall want you fora be a deep and profound thinker, a close
derived more from spiritual culture than in- missionary by and by.
reasoner, an eloquent and fluent speaker, a
tellectual training.
My good friends, the agents, [turning to- good singer, and remarkable for his social

——1In the

and crooked

first indulges: in

Mr.

when I come?

point-lace handkerchief, and, here, to-day,
you have been thinking about buying a

.

backslider

me

Drop that veil over your face, Mrs. Dis-

nothicg to do during a large part of the
sick room are so various, that it will tax
year, but, compelled by~necessity, would in
your skill and wisdom to the utmost.
But
the duty must notbe neglected.
You may spring time, plant a small patch of potatoes,
and when these failed was much straitened
then and there win a sbul to Christ, may
for sustenance. May our hearts be as the
pluck one as a brand from the burning.
good ground sowed with good seed, and as
Ifit be a dying Christian your duty will be a garden where all the choice plants of
a pleasant, though it may be a sad one. grace shall be nurtured, budding, bloomSad to witness. the sorrows of the afflicted
ing, and yielding precious fruits to life eterfamily, to part with a living Christian, but
nal.
pleasant to witness the triumphs of re——Can you conceive how
a minister
deeming grace in the last grapple withthe
who preaches only Christ and him crucified
king of terrors.
:
can possibly amuse a congregation of dying
¢ To see a Christian as he dies,
men with ‘smart. and funny sayings?”
With glory in his view”,
Whatever may be our congregation, or
will give you the clearest perception of the wherever may be our pulpit, let the bloody
reality of the Christian hope. You will be cross stand just in front. When I stand up
led to exclaim with Balaam, ‘Let me die as the ambassador of Christ to dying men
the death of the righteous, and let my last shall I mock his dying agonies by acting
end be like his.”
The recollection of the part of a clown or circus jester?
those scenes of Christian triumph, will be
——In all our bodies the seeds of death

broad, admitting all devious

forone,

play. Youll need it to hide your blushes
while I tell the congregation that you have
not given me so much this year as you
have paid out for those ear rings and that

and stays not hishand in. thé evening, sohe
is always reaping the riches of the kingdom,
everything ministering to his
and finds

but lest some should have forgotten we
will say that he is the man that about twen- among your most grateful reminiscences.
ty years ago received a Christian tract at a Learn tue holy lessous which they teach,
fair, took it home and read it, and the por- and let them lift your heart to the Giver of
tions of the life-giving word contained in it
all good, in gratitude and love for the glowent to his soul and he became a Christian,
rious hope of an endless life that the gospel
and lived a Christian life alone in the jurgle
reveals.
R. N.
for twenty years. He cleared a little place
{
back of his house for a praying place. After some years a neighbor joined him, and Backsliders
with the Wicked.
then the two men worshiped together,
When Mr. B. found them, they were ob. {| As for such as turn aside unto their wicked ways,
serving the Sabbath,but had not learned that the Lord shall lead then forth witir the workers of
;
cattle ought not to work. Shortly after, iniquity. Ps.s125: 5.
The
way
of
life
is
strait;
one
to walk
they were baptized,—eight in all—and bein
it
must
walk
uprightly
and
go
forward
came members of the Midnapore church.
| Mr, B., J.,and Mahes, take turns in going in in a direct course. The way of sin is

the growth of the new, divine character, nor once a month.

—

tion.

A SABBATH AT DEGADIA.

Our

of

perfect consecration of heart to God, for
life or death. Here they are safe.
Here
they will find acceptance with God.
But if
they are irreligious and stupid, your task
is more difficult, especially if they are apparently drawing near to the hour of dissolu-

sad thought, I |

~

powerful and strong in the service of the
Instances

to do this.

Hdw many have fallen,—

mind has been enlightened, the heart
touched and consecrated, the will made

justice

their need of Christ, and to lead

.

have not the least

and then lead

It may be difficult for you opt to your
own satisfaction, but you are
required

As 1 began the ministry a Freewill Baptist; sol remain,.and

the

be cautious not to encouragq

still better
t

fulness of sin,

condemnation,

the only hope of sinners.

improved,

and

became a new creationin Christand showed
truth, holiness, love, and powerin theirremen have been

awakened and desire religious instruction,

had not more than one, if any.
In another respect, there has been a great
change for the better.
Forty years ago,

Heathenism,
idolatries, superstitions, hatreds, jealousies, strifes, lusts strong as

|

believed

Abel

while

the remissiomof sins;

No. 13.

than your visits to the sick room, ‘especial
ly, if the sick are impenitent.
If they are

you,

| Your face is turned toward

God and 1#f#hold of the only hope for the
sinner and showed his faith by the offering
of blood. Cainmay be counted as the father of all persecutors of the saints.

Bt

power to change and transform public opin-

;

——The first dispute among men was
concerning mmatters of - religious faith.
Cain chose a manner of faith’ and, worship
that did not recognize the atoning blood for

My DEAR SON:—Among your pastoral
labors, none will be more difficult to manage

as a-denomination,

But I do mean

Why do you never see

been given to understand that she Was not
expected to ‘talk good’ in my class, she
said, with an
approving, decided vod:
influence for goodis gone; they have the you had, just then, an extra touch of devo- ¢ Well, then! I don’t think it’s going to be
had been by accident,
you anything nice anyway. No I don’t! I
vile for associates; they are miserably un- tion, Ifit
would
have
sought
me
.
after.
service.
But told my last teacher so, and she looked just happy, and unless they turn to God, the
as shocked, and said I never should go
ou hurried out right after the benediction.
doom of the finally impeniterit will be theirs.
That made me
Jow much of the benediction did you carry there as long as I felt so.
«The Lord will have them in derision.” home ? You're rightly named
Blind, for mad; and “T told her I didn’t see but I
Saviour, help ther to repent and live. Ye «none are so blind as those who won't should beas well off in one place as another,
except for the fire.’
i
«angels that excel in strength,” help. see.” . [Mr. Blind here put his head down
_A silent girl in the corner began at this
out
of
sight.]
«Men of Israel, help.” They may yet be
‘I always supClosefist, you putin this torn bill. You point to looked interested,
FipELITY.
saved.
knew it would be at a discount at the bank. posed,’ said she, ‘that you just floated
Don’t tell me it was accidental. . You have round in heaven—you know-—all together
done the same thing before, and it isn’t for —something like jujube paste!’
Chips.
Whereupon I shut the question-book enwant of a whole one, either. You had better go home and read what Rev. Dr. Mal- tively, and took the talking to myself for
:
——Human
conceit is so universal a achi says in one of his «discourses, about the a while.
¢ But I never thought it was anything
weakness that every generation since Ad- man who brought that which was * torn’ as
like that,’ interrupieg
ttle Clo, presently,
.
am has probably regarded itself as an im- an offering to the Lord.
her cheeks flushed with excitement. ¢ Why,
Have
you
lost
your
pocket
book,
Bro.
.proved editionof human nature. The Prudence ? [Prudence claps his hand sud- 1 should like to go,if it is like that! I
cause is ignorance approaching light. denly on his pocket.]
Don’t be alarmed. never supposed people talked, unless it
man learns aught, thus ris- You left it at home and brought oniy a lit- wasabout converting people, and saying
When vain
prayers, and all that.’
5
ing above the former level of his own ig- tle wallet, for fear, as you said, that your: «your
Now, were n't those ideas alluring and
feelings
would
get
the
better
of
your
judgnorance, lie supposes himself to be rising ament. You needn't be. so’ prudent. Your comforting for young girls in the blossom
bove the common level of human intelli- benevolent feelings are the last thingto of warm human life? They were trying
with all their little hearts to ‘ be
some
‘gence.
:
get beyond your control.
:

perience, I give them my most unqualified

punishment awaits transgression.
;
If it is the fact that men have needed and

once

(a

These classes and others in wrong are -or you are hunting for something in the
ranked with the workers of iniquity. Their hymn book, or your head is down, asthough

by our side, close up

old. woman sat blowing 4 pair of blackfatal objection to them—that they are not commendation. And last, but not least, I smith’s bellows which made a scraping,unJust across the path,
based on facts,they are not reconcilable with glory in the Young Men's Christian Associ- comfortable sound.
facts, they are not illustrated by facts. ation, as a more recent auxiliary of the perhaps five or six yards off, were some cattle treading out grain. A man drove them
Now the theory of conversion is not a the- ministry and ckurch.
|
round a circle. They were not muzzled
But
in
this
review
I
inquire,—
ory of this kind.
Conversion is a plain |
and they caught a mouthful every now
and acknowledged fact of human experi- |
¢ «The fathers, where are they
and then.. A little farther on, a man was
ence and life. Sin is a fact of stubborn and
weaving
a web of cloth, nude little boys
Qf
all
the
ministers
that
I
used
to
hear
unmistakable reality. It confronts us everywhere. The history of the world shows it. preach in my boyhood, Rev. Eli Hannibal and girls were here and there and everyA little congregation was -colEverywhere men left to themselves, un- is the only oiie that still remains on earth. where.
lected
around
us, looking and listening.
He
preached
my
ordination
sergon.
checked and unhindered in‘their course, fall
As we studied the 19th verse, and dwelt a
Great changes have occured in“40 years.
into sin. Everywhere language, manners,
customs imply man’s tendency to sin and 1. In general and material matters, —Rail- | little on the fact that there is in all this
reveal actual transgression. Everywhere roads, Steam-boat navigation, Telegraphs, world of human souls, but one described in
‘governments make laws to restrain men’s improved machinery; improvements of hus- the Bible, and thats we all possessed just
evil passions, t6 punish wrong-doers, to bandry,
stoves, iron and steel ploughs, that wicked heart full of all deadly evil,—
condemn wrong-doing.
Everywhere there Sowing, Mowing, and Raking machines,
&e. poor Bonsi’s wife burst out ‘‘but the Lord
is a common experience, more or less vivid, 2. Inour common schools,—from the poor, Jesus can take all these things but of our
of frailty, of imperfection, of sin. The uni- few weeks’ school in miserable huts, up to “hearts and fill them with his love.” Her inversal conscience pronounces that man is our present free school system, in graded voluntary earnestness and evident knowlguilty before God ; and punishment, after sin departments, of equal value to former edge’ of what she said sent a thrill of joy to
and because.of it, is a broad and patent fact academies, with greatly improved houses, our hearts, and made us think of “springs
in the desert.”
Altogether, the Sabbath
in human history. Bitter tears flow, stern teachers, and+text-books.
38. In governpangs of regret rend the heart, the dread of ments,—the overthrowof slavery in the school was one of the little ‘heavenly
dim, unknown, but fast coming woe shakes whole world except in Spain and Brazil,and places”—though literally encompassed by
the soul as will the very shock of doom be- there even now about at an end; and in heathenism and Sabbath breaking. When
cause men sin. As surely as man is frail the gain of religious liberty and republican the sun gat low we walked out through a
and earth thorny, as sprely as life is tinged rule. 4. In ministerial support,—from the thin grove of olive trees. The olive is neiwith sadness and death veiled in gloom, so give-what-yeu-please system, toregular sal- ther pretty nor symmetrical. Ithas a heavy,
surely man has sinned and is guilty, and aries; and from no support of ministers, but solemn look. In thé eveningiwe enjoyed a

Lord.

Ps

\
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>
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Delight and fear and incredu-

lous bewilderment tumbled over each other,

as if I had proposed taking her into .a forbidden fairy-land.
:
‘ Why, Mra, Forcethe! Why, they won't

The

belle who

has spent-—how long P—in

let anybody have a piano up there! not in adjusting the bows on her bonnet, is reheaven

jar

J

wh morseless in her criticism

4

was in Matthew 15: 18—34.

+

minister

fop who has Smad and perfumed and
waxed his beard and moustache for an
hour, is mortified past endurance if the

heaven was going to be,

+0, she said with a dreary
sigh, ‘I never think about it when I can
help it. I
suppose we shallsall just stand there.’
*And ‘you,’ lLasked of the next, a bright
girl with snapping eyes. -

on the

who does not finish his meditations on the
The
character of God in fifteen minutes.

I luid down the question-book, and asked
what kind of a place she supposed that

poor minister is not through

his

discussion

of the immortal life * inside” of twenty min4

utes,

{

:

n

Bh

THE
bill-of-fare before deciding what

Resignation. } -

‘When first the anguish

“

;

.

through the night,
the day.

The weary hours will not be lost,
These days of misery,
:
:
These nights of darkness, anguish-tost,
Can I

but turn to thee,

In patience every blow,

‘And holiness from woe.

put up with a very or-

‘Whate’er maybe my fate ;

:

‘Whether thus early to depart,
=®

Or yet a while to wait,

If Thou shouldst bring me back to life,
More humbled I would be,
More wise, more strengthened for the strife,
More apt to lean on thee.

manfully meet and overcome the

+ 8.

Storm-Proof Christians.
After twenty years of pastoral experience,

I have come to divide all church members
into two classes—fair-weather Christians
and storm-proof Christians.
This division
holds
good through all the routine of religious life. ‘The firstis composed of those
who rarely practice any self-denial for
- Christ. They not only dread a storm of
unpopularity.

of reproach

They are capital soldiers

arade days, but are not

or

on

worth

a rush be-

profession before a battle,

and

loud in ex-

the representative

of this

ore the cannon’s mouth.

They are loud in

ultation after a victory, but during the
fight they are always missing.
Demasis
apostle

class, as

Paul is the representative ofithe storm-proof
disciple.
Fair<weather Christians are of
no possible use, except to shame better
men into better conduct.
Commend me to the Christian who, when
the Sabbath-bell rings, consults his con-

science rather than his barometer.
Commend me to the follower of Jesus who

chooses death or defeat rather than desertio
Commend me to him who, when du-

ty'¥Ounds her trumpet, is always ready to
answer, ‘ Lord! what wilt thou have me

class in this city,

and

course, would be

discussed

as these

an

that the

I did

matters,

there,

of

I began

The

Text

to be ‘steamed

long about it.

but then

I could write one

you

POULTRY RAISING,

TO ALL

are

TERMS
Single Copies,

$10; b Copies 815.

sivie

He is Christ's

minute-man.

When

of 8 Copies (all at one time), will receive a copy

~ Way of Platting It.

amount, and are respectfully solicited

so

We will send

ngpeffort untried, to multiply its converts
and extend its power. It has always exerted its energies to spread its institutions
over our country ; evidently

genius of our country,

which

roudly claims to be the home of religious

iberty
; and we

are

think

wasn’t

thatlost

it natural

that

her piece
she

ot

should

more of that one than of the other
safe in her purse? And
wasn't it just natural that- the man should

not surprised

to

hear

care

more

gbout his

one

lost

sheep

than

about the ninety-nine that hadn't strayed
away ?
Heres a farmer owns a hundred sheep.

AND

one year,

4114

MAGIC

comb sent by mail for $1,25.
13t14

WM.

are coated ‘with’

Address

PATTON,

Catarrh
Higesses

wages

good.

H.

4614

DO

WOL-

P yr

SIE

ing She

istute

of is

.

Its

indiestions

ing,

ihe

or in-

or

deafness in the

the

leit Chest or side and

13t7

juder the Shoulder Blades.

e

stream

running

and neighbors.
Fulfill your
promises.
Pay your debts. ‘Be yourself all you would
gee in others. Be a good man, and stop grumbling.

of

on de-

first three candidates they heard after their

the other upon the other side, and meet be-

former pastor left, it would have been better for them, and adds: **We think he is
right, and commend his remark. Would a

yond, going
again,
Was

society select the three most desirable ob-

tainable men for hearing, and, refusing to
hear any other, decide upon one of these,
we are satisfied that not only will ith in-

terests be promoted, but that it will secure

an abler and a better minister that

4 hearing all the candidates
on

‘it ‘will
the list.

e man.who tastes of every article on the

down the common
channel
there ever a thoughtful, sen.

sitive person, that dared to be open, transparent, frank P
f
But, however this may be, there can be no

doubt that Christian people are not frank
enough for each other's good.

If men knew

how to #peak the truth in love, how rich
might one become! A man might stand
then in the focus of the wisdom of all his

friend.

But, refusing to let their

»

light

20TH

THOUSAND.
— Hunter's Guide and
Trapper’s Companion, How to hunt,
fish and trap ALL animals.
How to tan and cure
hides, &e.
New secrets, &e. Worth $10 to any boy
or farmer. Neatly printed and bound~- only 25 cents
post paid; 6 for $1. Send to

8w16

Itends
.

AMERICAN

ENITING

Price $26. The simplest, cheapest and best Knitting
Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 stitches per
minute, Liberal inducements 10 Agents. Address,

AMERICAN

KNILTING

MACHINE

Mass. or 8t Louis, Mo.

CO,, Boston,
12614

$20 A DAY to Male and Female
Agents to introduce the BUCKEY E $20 SHUTTLE
Swine MACHINES,
Stitch alike on both sides,
and 18 the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE in
the market sold for less than $40. All others are infringements, and the seller and nser are liable to pros.
re free.—, .
.ecution and imprisonment. Full pa
Address W. A. HENDERSON & Co., Cleveland,
Ohio,

.

13w16

AN

¢

AND AGENCIES,
June deposited with ua for investment in Farm.
ing Lands, City or other property on the Pacific
Coast, will be paid by Telegraph
or otherwise in any
fart of California,
Oregon, Idaho, and in the Mining
istricts of Nevada, through the Bank and Agencies

LEES & WALLER,
Bankers,
OF CALIFORNIA

New Discovery in Making Money !
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Opium isan article-of commerce commanding =a
high
price and has never heretofore been made in
America. Prof. W. C. Wilson has by actual experi-

| Opi

demonstrated

that

as

inthe

By a timely

resort to

this

standard

’

Prepared

and
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in New
tid

remedy,

GRACE’S
like magic

Cuts, Wounds,
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prompt

in
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at
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THE FIRST PREMIUM of §50 for the best music
and words combined has been awarded to the piece |
entitled “The Sabbath Bells,” found on the third page.

AT

SEEDS,

TO

AND

GARDEN
Published in January.
wishing this new work, free
immediately M. O'KEEFE,
Barry’s Block, ROCHESTER,

SUNDAY SCHOOL MELODIES, |
No.

of Pharmacy

rT

| CATALOGUES FREE!
M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO'S

BURNS, SCALDS,

PUBLISHED.

THE

of the Journal

supply a book, giving all needful instructions as to
cultivation, etc. to ail desirons. Or orders may be
addressed to Nelson Chase, Montpelier P.0., Vt ,who
| is an equal partner in the business with Prof. Wilson,
| and will furnish books, seed, &e., on same terms,
3m10

is

& SON. Proprietors, Boston.

JUST

in-

Prof. Wilson of Monkton, Vt.,will farnish seed, and

pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
angry looking swellings and inflammations; thus-affording relief and a complete cure.
SETH

number

Philadelphia:

BoSTON,

Chapped

These

tured by Prof. Wilson has been thoroughly
tested by
a chemist and the result of the test published in the

November

as

action, soothes

men.

and has inaugur-

ated producing Opium in the United States, obeling
a fine business.
The attention of farmers
and al

SALVE

on OLD

scientific

tillers of the soil, is invited to this enterprise as one
that will bear investigation. The Opium maunufac-

sold by dealers generallye

Works

and

| form him he has mide a fair stand

a

THE

VEGETABLE
FOR 1869,
Every lover of flowers
of charge, should address
SON & CO., Eliwanger &
N.Y.
3t6

Remnants

FACTORY

PRICES,

THE SECOND PREMIUM of $25 forthe best words | "gar Samples and prices sent free. Address PAUL,
. 8t18
has been awarded to the hymn, entitled “I love to | the Remnant man, Providence, R. I.
sing of Jesus,” found on the 46th page.
This Buok is |

not the original Casket (No. 1)
work.
dred.

improved, but a new |

Price in fine Muslin, 60 cents; $50 per hunBoards, 35 cents; $30 per hundred.

THE

DOUBLE
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For the convenience of thosaiesiring both books, |

extant.

pages.

The

most

ORNAMENTAL

BUY

complete work of its kind |

I
Price
60 cents; $50 per hundred.

Sample copies of either Book mailed
| of the retall price.
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Cough, Cold,
Th+oat

or

manent

an

Throat

IS OFTEN

Affection,

Lung

THE

.

HORNS

——

10

y BILIOUS, DYSppp

{

Eprom, THE COST Shp!

Lungs, a per- |

Incurable

USEFUL.

Sore

REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE CHECKED.
IF ALLOWED
TO CONTINUE,

Irritation of the

AND

ONLY.

SILVER
TIPPED
SHOES
For Children,
Will outwear
three pairs without Smb tips *
:

240 8. Eleventh Street, Philadelphia.
For

of the
136%7)

| Kidneys.

No.1 and No.2 will be bound together, making a book |
of 288

Water

|
i is a certain cure for Diabetes and all diseases
For sale by all Druggists.

CASKET.

REFUNDED.
OL Be

or |

Disease
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RESULT.

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.
A full supply of Freewill Baptiet
Books may be
the | found at Woodman and: Hammett's, 37 and 54, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass,
They furnish our bécks 0 all pare

/ Brown's Bronchial Troches,
Having

parts,

a

direct influence

give immediate

For Bronchitis, Asthma,
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Diseases

relief.

to
©

Consumptive

and | ties desiring them, at our published rates,
|

TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS,

SINGERS AND

PUBLIC

{

For

SPEAKERS

will find TROCHES useful in clearing the

taken before Singing or Speaking, and

relieving the

throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.

The Troches are recommended and prescribed
by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country. Being an article of
true merit, and having proved their eflicacy by a test

Star Offize, Dover

20

’

of many years, each year finds them in new localities

in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
universally pronounced better than other articles.
OBTAIN only “ Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” and

“WORLD

57 & 59 Broomfield

EPILEPSY

erystal,

white

enameled

WALTER

26188

(Patent)

For Destruction of Insects, and Cure of Skin
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For
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can be growa for

world.

has had his mind upon
| six years Professor Wilson
had the assistance and advice of

received by the

& SON,

anywhere

| this subject, ard has
{ the best physicians

CAN BE CURED

proved by hundreds of testimonials
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fully
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Opium in this country, and in this climate, as success-

|
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A. D. FAIR
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The Liberal Christian quates from some

one who says that ‘‘the prolonged habit of
listening to new preachers merely with the (or, what is harder than this, who are willing |
view of trying them, as one tastes the fla- to live for each other), and never speak of
vor of tea, creates a fastidious spirit, and things that each ktow is passing in the
the more they hear the more difficult they other's mind. Itisvery strange to see people
find it to make a choice,” and that, in nine come up to conversation in topics that by a
cases out of ten, if the societies now long tacit free-masonery are sacred, and, without
without a minister had settled one of the word or look, one glides past on one side and

SURPLUS,

AGENT,

Patent Expansion Ferules
:
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Sui

Wistar’s

corrosive matter-issues.
Snuff or dust of any kin
aggravates, and never cures the disease.
A snegze is nature’s ‘emphatic warning, and is produced in consequence of an irritation of the head.
Nature speaks out and says no! at every sneeze. She
opens the water ducts, and floods the nostrils with
water to drive out the intruder, just as the ducts of
the eye are opened when dust affects that organ,
Taking snuff will produce
Cagarrh.
The patient
feels dull, heavy, stupid and sleepy ; his fears are not
aroused until perhaps too late.

F. Baptist Register for 1869.
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From 300 to 400
| pounds of Opium can be- realized from the poppies
of the Throat, Lungs and Chest,
Are speedily and permanently cured by the use of grown on an acre of good land, which will net. the
owner front $1,500 to $3.500 per acre. For the last
that old and reliable remedy,

pollution

where the
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Company,

PAUL,

Presses.

of Breathing, Asthma, Bleeding of the
Lungs, and every affection

Bronchitis is the legitimate ehild of Catarrh.
Troches and all palliatives cannot in any case reach the

fountain in the head,

Portable
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SORE THROAT,
Croup, Liver

from the head

ay the stomach.
in Consumption.
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PRINTING.

Best
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Liver
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are atjacked in “ousequence of
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have all
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MANUFACTURERS

controverted, and exposed as a fallacy.
Price of charts, in colors, 75A.D.
cents;FAIRBANKS
plain, 50 cents,
Address

these
symptoms, ' others
only few.
Very little pain

:

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

and end of Daniel and John’s visions, thereby claim-
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Iis object is to aid in the study of Prophocy. It is

ndigestion
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common.
Some
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illustrated by numerous engravings and explanatory
notes. The position of those who reckon the time
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Cheapest

the assertion from high authorities of the
livery, without the privilege of returning,
Roman-catholic church, thata land of reat
10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
ligious freedom is not favorable to tle
or $7,00 per hundred.
fowh and perpetuity of their intolerant
He catches cold constantly in the head, sometimes
faith.
Persons wishing it sent by mail, will running at the nostrils ; the breath sometimes reveals to his neighbors the corruption within; while
A deputation of Irish priests visited this’ always ready to help a poor sheep of Christ's remit ‘the amount of postage in addi- the
patient has often lost the sense of smells The
¢ountry some years ago, to ascertain the over the wall.) He starts in search of him. tion to the price. The postage
disease advances cautiously, until*pain in the chest,
on a lungs,
or bowels, startles him; he hacks and coughs;
religious condition: of the emigrants from By-and-by he sees the foot-marks—ah, yonhas dyspepsia, has liver complaint, wants to take a
der he is! But now he has to mind where single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents— blood
that country. | After a careful investigation,
purifier, or cod liver oil. Bosh ! The foul
they reported on their return that more he treads; he has to make a spring now and twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts. ulcer in the head cannot be reached by such nostrums.
He becomes nervous, his voice is harsh and
than a million of the Irish had left their then over some boggy place, and the land
This Register has a blank page for memo- unnatural,
feels disheartened, memory loses her powis all sopping wet. But he sees the track randa for each month; also a fine cut of er, judgement
church.
:
her seat,gloomy
forbodings hang overhead;
hundreds,
or thousands seek a rope,a river, or
The Roman-catholi¢ bishop of Toronto of the wanderer, and now he hears ‘‘Ba-a,” the Star Office Building on the cover.
arazor, and cut the miserable thread of life. The
wrote to the Irish bishops in 1864, that and the great soft eyes of the creature stare
lvoks on and wonders that a man surrounded
Orders are solicited from all parts of the world
. Bishop England of Charleston did not ex- up at him from a quagmire, as if to say,
by all the charms and opulence that gold can give,
should deliberately choose a quiet grave ; others
aggerate when he said that the lges. of ‘0, master, help me out.” He takes him country.
drag on a weary lite and sink under lung complaints
Catholics to the church in this country up and puts him over his shoulders, and the
bv inches.
Many hire some miserable scamp or
some big sounding charlatan, having such a string
could be estimated by millions, The Bish- black mud drips down his jacket; but he
The Myrtle.
of
promotions
trom Europe that they actually beAt last he comes to the
op says,‘* The youth are not so subniis- doesn’t mind th:
and dazzle their victim, who at once comes
This semi-monthly, published by the wilder
sive to the councils of the clergy in politics brook that skirts his orchard, and then he
down with the dust, pays $5 for a useless examina.
tion, $30 more as part payment
for a job cure.
Of
as in Ireland ;” and adds, ¢ Alas! if all the washes all the filth away; ‘and the poor Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
courte the dupe is not silly enough to pay the balIrich, with their descendants, had preserv- thing trots into the fold with such a happy for the use of Sunday School scholars, was ance,
biit thanks God he was not killed outright by
the outrageous treatment.
The villians cooly write
ed the faith, the number of Catholics in bleat, asif to say: ‘Thank you, sir.”
a flaming certificate and attach thereto the victim’s
Now, that's how Jesus fetches back his enlarged and much improved about the name.
America would be double what it is at
wanderer.
Only He doesn’t put him across first of April. - It is printed on paper of a
present,at the lowest possible calculation.
Thousands are restored to health whom
doctors
"The ** Universe,” a Roman-catholic paper his shoulders; He puts him into his bosom,
very superior quality, and its mechanical call hopeless victims of Consumption. Physicians
think
the
lungs
affccted
when
the.
liver
is
the
of Philadelphia, admits that there are great and then He takes and washes him in the .excellence is equal to that of.afy other pa- cause of pain in the majority of cases, and the only
palosses to. that church from year to year fountain filled with his own precious blood.
tient is curable. No lung complaints can exist unless
per
of
its
class.
All
communications
incaused
by
Catarrh.
But
the
liver
is
always
flrst
atThat’s what He did for me eight years ago.
among the youth of the great cities, an
Medicines taken in the Stomach, are worse
tended for publication should be addressed tacked.
says:
ili
than
useless.
Physicians
know
nothing,
compara.
“01 happy day,
% Taking the figures for New York to
to Rev. J. M. BaLey, Ep1TOR, Dover;N. H. tively, of the symptoms of this disease—its cause or
When Jesus washed my sins away.”
cure—and few are bold enough ro deny this assertion.
be correct—and the authority that gives
All orders and remittances for the paper Many Physicians have Catarrh themselves and do
them is reliable—itis a certain fact that not And that’s what He is ready to do for you. should be sent to L. R. BurLINGAME, Do- not know it; those of the highes¢ standing buy *‘Anpihilator” to cure it.
less than 200,000 baptized Irish «children Hallelujah! He can save to-night.—RichFor all aflicted with this disgusting complaint, DR.
ver, N. H,
:
are lost every year to the faith in America. ard Weaver.
WOLCOTT’S ANNIHILATOR affords a safe and spéedy
cure, when no BONES come from the head.
The nosHow true the great Archbishop Kenrick was
TerMS.—Single“copy, 30 cents a year. trile
must be rinsed with ANNIHILATOR, by snuffing
when he maintained that the church here is
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20 through to the throat and spit out the nasty corrupFrankness.
constantly losing more than it gains! What
tion instead of swallowing or allowing it to run
cents each,—payable in all cases in ad- down the throat, and thus keep the ulcers clean of
does it gain? ' Immigrants—nothing but
—
Oe
matter and they heal permanently. Also for Weak
vance.
wile
immigrants.
What does it lose?
Two
Nerves, Chronic Headache and Neuralgia,it is invalFrankness is supposed to be a common
Twelve pints should be used for Catarrh,one
hundred thousand children of these same virtue. Itismost uncommon. = Itis, indeed,
Posraar.—The postage on a single copy uable.
pint each week.
immigrants, the best Catholic stock in the an extraordinary thing.
It requires truth, of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
The ANNIHILATOR is gold at 50 cents, and fall pints
world, lost évery year.”
#1 a bottle with full directions, Pints hold three
simplicity, love, and genuine goodness,
bottles, Buy none except in pure white wrapWhile these testimonies of the effect of Many men speak truth very. plainly when cents a year; and no more on 8 copies, 60c.
ers.
free institutions upon those who are held in angry; many speak pleasant truth” frankly, or any number between one and 8, wheh
8ix pints of Annihilator for Catarrh or Colds in the
spiritual bondage are encouraging, they but few there are whose souls are so bal- sent to one address, than on a single one. Head, or one pint of Pain Paint double strength sent
of express charges, on receipt of the money; or
should not lead the believers of the’ true anced in an atmosphere of love that they The postage is payable at the office of de- free
one
gallon of Pain Paint (double strength) for $20.
faith to remit their efforts to spread the speak whatever needs
Small
bottles sold at all Drug
Stores.” R. L. WALto bé said, to to all,
The
volume begins with the corT, Inventor
and sole Proprietor, No, 181 Chatham
truth or to defend its doctrines.
Nothing plainly, gently, fully. The dearest friends Uvery.
Square,
N.
Y
4t14
first number in April.
Orders are solicitis more true than the old maxim, ¢ The live together.
for years without daring to
Rive of liberty is eternal vigilance.”—Am: speak things which they know, and which
Bank of California,
No percentage is allowed on money sent The
essenger.,
;
each party knows that the other knows.
Parents live with a reserve years long to- us for the Myrtle.
San
Francisco.
ward _ their children. Children carry unSample copies will be sent free on appliChurch Courtships.
touched, unsyllabled thoughts and feelings
calheg.
——
Be.
that take hold of their very being. Friends
CAPITAL,
- '$5.000,000, GOLD,
meet and part day by day—friends so true
that they would almost die for each other

‘“
“
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versal complaint.
Itis an
Ulceration of the head.

Eat with moderation, and go to bed early.
‘Talk less of your own peculiar gifts and

This work is offered for sale, cash
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figures.
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is a dangerous

DR.

Hon.EDWARD

Toe

quaintance with all the First Class Firms,enables him
to give valuable information to all enquirers.
Rev. E. Knowlton, So. Montville, Me.
¢“
C. 0.Libby, Cor. Sec. F. M. Soc., Dover, N. H.
‘¢ LL.B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.
¢ J. Burnham Davis, Charlestown, Mass.
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H.

at the very lowest

yet iv oan be Rural

y the use of

people's alone.
Live within your means.
Smoke your cigar through an air tight stove.
of those of your
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Springfield, Mass.~

& Co., 413 Chesnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Mind

YORK.

SALESHEN
wanted by a Manufacturing Co., to
travel and sell by sample a new line of goods.

Varieties.

one short. He goes over them again; perhaps he's reckoned wrong. No, it's only
ninety-nine again. He goes in to his wife,
who is sitting by the kitchen fire waiting
till he comes to supper.
‘Why,
lass,
there's one gone.
Poor ‘thing, he must
have got over the wall.” . (Ah! the devil is

ROW, NEW

COMB.—Teeth

Situations permanent;

Well, at night he counts ’em, and he makes

BATES & CO.,

~ 37 PARK

THE

Minister—O my good woman ! you will
never make a good sermonizer ; you are too
soon in your application.

virtues, and more

:

}
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For circulars address
:
Rev.
L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H,
We, the nndersigned,are prepared to gay that Rev,
L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD of Supply g Musical
Instruments in any part of the United States, makes
urchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages our
Brethren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,

to

solid gye.
You wet your hair and use the comb, and
it produces a permanent black
or brown.
ONE

to

PETTENGILL,

England,

Full information furnished b.
DEMOND & SOULE.
General Agents for New England,
103 State street, Boston.

Sons’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,

to act for us.

HOME

any settled Clergyman (he stating with his remittance.
the ehurch over whith he is settled) for $2,560.
A specimen copy sent free,
No traveling agents employed. Address all com-

myself in

business, and, with all your might lét other

desiring, as its bnine she had got

sway is waning and its influence decreasing by the spread of liberal opinions in the
papal countries
.of £urope, to intrench itself strongly in this new Western world.
The institutions of popery, however, are
alien to the

Now, this woman
silver,

HEARTH

free.

in accord-

,

-

and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
five years.
+
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows.) Al80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering &

retain 10 per" cent. of the

brawling woman.”
Parishioner—Do
you mean me, sir?

| out of your regular profession.

—

Clubs

DOLLARS.

Agents of integrity and ability wanted throughout
New

is compelledto deal in none but the best Instruments,
3 Copies

Any.one sending us $24for a club

Postmasters who will get us up

MELODEONS!

week to keep up a Music Store.
3
II. By sending Instruments directly from the manufacturer to the purchaser.
2
PLEDGE, Ifany Instrument fails to give satisfac.
tion_ after afew weeks’ use, MR, H
ON will re
fund the money and take the Instrument: hence he

FOR 1869

ance with above rates, may

MILLION

desire, and has all the most desirable aud latest features of Life Insurance that can be combined with

No man rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr.
HARMON.
Old Instruments of allkinds taken in,
exchange for New.
He does this:
I. By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $150 per

Teaching

invariably in advance;

ONE

reliability and security.

the leas |
risk in any way.
i
Twen
ing
¢of Mr. |
per cent. is savedby 2 purchasing
HARMON.
He gives valuable information in respect to keeping instruments in good tune,
i

them

munication

ofithe congregation nodding and sleeping
in heir pews, whilst he was preaching; he

The Roman-catholic church is an aggreschurch. = Itleaves no stone unturned,

4,

Sound

AGENCY,—103 State street,
Boston.

CHARTER PERPETUAL.

States, thereby freeing the purchaser from

LIVE IN. THE COUNTRY,

we hope to bring Entertainment,
and Valuable Suggestions,
;

It 18 observed that the most censorious are
tobk his measures accordingly, and introat last the messenger of death shall call the duced the word ‘‘Hyperbolical” into his generally the least judicious, who, having
roll, this man shall calmly and promptly sermon; but he paused and said, “Now, nothing to recommend themselves, willbe
answer: Here! And, after he has gone my friends, some of you may not under- finding fault with others. No man eavies
to his heavenly reward, his name, like that stand this word Ayperbolical. Tl explain | the merits of another who has enoughof his
of the
gallant young Huguenot captain,
it. Suppose that I were to say that this own.
shall be keptoon the roll of the regiment, congregation were all asleep in the church
“Wity Do YOU show favor to your enemies
and whenever it is called, some comrade
at the present time, I should be speaking
instead of destroying them? said & chieftain
in the faith shall step
forth and respond;
hyperbolically ; because (looking around) I to the Emperor Sigismund.” ‘Do I'not de‘Died on the battle-field !” In these days don’t believe more than one-half of you are
of self-indulgence, may God send ‘us more sleeping.” The effect was instantaneous, stroy my enemies by making them my
religion that is storm-proof.—Dr. T. L, | and those who were nodding recovered friends ?” was the -Emperer’s noble reply.
Kindness is the best weapon with which to
Cuyler.
:
themselves and nudged their sleeping neigh- kill an adversary.
J
bors, and the preacher went on as if nothing, had happened.
:
Stor GRUMBLING. Get up two hours earLosing: More than it Gains.
lierin a morning, and begin to do something
to do?”

WHO

ENGLAND
vo

CAPITAL,

. Attention is called to the fact that many purchasers
ONS
favored or. Rev.
L. L.
new method of sendin,
elodeons, Organs and Pianos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United

will be specially provided for, and will find their own
page always lighted with tun in pictures and fun in
stories, so tempered with good teaching that we hope:

make

NEW

are being greatl

THE BOYS AND GIRLS
.to make them wiser and better while we
merrier.

#

OFFICE—Corner of Fifth and Chest

nut streets, Philadelphia,

D. LOTHROP & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

.PIANOS ! ORGANS!

contribute regularly,and the best writers in the country will constantly enrich this department.

halt the time, if I only had the text.
Minister—O if a text is what you want, I
will furnish that.
Take thisone from Solomon:
*‘ Tt is better to dwell in a corner

many

“4013

In its Literary Departmentit includes the choicest
original reading for all members of the family: Adventures by Sea and Land, Pure and Elevating Stories, Sketches, Biographies, Poems, etc.
:
MRS. STOWE,
:
di
. GRACE GREENWOOD,
{
MRS. MARY E. DODGE,

Ga-

¢ C.F.BETTS, Secretary.
HOME

Societies and Publishers, so that a COMPLETE VA-

STOCK BREEDING,

up

.

THOMAS W. EVANS, Vi Seat
WILLIAM GETTY, Manager,
kil

RIETY of the LATEST and BEST SUNDAY SCHOOL ‘$100,000 deposited with Auditor General
for Seeurity of Policy-Holders.
BOOKS PUBLISHED IN THE UNITED STATES may now
be selected in one store upon as favorable terms as
SPECIAL FEATURES.
they could be obtained atthe various places of publiLow cash premiums.
ER
cation ; Catalogues, or an assortment of Books from
Policies non-forfeitable by their terms.
which to select, sent when desired. Orders sent by
Liberal traveling privileges.
letter will have our personal attention, thus saving
Return of all premiums paid.
Annual dividends,
Commitees the expense of a journey, in order to get
Females ir tured dt:same rates as males.
good books. Address all orders,
Insures on the Mutual or Stock
plan, as parties

3
GARDENING,
PLANS OF COUNTRY HOMES,
;
RURAL ARCHITECTURE,
ORNAMENTAL GARDENING,
FRUIT GROWING
"FLOWER CULTURE, &o.

| of the house-top than in a wide house with a

annoyance,

of able editors and contributors
.
:
HOME meets with universal favor
persons in town and country.
week original articles by the best

PLANTING,

fe.

Parishioner—Yes,

:

American Writers each in his own department on
FARMING

The North American Review gives us the
following dialogue between a clergyman
and a female parishioner:
Parishioner—It amazes me that ministers
don't write better sermons.
I'm sick of
their dull, prosy affairs.
Minister—But it is no easy matter, my
good woman, to write good sermons.

The Rev. J. Bonner was one day preaching at Kettle, in Fife, for his friend, the relief minister thereof. It was a very warm
day ; the church closely packed; the occasion, the Monday following communion,
He observed, with some

character,

and Application.
reel

study, and investigate, and observe, and
think, the more clearly I see it.
And now

Hyperbolical. - ~

independent

agsisted by a corps
in all Seba tment.
HEARTH AND
from all classes of
It contains every

.

TRUST CO,

- GEQRGE #. STUART, Presiden

all

atthe spacious and popular Bookstore, (which is also
a BIBLE WAREHOUSE and DEPOT FOR CHROMOS,) 38 & 40 CORNHILL, BOSTON.
:
MESSRS. D. LOTHROP & CO. have made speeial
arrangements to keep constantly for Sale a full assortment of all Books of the American Tract Societies. American Sunday School Union, and all new
and desirable Books for Sunday Schools of other

EDITED BY
AND

BOOKS and

REQUISITES for the Sabbath School may be found

Fireside,

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,

ZOU Cas

more I

I want to become a Christian. My heart is
cold yet. Ido not speak now because my
feelings impel me, but because my deepest
judgment tells me that itis high time I
made my peace with God.
I should be
glad of your prayers.

an

and

AND

of Pennsylvania.

The most complete assortment of

DONALD G. MITCHELL,

such is afilic-

by a power outside. yourself.— Church

away.
Two months have now
passed, an
I come here to-day to tell you that I'know

be true.

form

hill with. difficulty, than

reading up. I wanted to be fair, and so
commenced the study of a work on the evidences of Christianity. I had not studied
many days when I began.to perceive the
foundations of my infidelity crumblin
Christianity must

fy

comparatively feeble ; cut away its protectors, and the first blast will overturn it.
But the same tree, growingin the open
field where itis continually beaten upon by
the tempest,*bgcomes its own protector. So
the man who 18 compelled to rely on his
own resources, forms an independence ‘of
character to which he could not otherwise
have attained.
‘
.4. Tobe a growing man, by looking to
your position in society for influence, instead. of bringing influence, to your position. Therefore, prefer rather to climb up the

infidel, sometimes almost an atheist.
I was
bound hand and foot with this idea, so

not believe in providence aside from law,
and hence not in rhiracles or the hearing
of prayer. The Bible was to me a book of
superstitions, and religion itself a chimera.
But about, two months ago I joined a Bible

Oh! let me serve thee now! .
:
!
—A. Bronte.

a storm

Iwas

To

Garden

that shelter and shade it, runs up tall and

months ago I was thoroughly skep-

tical on the subject of religion.

What fire is to gold,

Farm,

tion to the believer. It burns up the dross,
and makes the gold shine forth with unalloyed luster.
{

-

universe is ruled by inflexible law.

Then would I keep my vow;
But, Lord, whatever be my. fate,

rain or snow, but

Two

§

difficulties

except when thrown upon one’s own resources. The oak in the middle of the forest, if surrounded on every side by trees

trials.

LIFE INSURANCE

AN ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY OF SIXTBEN HANDSOME
FOLIO PAGES, FOR THE

Therefore,

“A Thoughtful Young Man.”

| prevalent in the scientific world,

Should death be standing at the ‘gate,

away

and trials to which the post assigned you by
God’s Providence exposes you.
— 2.
To become a Christian of strength
and maturity without undergoing severe

—O—

x

vn

dinary man. As it is nothing but folly for
a society that cannot possibly pay more
than a thousand dollars to hear a candidate
who cannot be had for less than twentyfive hundred, it would seem to be the part
of wisdom for parishes to hear men -they
can settle if they would, in preference to
those taey would settle if they could.” .

We copy from the Standard what a
thoughtful young man said in the Chicago
noon-day prayer-meeting :
:

Thus let me serve Thee from my heart,

by self- |

To escape trouble by running

ment; but it did not succeed.

‘With secret labor to sustain
To gather fortitude from pain,

distempered

from duty. Jonah once made the experi-

lose the faculty of diserimi-

nation, and at last

Thou, God, hast taken our delight,
Our treasured hope away,

1.

checking off one able and accomplished
man after another for some trifling
fault or
| defect, usually

STAR: APRIL
°

list of candidates with great expectations,

fell.

Thou bid’st us now weep
And sorrow through

their own wisdom,
love.— Selected.

marked that societies which commenced the

With purpose pure and high." -

- But God has fixed another part,
And he has fixed it well;
I suid‘'so with my bleeding heart,

BY

———

he will

tothe end, and he puts up with an inferior
article at the last; and we have often re-

To toil amid the busy throng

ERE

28, 1869.
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shine, men now grope in the partial light of
i Ahbertisements, : Bhbertisemends.
bertisements.
Ad
©
Four Impossible Things.
FREE BAPTIST BOOKSTORE. ~~ UNITED SECURITY
HEARTHsx» HOME. Sunday
School Libraries at wholesale prices.

huve for dinner, usually finds that both
taste and appetite are gone before he gets

ht that with the brave and strong
rtioned task might lie,

1 Ss

MORNING

En

F

;
a

k

a

Ee

Warning Stat.

He has no more yight tto. Jay

aside

ter to engage in the, former than he has to
do it in order to drive a hard bargain,or than
the Quaker had to lay aside his garb to flog
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his neighbor.
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BREWSTER.
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Junior Editor,

why he should not favor, or even advocate,

&c., should be addressed

to

and
——

Professing Christ.

Saying.
—

If a man does not feel what he attempts
to say,

he will not be likelyto say

all “genuine improvement... Anything that
benefits his fellow nien here as well as
hereafter, should meet with his approval.

it comes out as if it was meant.

The

internal

fires of emotion,

Then

if he has

his family, then, should

the exercise of good judgment and common

quish

be a sample of husbands, his wife, of wives,

sense, without being a slave to any. arbitrary ecclesiastic law.

already felt the necessity of doing.” While
pursuing their studies regul arly in their
classes they go from five to fifty or a hundred miles to supply churches, and are willing to do it, though of course it makes
their labor very hard. But traveling expenses are high; board, clothing, books,
all are high; and a heavy debt on a

The minister
and

his

in

children,

of children.

But

he

is

responsible only for himself. He stands in
the same relation to his.-wife that Christ
does to his, the church; bit the church has
its own responsibility, and so has the wife,

and it is a fearful one when she paralyzes
and destroys his usefulness. Such ministers
demand a larger share of charity at the
hands of their brethren whose wives are

He should not forget that he is constantly
before the people, and that his clothing and
manners, upon which much depends, both
stand on the same ground. Bad taste and
bad manners require a good deal of talent
to neutralize them, and then ten to one if-it

to obtain pecuniary means;

they must obtain seasonable

help, or

What harm will it do ? such persons forget
that the command is to- follow Chtist; ‘‘Repent and be baptized every one of you, in
the name of the Lord Jesus.” There is no

exception,
himself has

IN

" The

minister

to the body

in order to reach the most men

POLITICS.

He belongs
He is a part of that

is a citizen.

politic.

government under which he lives—a constituent element thereof, andshall he

not

act

his part here as well as else where,and do his
duty to the state as well as to the church?
Shall he not have his own opinions and

permitted to defend them?

be

Surely he is as

~ deeply interested in maintaining

a good

government as other citizens, and of course

in the election of good men for office.

Not

plish the greatest amount
must

be

conciliated,

and

accom-

of good.

attracted,

Men

instructed

and brought more fully under the influence
of the gospel, and much will depend upon
the every-day conduct and spirit of the
pastor. If in these he follows his Master, stoops to lend a helping hand, to
give his sympathy to the poor and lowly,
and is often found everywhere among his
people in their houses, their places of labor and

of business,

he

does

least compromise his ministerial

not

in

the

character,

Wathe should “dabble in the dirty pool of excite suspicions, or detract from his in-

ing,

bor
We
and
see

and

severe

and

often

churches

have

have

ill-requited la-

from

time to time, made generous contributions
inaid of the beneficiaries. We would in-

vite them to remember them again®in this

time of their need. Will'not the churches
generally, take up a collection soon for this

object?
May.

Say, assign for itsome Sabbath in
We would solicit the Q. M's

ta pro-

but his course should be free from

fluence, but on the other hand, his correct-

vide for it, as some have done already. ‘We

nest,

ness of deportment and consistency of daily

ask that this important

:

conscientious,

be no question of

this right should be’

a
should ex.
18 his own discretion.
pliiol Ifo and action should be

aeturding

cause shall have a

life, * living epistles read and known of place in the hearts of all Christians, and call
all men,” help enforce his sermons, giving forth their substantial heip. All aid should
point to his logic and power to his oratory be sent to Rev. 8. Curtis, Treasurer, ConJ. J. BUTLER,
and showing that as far as the pulpit is con- cord, N. H.
. Bec'y. Disb. Com,
DA
pespond
cerned, his ‘* outin
New Huiphon, Apr. 21, 1869,
with his ag
14

“uthor-

‘confess Christ before men—that we must
take
up the cross and follow him or not be
his diciples ? How can the Christian be ‘‘the
light of the world,” “the saltof the earth,”or
“ia city thatis seton a hill” at
a
stand aloof

relin-

in the past,

Christ
without

ity sufficient ? Isit not decisiye that we must

brings still more to premature graves.
have the means of better appreciating
encouraging faithful service, and should
that it is not withheld.

Many

is included.

made the injunction

regarded with impunity ? Is not the

does not fail.
—Slovenliness will detract young man is most depressing.
from his greativess because it shows a want
So also of our beneficiaries at Bates and
truly helpmates in the gospel.
somewhere, if not of sense and judgment. Hillsdale colleges, and the various seminaEvery minister then should give some at- ries; are we prepared to cut off or greatly
IN SOCIETY.
reduce their scanty supplies? Many more
The minister has a social character and tention'to his persohal appearance,avoiding,
position not to be forgotten. He has neigh- on the one hand, extravagance and foppish- very worthy young men in these inshutions
bers, friends, companions, associates, and ness,and on the other, carelessness and filth. would ask us for help, were there any proshe is not to be charged’ with partiality if However pdor he may be, he never has any pect of obtaining it. And they ought to be
encouraged.
If those vihom God is calling
he shows them proper attention and seeks excuse for the latter.
to the sacred officé among us were properly
IN HIS STUDY.
enjoyment in their society. But he has no
Here in his own workship is where he encouraged, we should soon have little
right to dothis to the neglect of his parishioners, or even of the stranger within should forge out his thunder-bolts of truth more of the painful lack of men in almest
his gate; neither has he any right toselect soas to do effective execution. Here he every department of bénevolent labor.
What shall be our response to these young
> ag his intimate companions horse-jockeys, should delve in the sacred mine, and by
Shall we advise them to suspend
rowdies, or fast men of any stripe, and he prayer'and effort bring forth things new men?
This they feel they cannot,
will have no disposition to, if he is what he and old, specimens of truth which will bear their studies?
ought tobe. Itisa very different thing to the crucible and come. forth resplendent and and ought not to do. Shall we compel them
visit ¢* publicans and sinners” to do them enduring as eternity. Here is where his to seek the requisite help from other denomgood or to associate intimately with them for strength lies—in the truth woven and inter- inations? They are extending aid with a
«_..s Mere pleasure as ‘* hale fellows well met.” woven into his sermons, so as to make them liberal hand to their young men, and might,
The society in which he is to move, enjoy the ¢ power of God unto salvation to every perhaps, help ours also. But are we so
himself and exert an influence to build up one that believeth.” He is there to show poor, or so mean, as to seek such patronage?
and sustain, is such a society, when perfect- himself a workman by study, so that his Just as well ask them to sustain our mised, as Christianity would uphold. We sermons will have a beauty and force, a sionaries, ministers and churches; and so
do not mean that he should stand aloof finish and unction of which he ‘‘needeth make ourselves the pauper recipients of
from the social circles or any other-society not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the their bounty. No, if God has given us a
simply because there are imperfections in word of truth.” There is to be an earnest- place in the world, and a duty to perform,
it, but his standard and influence should be ness of application and devotion of inter- we will strive manfully and honorably to
to elevate and purify, to take man as he is ests which shall engross his heart and qual- fulfill our mission.
and try to make Lim what he should be. In ify him for the efficient ministration of the
There is no object now before the churches
the various relations of intercommunication
word. Then he should be studious, system- more deserving than this. Our Missions,
with his fellow men, he should endeavor atic, prompt and persevering, that his Home and Foreign, are doing a noble serby word and act to bring men up to higher work in his private sancium may not be vice, and we rejoice to see the streams of
ground, and thereby,as far as’he is concern- neglected and his public productions appear
supply flowing into them so liberally and
ed, approximate to his idea] of what society crude and unsatisfactory.
unceasingly. Would that they might be
ought to be.
increased many fold, as we trust they will
. IN HIS PARISH.
He is to show himself interested in whatve. But we must have men strong and well
The
pastor
has
a
work
to
do
every
day
ever is for the welfare of the community in
furnished for missionary labor abroad ; also,
which he lives, be it farming, mechanics, in his parish; parochial visits will employ for the churches at hottié, God is speaking
manufactures or merchandize. As one of all the time he can possibly give to them; to usloudly in the long list of obituaries of
ES
‘the community how can he but feel an in- and in this work there will be ‘a great de- ministers presented at each session of the
mand for wisdom, discretion, tact, study,
terest in what so;intimately concerns him?
General Conference. The fathers are fall-

pL

every one

&ny condition or exception, and can it bg.dis-

yet

their studies, as some of them

man to preach to us, and many laughed at
the notion of hearing & man who didn’t
even profess to. bea Christian. And then
we had no professors even for deacons;
and it was said to be absurd to have a

church without any baptism or sacrament.
Such a thing was

never

heardof.

And

there was so much sport made ofthe“ whole

matter—and so little interest taken in the
punctual at church, seriously giving their
Sabbath or religion after the church memattention to the preaching, and faithfally do-bers died off, that all attempts to keep up
ing their part in supporting the gpspel, it is
services were abandoned. The church
all thatis necessary.
Why urge them to
buildings were no more needed; and we
join the church ? Especially, if they profess:
don't have any religion here now.
hope in Christ; and try to perform some re¢ But,”
said the
old man,
looking
ligious duties, and to live Christians by
thoughtful and sad: ‘ Something will have
themselves blit do not see their way clear to
unite with the church ; why press the mto it ?. to be done. The times are getting very

tones

they ought

of God epjoins them.

benevolent in society,—if ‘they are only;

of voice and every movement exhibit the

necessary to make the distinction in dress
demanded by his employment, is simply

them, and

ly respectable men and women, honest in
their business, estimable in their families,

may be!
Intensity of thought demands
intensity of- feeling. “A false alarm of fire
sounds very different from the reality ; then

the law

requires

Qe

How many there are who think itis of no
particular consequence whether they make a

it as

The education of the rising generation will important ' truths to utter, he must feel
find a hearty response from him. .So the them or they will not be effectively spoken.
causes of temperance, morality and bePreacher out of the Pulpit.
Again, feeling is indispensible to gen——
—
nevolence in general—all that has a ten- erate the thoughts which we wish to speak.
In the last Star we spoke of the preacher dency to elevate, purify or ameliorate the The mind must be excited to a certain dein the pulpit, now we wish to refer to him condition of the race demands his counte- gree. in order to arouse vigorous and im:
out of the pulpit. The laws of etiquette nance. He is not to be restrained from do- pressive action. It must be warmed up
follow him wherever he goes. It should ing good wherever he has an opportunity, or it will be sluggish in its movements.
not be said of him with any shadow of just as if he was limited by conventional Excitement everywhere is essential to actruth, that when he is in the pulpit he ought ism to a prescribed course of professional tidp.
The body would not act at all withnever to go out of it, and when he is out he measures. It is not so. Whatsoever his out ir, and the moment it has all passed
ought never to go in again. His ‘“outs” hand finds to do out of the pulpit as well away it falls asleep; and is it not true : that
shouldbe consistent with his **ins.” He is as in, and out of the ordinary routine of | the mind sinks into a corresponding constill a minister of the gospel, and he is his profession as well as in,—whatso- dition ?
.
never ‘to forget his profession.” But he is ever of good his hand finds to do he should
The
old fable of the traveler's cloak may
also a man with the wants and necessities do it with his might.
be_Zamiliar, but it is none the less illustraof his race upon him. Hecannot live with- {
tive of what we wish to say. The wind
IN DRESS.
out food and raiment, thought and feeling,
blew a terrific gale to remove the cloak,
A
minister
of
Christ
does
not
need
a
and he will be exposed to the vicissitudes and
but it only served to make the traveler
badge
either
in
the
pulpit
or
out
of
it
to
temptations of other men; but this will be
draw it more closely around him.
no excuse for dereliction from duty, or for show what he is. He needs no uniform to
«1 will show you a better way than that,”
distinguish
him.
This
is
appropriate
for
laying aside his ministerial character
and
exclaimed the sun; and he began to_throw
the
soldier.
His
garments
and
his
straps
exhibiting the worst phases of poor,
his warm rays directly upon the traveler
depraved human nature. . He is naturally will indicate his position and be a matter
so that he soon looSened his cloak, and beof
convenience,
but
it
is
not
necessary
depraved, of course, like other men, but
fore long
he laid it aside.
So we may
he is to show himself an example of what that the minister should put on a priestly
wrap
around
ourselves
the
cloak
of cold
coat
or
cravat-to
designate
his
office.
divine grace can do for us—of a man re- rob
prejudice and indifference, and when any
It
seelps
like
an’
outward
sign
of
an
indeemed from sin. He is to be honest in
wind attempts to blow it off we only draw
his dealings, punctual in fulfilling his prom- ward [ weakness, the concealment of init a little closer. What is needed is some
firmifies,
a
manifestation
of
dependence
".ises, careful in his habits, sedate in his
truth that will enter and kindle a warmth
on
office
for
standing.
Why
should
he
be
manners and respectful in all his bearing.
within and speedily remove this external
As a map he demands rest and recreation compelled to say to every man he meets, by’
covering which the Christian teacher finds
his
coat
or
his
white
cravat,
“I
am
a
cler—amusemeént, if you please? He must unto be the great obstacle to his success.
bend his mind ceccasionally, or, like the gyman?” In thelanguage of another:
Bible truth rightly
put Wa
is
to do
“
A
minister
should
never
surbordinate
bow always strung,it will lose its elasticity.
this very, thing. du. AB
the
man
to
his
office,
but
should
elevate
It isjust as much his duty to laugh in a
proper place as it is to weep. This is" one the office by the rich endowments of his
Aid for i
of the ways in which God has distinguished manhood, and by the reflection of the dity ‘Ny rn
vine
qualities
which
Christ
has
imparted
him from the brutes and resuscitates his
We
would
invite
the special attention of
to every man. It is the glory of a minister
powers of thought, of sympathy, of endurthe
churches
to
the
needs
of our young men
that he is a man, and not that he is a clerance.
[x HIS FAMILY.
gyman, and the attempt to clothe his man- who are preparing for the gospel ministry.
"dress is as The truth should be known, that our means
Paul asks: ¢ Have we not power to lead hood with additional sanctity
When the
about a sister, a wife, as well as other apos- absurd as to decorate. a rose-bush with are for the present exhausted.
les, and’ as the brethren of the Lord artificial flowers. It is the humanity in last order was draws on the treasury of the
and Cephas?” Thus the apostle admits him that is imposing, and the effort to make F. Baptist Ed. Society, the reply came that
the right of the minister of the gos- him a little superhuman by tab or toga, by there was nothing available for that departpel to have a wife and family.
This stole or surplice, is as inffectual as is the ment; it was already in debt, and the sum
lays him under obligations to provide for attempt to make a monkey more of a man necessary for the usual remittance had to
their wants, to give them his attention and by dressing him in knee breeches, tail coat, be borrowed. True, there is a small fund,
care; and affords him the privilege of en- and cocked hat.”
the interest only of which can be used, and
joying himself in the sacred precincts of a
We do not mean to say ‘that a minister we have
had some other sources of help;
Christian home, the privacy of which no may be slovenly or careless about his dress. but our main reliance is on the charches.
intruder has the right to invade. It is
By no means. He is dependent on his dress
Now, what shall we say to these brethren
own family,and not the family of the rk] as well as others, and he should exhibit who are struggling to get prepared, for the
and society any more than any other fam- good taste and refinementin the color and great gospel work. Their number is inily connected with them. His obligations cut of his garments, keeping neat and tidy, creasing.
Notwithstanding the embarrassare to the church, the obligations, of his and wearing that which is becoming to him ment and suspense from the location being
wife and children are especially to him, and asa man and adapted to his employment still unsettled, we have this year at least our
there is no law to forbid mutual love and and associations. - He is not a miner, a hod- aYerageé number in the Theological School.
chresses, nay, the weal of the minister carrier, or a blacksmith and all kha is They are all needy,—are doing more than
and his family

Sl

it ought to be said however important it profession of religion or not. If they are on-

His. ministerial position affords no reason

All communications designed for publication should
pe addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business

remittances of money,
the Agent.
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from

active, intimate

cooperation

with the

church, such as only member, can give?
How much is a religion worth that will not
do this ? A devotion to Christ that will not
acknowledge him—alove which will not
bring us over on his side, is just no love at
all.
Persons who thus stand aloof do not consider what they are doing. They do" not
stop to see what the influence’would be if all

should take the same course that they do,
and if that would not de, what right have
they to make themselves exceptions. The

wigked

and

dangerous.

and no

restraint,

it is

dreadful” ,.
My respectablé friend, you, who decline
to confess Christ and unite with his church,
you and I have been looking at the carry-

ing out of your

principle.

majority against Distaeli’s proposi=
has been large.
Mr. Disraeli's

whole plan relates rather to the manner in
which disestablishment shall be carried out
than to an endeavorto prevent it;- for he
sees that the success of the movement is
assured, and his only hope now is to intro-

dude some amendment or change

which

can be carried, and thus render the bill less
acceptable to its friends and originators.

For instance, the Government plan is to
have the Irish Church formally disestablished January 1, 1871, and Mr.

Disraeli’s

plan is to have the disestablisment postponed until 1872. ‘In this thing, as well as:
in other things, he has been defeated. He

will doubtless continue the work which he

thought it has begun, bu! the defeats which he has

We

was bad enough when I was a boy. But
now, with no preaching, and no Sabbath
school, no Sunday,

ment
tions

You

excuse

already experienced leave little encourage

ment for his success in defeating any essential feature of the plan which has been prepared by the Gladstone Ministry.. No man

could make a better use of a minority: than
will the late Premier, but his ‘cause is. a
hopeless one, and the most that his wondrous fertility of resource and: expedience

isa vigorous fight in a
yourself from joining the church. The is likely to effect
same excuse is as valid for any one else. contest where all the elements of success
Only let your views and practice prevail, are enlisted against him,
and in eighty years they would bring
SPAIN.
Northampton
into the condition I have
The’ Spanish Cortes seems to be deeply
described. Your principle is death to agitated in Teference to the choice of a
Christ’s church.
You could notbring about sovereign.
It has been generally reported
this result, nor any number of associates that there was a practical unanimity of
with you, because the Lord will take care feeling in regard to making the Duke of
of his church, and He is too strong

for you. Montpensier, king, but such does not prove
Your principle, however, is just as full of to be the case. At a recent meeting of
poison and death. Not of consequence to the Cortes there was so greatdiversity ot
join the church? Admit the principle, and opinion that nothing was decided upon.
you consign the church to extinction. Be Marshal Serrano is reported to have declared
as good a Christian outside of the church as that no one else but the Duke ‘of Montpenin? Carry out the principle, and there sier could be king, and that the question
will

soon

be

no

outside, or inside,

of the

was between having him as king and hav-

church. Love Christ just as well without ing a republic instead of a monarchy.
To
following illustration is from a sermon] confessing him? _Cgn itbe? And hold to this Gen. Prim said nothing, and the feel;
preached on this subject by Dr. Hall dt the the principle that would close his house of | ing
is entertained at Madrid that the Gen.
worship—and
put
an
endto
his
Sabbath—
Edwards church in Northampton Mass. He
eral would not object to a republic, and
and silence all prayer to him—and obliter- would even like to be its President. The
says:
Suppose we adopt the following method ate his cause and name—and doom a child result of the late meeting will greatly ento reach a view upon this subject. We will in Northampton fifty or sixty years hence, courage the members of the Cortes who
are in favor of establishing a republic, and
imagine of one of you who decline to act on to grow up in utter ignorance of him ?
The same result would be experienced it is not impossible that a republic may
the subject and confess Christ—that you-and
I are removed at once from this goodly anywhere else as well as at Northampton. finally be established there, partially in
Such good non-professors are doing more consequenee of the inability of the Montown of Northampton, with its numerous
churches, and with its. many pronounced hurt then they are aware of.. Their influ- archists to agree upon a candidate for the
[J
and earnest Christian people. Somewhere ence is greaterthan that of the openly vi- throne who will accept the place.
How fearful must be tel 79
4
*4
away from this scene, in the world of spirits, cious.
7;
if you please, we reside for the space of
Current Topics.
eighty years. Then we revisit the place,
and,

as we

wander

about,

wemark

changes that have been wrought. There is
a population as great, perhaps, as there was
eighty years previous,but they are strangers
to us, of course.
The streets and the buildings have changed some, but on the whole

they look very familiar. We walk up into
the center of the town, and stand facing the
noble front of the old First church. But it
does not look so noble now. It shows neg-

lect.

It is dilapidated.

painted for half a century.
broken out of the windows.

ting off and

tumbling

It has not been
The glass is all
Boards are rot-

dowfi.

Why,

Events” of the

the

what

—
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STATES SENATE

spent most of the week up to the time of its
adjournment in acting upon the nominations of the President.
These have been
numerous,

and

while

most

of them

have

PROGREss.

In

Italy

public

meeting

lately

held

in

Among the nominations for

Naples,

Italy, under the auspices of the English
Bible Society, a report was read stating
that 276,000 Bibles and 55,000 portions of

been judiciously made, this cannot be said
the Scriptures had been sold in Italy
of them all. The Senate seems to have been
000 worth had been disposed of to
of the opinion that Mr. Sanford is not a suitCatholics. All the peninsula, except
able man tobe sent to Spain, especially at
row province under the immediate
this. juncture.
It also rejected Mr. Pile
the-Pope, is now open to-the Word
for the Brazilian mission.
It is possible
and to Protestant preaching. In
that others could have very properly shared
the same fate.

and

Spain, there are pleasing indications of
religious progress.
It is stated that at a

matters

are

somewhat

; $250,-

Roman
the
ngrru
of
glzod
Spain

different,

»

TW

but

the prospect is cheering. The new con
various positions which have received the stitution provides that the national religand ask. With a scornful smile he says:
“Nobody has worshiped: there these twen- endorsement of the Senate are Gov. Harri- ion is to be Roman Catholic, with the tolman of this state for Naval officer at Boston,
eration of other forms, the common peoty years,” and passes on.
We cross the
Hon. J. S. Carlisle of Va., for Minister to ple being free to choose their own doctrine
street, and here used to stand the Edwards
Sweden, Hon. Samuel Shellabarger of Ohio, and mode of service. The constitution is,
church. The building is still here, but it is
for Minister to Portugal and Gen. Badeau however, to undergo the ordeal of earnest
used as a warehouse and auction-room. We
for Secretary of Legation at London. Itis debate in the Cortes, preliminary to the
learn, upon inquiry, thatit has not been usstated thatthe last-appointment was made vote on its adoption. Ata recent meeted for religious purposes for a quarter of a
As ing, the Executive Committee of the Evaxcentary. Friend, you and I—(you who do at the special request of Mr. Motley.
might
have
been
expected
the
adjournment
not believe in joining the church) begin to
gelical Alliance in the United States, passof he Senate has baffled the hopes 4of many
ed the following resolution and ordered
beamazed.
Welook farther. The Unifaanxious politicians.
it to be transmitted to the United States
rian church ; that is gone—there’s a lumber
HON. JOHN
P. HALE,
Minister at Madrid :
ard in the place of it. The Baptist church
During the past week, a card from Mr.
—what hasbecome of that ? That was pullResolved, That the Evangelical Alliance
ed down,and the brick used for various pur- Hale has been published in the New York has heard, with lively satisfaction, of the
poses; and the ground has been graded, and Tribune, designed to meet certain charges progress of the principles of religious libit is the common place for holding cir- made against him by Mr. Smalley, a for- erty and toleration in Spain, and that with
gratitude to God for what has already been
cuses and shows —has been for many years. eign correspondent of that paper. Judging secured, it unites its prayers with those of
We go on exploring. Let us see if those from the character of the reply we should Protestant Christians everywhere, that the
government in
warm-hearted, good-souled Methodists have judge that Mr. H. has lost none of his men- re-establishment of civil
not kept theirchurch in operation. That tal vigor and Mr. Smalley is butlittle more Spain may be accomplished with the disRespecting tinct and universal recognition of the ign
has gone the same way. It was not wanted than a second McCracken.
of all men _to worship God JScoRling to
for a church,
}pd was therefore converted the charge that he has been unfriendly to dictates of their own conscience,
with none
the
revolutionary
movement
in
Spain,
he
into a velocipede
rink.
to molest or make them afraid.
Well this is astounding. Not a church says, that within a week of the outbreak of
An auxiliary of the Alliance has been orleft in the -town!. Every one become ex- the movement he telegraphed to Mr. Sew- ganized in Washington, and similar organtinct! We sit down sadly upon
a broken ard for permission to recognize the new Gov- izations are in progress elsewhere.
does it all mean? We stop a man in the street

stone of the old church

steps, and stopa

"boy of a dozen years, and ask him what
this building used to befor? He doesn’t
know, We stop another boy, and ask
him if there is any church in town. He
looks
blank—never
heard
that word

ernment.

He received qualified authority

to do so, acting upon which,he says he ‘‘unequivocally,

in

the

name

of

the

United

States, gave to the Provisional Government
a full and entire recognition, and while the
other governments of the world were looking
with astonishment at events of such startling

QA

METHODIST MOVEMENTS. The New
England Methodist Conference is a de-

-

cidedly
progressive body, and usually takes the lead in all new movements in
the denomination. At its recent meeting,

« church” before. - We hail a: young girl of
decided on the formation of young peotwelve or fifteen years, “Do you go to the moment, so rapidly occurring in Spain, the | itple's
societies in the churches, looking toSurday school? ‘We don’t have school United States wasfor a time the oaly pow- ward a union. of such societies all over the
er
that
recognized
the
existing
government
on Sundays.” ‘ What do you do Sunland; it approved the new Boston Universidays? ¢ We play!” These young peo- of the nation, and the only one which had ty movement, and the raising of $120,000
an acknowledged

representative here.”

ple evidently knew nothing about the Sabbath or Christianity.
We wait till an elderly man comes in
sight. Now we will learn from him something about the history of these changes.
‘“ Good sir, you remember, I suppose,

Numerous reports have been received from
the northern portion of our country,and from

attend there whenI was a boy.”
now there is no churchin town?”
any.”

ident that unless more is done by the Parwent board to meet the needs of chutch exon the Black River in New York, and the tension in the Conference, an independent
property destroyed in that section will be

FRESHETS.

for the Boston Theological Seminary,

and

pledged itself to aid Claflin University, to

be founded in Camden, 8. C. But perhaps the ‘most significant movement was
Canada, of alarming freshets, caused by the
that to reserve a portion of the missionary
melting snow. The latest accounts are to
contributions
for the home work. It would
when
there
were
churches
here, in the effect that the Hudson Riveris higher
doubtless
have
carried, but Bishop Thompbh Northampton ??
*‘Oh, yes, my father than at any time since 1857, the Connecti- son stoutly refused to put the vote, and inacd mother were members of the Ed- cut River has not been so high since 1862,
sisted on the regular methods. It was evwards church over yonder; and I used to and in Canada the flood is greater than for
* And
¢ Not

‘But how came they all to die out?”
“In just this way. It came to be the
opinion that there was a great deal of inconsistency and imperfection inthe church,
“and that it was not worth while to, join the
church,” ¢‘Not worth while to join the
church! Did that bring about the result?”
“Of course. Don't you see? No new
ones join the church—the old members die
off—a church becomes weak very fast, in|
that way—can’t keep up preaching a great
while—and in thirty or forty years the
church members are pretty much all in

their graves—I presiime we have not had a
professor of religion. living in this town
these twenty years.”
‘But wasn’t preaching a good thing—
good for morals and order? You could have

kept that going.”
: they tried

to.

*‘ So some thought, and
But

we

had no Christian

many years,

A great freshetalso prevails

local society will be formed, even though
considerabld. The “railway lines in the it seem a rebellion against the thorough
Mohawk valley have been greatly inter- discipline which prevails in that church.
fered with, butin the western part of the
State the detention of trains has not been so
great.
More or less damage has been done
in different portions.of this state,

The fresh-

ets have now probably reached their hight.
On

the

ENGLAND,
re-assembling

of

the

British

If we are correctly

informed the plan is to

make the proposed Boston University a rival of Harvard. It is reported that $1,000000 has already been subscribed.
The

Massachusetts Legislature will be petitioned in a few days for a charter for incorporation.

Parliament after a short recess, the debate
on the Irish church bill was resumed with ~—Wno WERE THE PURITANS? This may
increased vigor.
The Conservatives are seem to some a strange question to be askmanifestly bent upon opposing the bill at ed, especially in our country at this age of
every step. A fortnight since, Mr, Disraeli the world. It is nevertheless raised. A
called them together and unfolded his writer in the New York Evening Post arplan by which he hoped to embarrass the raigns the common idea in regard to this

Government in regard to the Church ques- subject as a common ignorance,
and alleges
tion. . The policy then announced has been that we have in New England nos claim to
followed out in the debates which have tak- be descendants of the Puritans, because the
en place since that time, and the Govern- Pilgrim Fathers separated of their own’ ac-

»

on
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"THE

Hence, in derision, they

the

Such special plead-

were called Puritans.

——CATHOLIC CHURCH DEDICATION,

pastorate of the Free Baptist church in

Milton,

ing may answer a purpose, especially when
the name of Puritan has become an honored one.
:

and accepted a call from the 2d F.

thirty feet, the

line

reach 6,960,
miles, We have about. 500,000 paupers in the country, made such by intemperance,
and the cost of their support. amounts annually
to $35,000,000.

The expense to the United States

property destroyed, with the labor lost, and sickness in hospitals, and we find the annual amount

year we have enjoyed a revival interest.
A large nuinber profess to have met with

a change of heart, and thirty-two have
have purunited with the church. They

has been several years in building,at the expense of seventy thousand dollars. The

chased a bell the past year for theé~church,

fact that this entire sum has been contributed by the Catholics in Manchester, nearly
‘all of whom are comparatively poor, may

and have nearly cleared themselves from
debt on the house. Any further informa-

tion may. be had by addressing
ther Hayes, South Milton, N. H.

serveto indicate what might be accomplish-

ed by Protestants were they equally sacrificing.

:

As,
4

Denominational News and Notes.
Our

Theological

School.

$128,060; also to the church and society
dlezex for a donation of $134.50.
:

spirit of candor ; but there is one point not

the Highland

uidtl by

partment at ¢ Old Harvard,” or the M&ical Department at * Bowdoin.”
~¢
It was decided years ago. that scholars

would not go from Michigan to New HampIf they will not,
shire to study Theology.
will they be likely to go from Maine to
Michigan? New England contains 30,852
more than one-

half of the denomination according to the
last Register. Add to these the Free ChrisBaptists of New Brunswick,

6,000,

of

Nova Scotia, 1,250, who only differ with us
in name, and are already supporting one
of our Missionaries in India, and we hate a

church membership of 38,100.

again

Add

5,000 from eastern New: York, who would
acommodated

well

be

anywhere in New.

England, and wé have nearly three-quarters of

ought to

which

denomination,

the

be sufficient to support a good school.
need

dale, (for if they

at Hills-

provided for

The West being

three

two or

one,

more professors the enterprise of the west
will certainly provide them,) the question
is not where the center from Maine to Orebest ac-

gon would be, but where it would

commodate New England F. W. B. young

men preparing for the ministry. The numerical center of the denomination would
come in Rhode Island (to say nothing about
the school at Hillsdale), and that would be

There is not

central enough for the East..
F.

one

W. B. to

one

thousand,

in

Me. But to see it carried away from its
friends to some ‘‘ cold place” between
Lewiston and Hillsdale, that might need its
idea to be har-

The school should
bored for one moment.
be located where the young men are who

are to attend it, and not where they are to
preach when educated. Within a circle of
fifteen miles from Lewiston, there are

annually

dollars

hundred

to have

their pulpits supplied by students, if the

school was located there; while in Southern Pennsylvania there is notone F. W. B.
church to twenty square miles on an average, and the young men there are not ours
;
to fill the school with.
locaEngland
New
We want a healthy
tion, easy of access by railroad, good buildings, more good teachers, and young men
wholly consecrated to God as scholars and

not a few of them,

* the school to prosper.

:

and Wwe may expect
*“ AN OLp MAN.”

Revivals,

&c.

a—
by W—

Sr.

Croix, Q. M.

I have labored within

the bounds of the St Croix Q. M. as a misgionary
blessed

for

God

three months, and

has

there

the labors; andthe result is,

have been seventy-five members added to
R. PosTON.
the Q. M.
ZORRA,

CANADA.

We

hold-

have been

ing a series of meetings for six weeks

and God has been very gracious to us by
the outpouring of his Spirit, sinners have

been converted, backsliders reclaimed

and

There have

this people haye been revived.

‘been thirty baptized and twenty-eight added
JOHN INGRAHAM. ,
ito the church.
o
SPRINGVALE,

Quite

ME.

a

religious

‘interest has been in progress in our village
»

for some

weeks.

The

com-

movement

menced in the C. Baptist meeting, and now

embraces both churches. Some have been
awakened to newness of Christian life,
and others have commenced to serve the
Lord. The meetings are held in the C.

* Baptist and F. Baptist vestries alternately.

Clerk pro tem.

The revival in Lockport

began before Rev, E, P, Hammond went there,and

has numbered : hundreds among its converts, including all ranks from the mayor of the city to the
children, of whom over 200 are hopeful converts.
The Presbyterians of Marietta, O., received
and the
48 on profession at the last communion,
In LexCongregationalists as many more.
ington, Ky., the Baptists lately immersed 75 can-

didates.

were sent. to" the latter, the

or,

covers;

paper

"

>

The Rev. Mr. Todd has resigned his

charge of

The building was
the Central church, Boston.
completed last summer at a cost of $300,000, and
dedicated with a debt of $175,000.
A recent number of the Jewish Times published in New York, says that labors in convert-

Christians to Judaism

are

attended with

success, and mentions the conversion

Ordain-

of two la

upon

‘Thoughts

in numbers, be

however small

an

without

organ. By a faithful, persistent and united
effort, any church can secure some one of
Let
the drgans now offered as premiums.
every one who reads this go to work now,
through

and continue to work

etting subscribers for the

to Juthe comparatively few formal proselytes
work
the
in
allies
powerful
more
are
daism, and

gave last

year £20,000 ($100,000), for benevolent objects.
week,
Of this amount

was collected by the boxes

young men

preparing

at the

per

doors, to help

for the ministry.

Other

donations swell the amount given to this object
to £4,300.

The New York Excise Law, as amended, al-

lows licensed houses to be open at all hours, save
from one to four in the morning, but it contin

ues the prohibition to sell on Sunday.

The sale

Hacket,” and “Aunt Mattie.”
tion of each

is the

book

y he will be rewarded.
we now

liberal.

and

Look at them.

Offers to Old Subscribers.

1

To

every

Subscriber

old

the

to

Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following premiums for new
subscribers to the Star.
4
IL
new

1. For one

subscriber

and

$2,50,

(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be published, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
:
by Mrs. L. Maria‘Child, viz. :
1. * The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
2. ¢ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
8. ¢ Making Something,” 184 pages ; or,
4, ¢** Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
5. ¢“ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
by Mada,
6. ¢¢ A Rainy Day at School,”
:

Wh

:

7. ¢ The Birth-Day Present;” by Mary
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of eac
new

Or,
Price $2.00.
new subscribers and

$7,50,

&

Company

are of a PECULIARLY

ADVANTAGES OF INVESTMENT

Grist

Boilers

SOUTH

J. WINCHESTER,

.

LACE

MACHINE

CO,,

NEWMARKET,

confidently

invite

the

N. H.

LO

in

WINDOW

this

market.

CROSBY

&

NEW
GEMS

of our

14,60

C.0.

LIBBY,
y
BBY,
Treasurer
credit to Charlestown,
Mass,

have been $18,07,

lady agents are making

:

ly

Cl

emma,

BOG,

by

Mrs.

Jane

Dunbar

be followed by another from the same

8 Months for $1.50,14 months for $3.
That thousands in all parts of the land mar
acquainted with this GREAT EIGHT PAGE

become
JOUR-

«

NAL,issued at $3 a year, we propose to send it to those
who do not now receive it, from May 1869, to July
1870, for $8.00;

of which

or to the close of 1867 for $1.50.

This offer is made in view first, of May’s

HALF

CENTENNIAL

of the

Walchman’s

being the

existence,

st issue having been May 19th, 1819. and in view,

ler, of the NATIONAL ANNIVERSARIES in

LANE,

‘and

the

GREAT

NATIONAL

PEACE

FES.

AL in June. Of these we shall give tull, reliable
and readable reports. Address
BOSTON.

JOHN
17

.

W. OLMSTEAD

151 WASHINGTON
Conybeare

SAINT

from

contains more

$10 to

$25 a day.

lustrations.
should

[| V-

list of prices,

will be

60 cents, Lib.
gent by mail, post-paid, on receiptof
“eral inducements to the trade. Address,
MASS.
SPRINGFIELD,
L. F. STANDISH,
oi
3
bt17

PAUL

than 1000 pages, besides

numerous

il

Every minister and student of the Bible

.

We will send this Book

have a copy.

FREI
to any one sending four subscribers to the ‘“‘Sabbath
at Home.” Let everybody make an effort to secure
this splendid premium.
#9~ We will also‘send three numbers of the ‘‘Sabbath at Home "free to ANY PERSON wishing to examine the magazine who will send six cents for Post.

>

eraser. The knife is CORSLROLOd in suctfa manner
that it is much stronger than a common pocket-knife

& CO.

8T., Boston, Mass.

and Howseon’s Life of

selling like it to-day.—

A neat article, about the size of a pencil-case, in
which is combined a knife, pen, pen- holder, and ink
of the same size.
A sample, with circular and

SERIAL.

THE

writer, commencing May 6th, the characters and in- .
{ifeuts of which will be'laid in the South during the
ate war,

of pur-

I have one lady who has never canvagged before, and
has made $:8.40 in one day. One matle $28 the last
four days.
Address
.J. HOLLAND & CO.,
Springfield, Mass.
v
M17

7]

FAMILY PAPER

WORLD ;

Chaplin, 3 powerfiily written serial, now drawging to

SHADES,
All

OF

a close, will

ANTED a few more Agents for “Ora, the Lost
Wife,” by Mrs. Spencer, author of “Tried and
There is no book

THE

(Except one,)

One agent reports 227 orders in 12 days. Two young
men report 439 orders, all taker in two weeks. Some

08,28

last week of $9,03, should

offered

RELIGIOUS

Having, inclusive of a strong editorial corps, the
ablest writers of the Old World and the New, among

Cloths, Draperies:

AND

OLDEST
IN

PATENT POCKET KNIFE AND PEN.

Q M Mass, per W M Jeakins

Dover, N. H.
CORRECTION, The

ever

True,” &c.

5,00
25,00
2,16
1,62
M7)
13,80
2,0

or

Endorsed by the great Chemists.

THE

#

Bt

Dudley Miss So Marunshung, W Va, $3.00,
Miss
A 8 Dudley $2.00, to complete her
Life membershi
Col, Harper's Ferry, 8 M,W Va
“Charlestown,
bo
Wh
‘ Harper's Ferry,
ia
dak
» 1st church, Harrisburg, Pa
“BS lst ch,
i
oe
s* Mission ch,
hy
Wo

YORK.
Molasses

WATCHMAN AND REFLECTOR:

116 Tremont Street,

Foreign Missions,

ST., NEW

Cider, Wine,

its regular contributors and correspondents :
Being of larger size, and with a far larger outlay
than any other weekly of the great Denomination
which more particularly
it represents, or than any
similar journal in New
England.

attention

Neatly opposite Park Street Church,

Soman

«Boston

Oil

CURTAINS

Vt

y=

FROM

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

13 inches

CURTAINS.

CHILDS,

l=

36 JOHN

At17

ND

Y

t
"

Fifty years old in May, 1869:

SWAMSCOT

T

Rev OT Moulton, Portland, Me
Charles Foss; Abbott, Me
.
Rev C 8 Perkins, 25 Jefferson St, Providence, R I
* AE Wilson, Oswego, N Y
** RM Minard, Starkboro’, Vt
#* J Baker, Amesbury, Mass
J L Hammett, Boston,
Mass
Rev W L Noyes, Sutton, Vt
B® D R Whittemore, Providence, R I

a
for Shares must be addressed
President of the Company.

4117

ply to

EXPRESS.

of

Sorghum, in 10 hours, without using
drugs. For terms, circulars, &c., address F. I. SAGE,
Vinegar Maker, Cromwell, Conn.
-

Flues

two

with

feet,

31-2 x 20

GUARANTY

sent free to all who desire to make a safe and profita-

ble investment.
A All orders
the undersigned,

Boiler,

Steam

the highest

(gar A portion of the Stock (unassessable)is now
offered to Capitalists and the public at $5 per share,
with a discount of from five to twenty-five per cent.
Prospectus will be
when 100.to 400 shares are taken.

15 inches

in diameter.
.
Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap-

As was

A J Bird, Rockland, Me
Rev 8 8 Nickerson, East Randolph,
* John Swank, So Litchfigld, a

stockholders

Vi NEGAR

ON

BY MAIL,

to

RESPONSIBILITY.

will be oflered at our usually low prices.

Co, D

in the Com-

therefore, the operations are under the ABSO-

giving

diameter.

G A Spinney (2) Winnegance, Me
Elk Point, Union

and copper has mo parallel in —

JUTE DIRECTION of a single competent and energetic head, insuring all the EFFICIENCY of an INDIVIDUAL
BUSINESS, and INCREASING the
MEASURE OF SUCCESS, while at the same time

IML,

two ‘Flues

each #x 20 feet, with

_ Carpetings,

Dexter,

CHARACTER, Viz:

California or
Nevada, when the abundance of the
oresis considered.
A
3. ‘The shares are full paid and forever UNASSESSABLE: therefore, the holder of Ten Shares is as’
thoroughly protected as is the owner of ten thousand
from any possibility of “freezing out.”
4. The President and Managing Director is the

SECOND-HAND

T Ww 0 Steam

Wilson—H

of this

1. The location is unsurpassed by any other for
easy development, and profitable working, the abTupincss of Globe Mountain presenting most extraordinary facilities for opening the MINE to a great
;
depth by a short tunnel of only 500 feet.
2. The HERCULES is the Central or Mother Lode
in a mineral Belt, two miles wide, the richness of

“which in silver, gold

SECOND-HAND

‘id

DEE

anywhere to. be found
3

any;

0 A

devel-

most extensive body of mineral
on the Pacific Coast.
The

in the stock

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured
Has been in
by Homes & BraxcHARD.
use about two months only. Also,

H Bowen—
Barrett—B
Brown—N
Barrett—O
Brownell—

The

opments already made and in progress on the GLOBE
MINE (the new tunnel, now in over 150 feet, having
cut several small but valuable veins of ore) prove,
beyond doubt, that it is one of the richest as it is the

FAVORABLE

chasers to as fine a liné of

wv

per I

parallel to and adjoining the HERCULES.

holder of a CONTROLLING INTEREST

Received.

(4

re

100 feet in width and 600 on the ABE LINcOLN{Lode,

Prepared
6m10

~ Adbertisemnds,

Itcon-

Quartz more than

give vein of Gold and Silver- nearing

and

MOTH AND

use PERRY’S

face,

the

Monitor

River, forty

feet on the HERCULES Lode, a mas-

sists of 2,000

OR BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON THE
FACE, use PERRY’S
COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, 49 Bond
The trade supeverywhere.
Sold
St., Naw York.
6m10
plied by Wholesale Druggists.

therefore,

to pay postage)

For three new subscribers and $7,50, (with 80 cents additional to pay postage) we will’ send ** Life Scenes from the
four Gospels.”
9. For three

Tan from

and

FRECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists.
only by Dr. B. C, Perry.

California, on

miles south of Carson City, capital of Nevada.

FRECKLES,

PATCHES,

MOTH

O REMOVE

County,

Creek, one mile eastof the main Carson

‘We have received by recent arrivals a large part
of our Spring importations, and our contracté with
American manufacturers are nearly complete; we,

; or Herbert and Meggy,’
2. “Bright Days

1.

The property of this Company is situated in Monitor District, Alpine

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

©

8
R Reynolds—Susan Jordan—G 8 Jaquith B Jones—C
napp—A 8S Keen—J
imball—C Lovet

Amos

SILVER

CAPITAL, $650,000, IN SHARES OF $10
EACH.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $5.
UNASSESSABLE.

CARPETINGS

Skies ; or Adventhe book entitled ‘* Sunny
tures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,

(with 28 cents additional to pay posiage)
we will send one copy of ‘* Butler's Theology.” 456 pages. Price $1,60. * Or,
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
to pay postage) we will send one copy of
History of the Freewill Baptists,” 470
«The
i
Price no.
pages.

remedy, after

simple

REV. EDWARD A. WILSON,

a

13t6

16¢f

with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send

Nev

1

Mining Company.

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will

nell-W K Dewey
—J M Dayis—T
Dimon—Z 8rDutton—.
Elden—M Edwards—N Evans—J E Eaton—J -Erskine—T
Foss—Mrs E Fernald—J Flagg 0 Foss—0 K Fuller—8
elt—A 8 Foss—8 F Fair-

subscribers and $5,00,

Bal

TEN

Yernon,

.

GOLD AND

16t11

SECOND-HAND

E

AND

WOOD,

T.F.

free.

sent

GLOBE

cost him nothing, and may prove a blessing.
will please address
Parties wishing the prescription,

Office Addresses.

B Waller—A

:

RECEIPTS—ARTS

NEW
lads

Sold by all druggistse:

information which he conceives to be invaluable;

Books Forwarded.

(with 20 cents additional

Dover, 4 mo., 1st, 1869.

20

SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI118, ete. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread

W.F. Eaton, Portland, Me.
TH. Bacon, Hammersleys Fork, Pa,
1. C. Guptill, North Lebanon, Me.
L. Johnson, Sonora, N. Y.

III.
two

J. K. PURINZQN.
A. C. HILL.
3

scription used (free of charge), with the directions fol
preparing and using the same, whith they will find a

at whole-

H Wallace—J Young—S B Young.

Bargains

Than are bought elsewhere.

of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre-

Rev. J. M, Crandall, Ames, N. Y.

of these books, 75 cents.
1, For

Better

not true that
.

ifit is

to see

purchasing,

them before
we give

anxfection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is
ious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

J F Tufts—G Thom
8 Wheelér=E
Win
Willlams—W H Westcott—C

OF

«Our Goods have been manufactured and purchased
to the wants and best interest of the
trade, and we invite you to a careful examination of

MERRITT, Supt,

very

by a

weeks,

a few

Address

Letters

VARIETY

with a view

having suffered several years with a severe lung af

series, viz:

M E Aldrich—M J Adams—L L Andrews—W
Bixby—S H
Brackett—N W
D Brown—I
H Burns—C Bean—H B
S
B Bean—J
Beals—
Brooks—O B Buffam—O Bisbee—H Bacon—H
Bowen—W C Bailey—D C Burr—D Bean—E

GOOD

HE Advertiser, having been réstored to health in

Star,

who will renew his subscription for one
year in advance at any time before the first
day of May, 1869, we will send, ‘postpaid,
one copy of either of the following books,
;
viz. :
1. “The Free Communionist,” 214 pages; or,
2. Four copies of ‘The communion of
Saints the communion of the Bible,” pamphlet, 45 pages.

oH

LAP ROBES AND HORSE BLANKETS.

June 22, 1868,

Consumptives.

To

customers just as soon as they can be obtained from the binder.
Price of eath book
75 cents.
Postage 8 cents.
All of these

“
¢
“
“

A

RAILROAD,

Arrangement.

& CO., Boston.

GOODWIN

UMBRELILAS,

Ladies’ Dress Trunks, Trunks,
Valises for Gents. and Traveling Bags.
i

the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C.

nearly all printed, and will be ready for our

Post

AND

and
Coastiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache,
They cleanse
Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &e.

in

The offers which

numerous, ‘varied

are

make

year

the

GENTS FURNISHING GOODS!

¢ Buy me, and I'll do you good.”—DR.
a
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are
sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Serofula, Dyspepsia,

Jeannie,” and the “Boy's Heaven,” are now

schools

We keep a full and choice selection of

Notices.

WM,

«Tge CurisT CHILD,” ‘‘Good Little Mittie,” ¢Making Something,” ‘Jamie and

sale prices.

emand.

12M,,3, SP. M
Leave Boston for Dover at 730 A.M.
ay at 6 P, M.
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFrid

story

.

THEIR LINE that the market
Yovelties and nobby things that the wants of the trade

5.08
“For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32,10.55 A. ., rp.
Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38

BirTH Day PRESENT.”

to Sabbath

STREET,

SPRING HATS AND CAPS,

P. M., and on Monday,

Price of each book,

¢n Libraries,

: :

desirable Stock of

M., 5.45 P.M
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A.
r. M,
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12
For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7 40 P, MM.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.

The publica-

books of this

& CO.,

A large assortment of

MAINE

AND

Summer

Day Series, we now have ready for delivery, “A RaINYy Day At Scmoor,” and “THE
The five other

!

AT THE END OF THE BRIDGE,

Rev. D. Calley, Mr, Oscar R.

Dec. 19, by

BOSTON

will be announced as it

comes from the binders.

hy

IN 1626,

NO. 4 CENTRAL

Mr. F, Hopkins and
the same
Buren, both of Middlebury, Dec.

Special

$1.50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy

Star, and by and

to Unitarianism are of far more importance than

£2,000, nearly $200

Organs,

will give ohe of

LUTTRELL,”

ESTABLISHED

Died

Two of them are the prize

‘“ANDY

/

In Leeds, Jan. 17, Bro. Rowland L. Gordon, aged d,55
years; Jan 23, Clarissa, wife of Eben Stinchfiel
a
aged 61 years, 9 months.
In Wayne, Jan. 25, sister Abigail Norris, aged 71
:
months.
5
years and

be ready for delivery, the following: ““MasTER AND Puri,” ““MAy BELL,” ¢ Sabrina

a copy of the new ‘Book of
we will send
Price $1,00. Or,
Worship.”
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,

the establishment of another Unitarian
in Chicago; saying, ‘‘Such conversions

of uprooting Christian heathenism.”
Rev. Mr. Spurgeon’s congregation

stories.

J. K. PURINTON

Horace
Feb. 14, Mr. Burly M. Ames and Miss Mary A Lock,
both of Bristol.

Four new books just published and ready
for delivery.

257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or, .
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,

cation,
church

we

CAPS,

Now ready at the Old Stand of

In Alexandria, Jan. 4, by the same, Myr. Amos Pow9, Mr,
ers and Miss Anna Powers, both of A.; Feb, of Hill;
Dufur and Miss Mary E. Corliss, both

Sl)
3 Poe

It further notes, with particular gratifi-

dies.

$375,00,

Tah

HATS AND

R. Plummer of
Kendall of Groton, and Miss Almira
Orange; Dec. 31, by the same, Mr, George F. Prescott.and ‘Migs Frances A. Ingalls, both of Bristol.

fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with mdney to pay for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make are first class books for the family and the |,
.
good our promises.”
‘Sabbath school.
By a, united effort on the part of the
Parties designing to get new Sabbath
church members and Sabbath school schol- school Libraries, or to replenish old ones,
ars, the Washington Street church, Dover, can send us their orders avhich will be filled,
obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
new subscribers to provide itself with two with our own publications as fast as they
a organs. Let other churches go and are ready, or will be filled with the books
o likewise, and let no one of our churches, of other publishers, and will be furnished

194 pages ; or,

GENERAL.

and

=OF--

G STAPLE IN
which consists of EVERYTHINaffords,
and all the

To S. S. Superintendents.”

miums offered last year, and nol having received it, is requested to inform us of the

The Methodists in Buffalo
anxious seats.
¢as the result of
have received over 500 additions

ing

all the

Thought.”
:
Any one having sent for one ofthe Pre-

Revivals.
KX letterin the Observer gives an account of a
very interesting revival of religion in Williams
College. Twenty-five or thirty students, including
some who seemed among the most hardened, have
The Beach street
found peace in believing.
Presbyterian church of Boston has received80 accessions on profession—the result of quiet labor
with no extra meetings, or rising for prayer, or

*

to

either of these books ¢ Christian Baptism”
in

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

the present revival.

sent

books of the same class which were offered
as premiums. We will send in the place of

consequence of the very bad state of the roads,
the attendance was small. Rev. F. G. Davis,
was chosen Moderator, and‘ Rev. C. A. Quirell
Clerk pro tem, The moderator and clerk of the
Q. M., were chosen a Com., to represent the
needs and condition of the church at Mendota
to the Home Mission Board in a written appeal
for aid. There was a social meeting Saturday
P. M., in ‘which most of the brethren and sisThe location of next session
ters took part.
was left with a Com., consisting of Rev. T.G.
Quirrell.
Davis and Rev. C. A.
F. E. Austin; Clerk.

could raise two or

most of the year, who
three

ost-

Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in- Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and: combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large vestries,
Price $240,00.

The demand for the ¢ Appeal to Conscience,” and ** The Spirit of Roger Williams,” as premiums, has been so great
that our supply of these books is entirely
exhausted. We are obliged to fill some of
our Jast orders for them with some of the

ROCK RIVER Q. M.—Held its last session with
In
the Inlet Grove chiirch, March 26—28.

Some of

‘seribers

Premiums.

a better record this ig! than the last.

these have good meeting-houses closed the

and $27,-

that was awarded the prize of $500, and is
a work of unusual genius, skill and. power.
«SHINING HOURS,” having been thoroughly revised .and much improved by the authe Pastor, Ordained .or Licensed Minister,
thor since the award of the prize, is not one
as the case may be. Q.M. Clerks will please whit behind the prize story in gvery essenput the,P: O. address of either of the above, tial particular, and will at once arrest atienas the case may be, in the same blank tion by its literary brilliance, its vivid porspace in which they put the- name of the Araiture, and its high and wholesome ChrisPastor, &c. The latter can easily be done tian teaching.
(These are now ready for
by placing the name a little higher up, in delivery.)
:
quite Snell lepers and the P. O. address on
Of this prize series, we now have in procthe line.™
=
ess of publication, some of which will soon

GIBSON Q. M. PA.—Held its ast term with the
South Sanford church,Feb. 5th. Owing to a storm
but few delegates were present, yet this deficiency was made up by the timely counsel and
able preaching of Rev. O. C. Hills, the Pa. Mis‘sionary agent, whose presence and labors added
:
much to the interest of our meetings.
Next session with the West Lenox church,comAs this is our anmencing June 4th, at 7, P. M.
nual meeting, we hope that every ‘church will”
make a full report of their church, Sunday school
We hope to make
and funds raised for missions.

cated at Providence, R. I., Haverhill, Mass.,
Dover, N. H., or Portland, or Lewiston,

twenty-nine F. W. B. churches.

Clerk.

last session
ld
HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.—Heits
Six churches
10 #.
at Martinsburg, April
were reported.
Reports from all were encourDewny of Stanton, Va.; and
Benjamin
aging.
John Burrill of Martinsburg, W. Va., were 11+
eensed to preach the gospel for one year.
We
were favored with the presence of Rev. C. O.
Libby, who preached and presented the case of
Foreign Missions. A collection of twenty-five dollars indicates our appreciation of Bro.: Libby’s
labors.
Next session at Berryilie, July 10th.
N. C. BRACKETT.

. YOUNG,

subscribers

1)

31,by the same, Mr. Edgar Redish of Wyoming, and
a.
Miss Minerva Kelley of Dale.
In South Parsonsfield, April 8, by Rev. F. w.
Towne, Mr, William Dunnels and bars. Julia A. Rog:
ers, both of Newfield.

in Black Walnut Case. - (Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125,00.
:
xX. .
For one hundred and fifty new sub-

ed Ministers and Licensed Ministers have
sufficient length in which to give the address of each ; and church Clerks are hereby requested to give the P. O. address of

MEIGS Q. M., O.—Held its session with the
Since the last term several
Salisbury church,
churches had been favored with revivals, and to
Reone or two considerable accessions made.
ceived Prof. Spencer, of Atwood Institute, ‘a8
Rev. T. H. Drake
cor. mes, from Athens Q. M.
was appointed to deliver a S. S. address, Next
session with the Campaign church, June 3—6.
8. H. BARRETT, Clerk.

New

new

ni

STYLES

of Middlebury.

both

Amelia Miller,

Miss

SPRING

The subscribers invite attention to their large and

YII.

lines for the names of the Pastors,

Q. M., N.Y.—Held its Iast session

Next session at the Indian Falls.
A. Z. MitcHELL,

eleven

for Foreign J

In Dale,N. Y., July 4, by Rev, S. B. Andrews Mr.
C. H. Taber and Miss Alice Loomis both of Middle:
bury; Dec. 22d, by
Miss Rachel Van

:

Randall's Five Octave double Reed

those which

was small but
at Shelby Center. The delegation
the meetings were interesting. Rev. B. H. Damon, of the Rochester Q. M., preached earnestly
and acceptably, no other ministerial aid pelug
Appointed Rev. A. Z. Mitchell an
resent.
Brown cor. mes. to the Genesee Q.
ro. A. H.

M.

and

In Bristol,

Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were
enclosed blanks; for each church ‘€lerk. In

Quarterly Meetings.
MONROE

VL

:

the Register for 1870, were

R. L. HOWARD.

=

England, who would object to having it lo-

influence, is too suicidal an

of Mid:

cated to God, April 11, during the session of the
Oakland Q. M., as follows: Reading Scriptures,
P. W. Perry; Prayer, J. Bignal; Sermon, R. L.
Howard; Prayer, S. A. Currier; Benediction, A.

Keith (Baptist),

For

|

On March 23, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for

Mich., was dédi-

church,

sugar, and

Statistics for the Register,
For on
1870.

:

recently

house of worship

The new and tasty

i

:

tem.

.

lical Theology in that institution, which is
as much a fixed fact as the Theological De-

tian

society

Dedication.

clearly explained in either of the communications, viz., that years ago it was decided that the denomination was extended
over too much territory for one school.
And an appropriation was made fora’ Theological Department at Hillsdale College,
and there has since been a Professor of Bib-

Price $5,00.

|. °°

ef

2

Rev. Irving B. Smith

sisted by Rev. 8. B, Andrews,

tock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.

Dr. Seth Arnold’s Balsam contains the choicest
medicines that are found so efficacious in treating
ow 1Complaints. It has also very important properties by which the patient is relieved of the fever
usually accompanying serious disturbance of the sys-

ful thanksto the church and society of Potter.
N.Y, for their annual donation amounting to

west have been able, and written in the

church members,

of a benevolent

$15,00,

Sia 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
e first volume of Strong ‘and McClin-

their address.

connected with the Freewill Baptist church at
Concord, Mrs. A. K. Moulton, wife of the pastor,
was presented with $40 in greenbacks,
Rev. L. B. Starr and wife express their grate-

or four months op the location of the school.
The arguments for the east and for the

B.

J. C. GUPTILL.

meeting

and

been
e there

Married

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Remnewer,
For sixty new subscribers and $150,restores both the hair and its won increases and
00, we will
give one
of Baker
and
ctave Single Reed Organs,
thiekens its growth.
:
4 Randall's Five
Blk Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
An Eminent Divine says, ‘1 have been using 1
paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00,
the Peruvian Syrup. It gives me new vigor, buoyancy of spirits, ‘elasticity of muscle.’ J, P. DinsVIII.
more,
86 Dey street, New York, will send free, a
For eighty-five new subscribers and
pamphlet of 32 pages, containing a full account of
$212,50, we will give one of Baker and
this remarkable medicine,to any one sending him

Lu-

Hon.
°

subscribers

in this country for this curse, to be

$1/650,000,000,

Donations.

At a recent

Much has been said within the last three

F. W.

expended

labors $35,183, which was ingreased the day
following to $41,560. Most of the past

The church

children.

500 Sabbath school

000,000, add the value of the grain,

will seat

sanctuary

into the

which opens

and on the eve of the 6th inst. the members

and friends of the Free Baptist: and Congregational Societies came in and bid us
farewell, and left us as an appreciation of our

six new

having

In Great Falls, Dec. 81, by Rev. A, Lovejoy,
Mr,
Charles E. Linscott of Farmington, and Hh J Try
M. Hurd of North Berwick;
Jan. 16, by the same,
Mr. Charles H. Mil¢s of Great Falls, and Migs Sarah
E. Pierce of Augusta; Feb. 27. Mr, Daniel W. Gil“man of Denmark and Miss Isabell B. Drew of Great
Falls; Feb. 27, Mr. Frank B. Parshley of Newmarket,
and Miss Sarah B. Whitehouse of South Berwick.
Eve,
In Wolcott, Wayne Co., N. Y., on New Year's Julia
by Rev.S. T. Devoe, Henry Brace and Miss
EmBebee; by the same {William Beshure and Miss Dean
ma Betts; Jan. 20, b the same, Wm, Henry
Mr. An:
Phillips; by the same,
and Miss Mary A.
drew Witbeck and Miss Anna Marilla Bigelow; Feb.
Phebe Brink0, by the same, John Sillimon and Mrs.
]
erhofl’.
Rey, asC.
I.
Bey,
by
3,
Dec.
Y.,
mm Wyoming, N.

VY.
For

rT
at it has

The church at Great Falls, not

|

the eurrent year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.

They cannot raise a large sum by subscrip- on account of crimes committed under the influ
tion, but with pleasant surprises and do- ence of rum is estimated at $40,000,000 a year,
Catholies in Mauchester, N. H., it being the
while that consequent upon insanity, more than
nations, they present an inducement to- any one-half of which has been proved to be chargeaoccasion of the dedication of St. Joseph's
minister to labor with them. They have ble to this cause, is $12,000,000. To these
Catholic church. It was dedicated by Bishgiven me a good support the past year, amounts and the cost of the liquor, about $1,088,
Alarge.
diocese.
op Williams,of the Boston

With the space in the gallery the church
will seat 1372 persons; and the chapel,

ne

Missions, and $36, for Home os,

tioned.
Price $1,50. Or,
3. For three new subscribers amd $7,560,
we will send the ¢ Sabbath at Home;"” for

would

day, April 18, was a great day with the

the whole affair was grand and impressive.

:

TT Rayy

respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

ed upon teams holding ten barrels each, allowing
each team to occupy

and are willing to sacrifice for the gospel.

number of prominent clérgymen from
abroad was present and assisted in the services. The music was of a high order, and

3

" NOTICE.

lence, high religious tone,and in many other

rels occupying forty gallons each, and these load-

B. church at Lebanon, Me. ; consequently
‘the church in Milton isin need of a pastor.
They are an affectionate and liberal people

Sun-

O.

Ser ——————————————————————

has been ‘of luger beer, however, is expressly reserved’ (with 16 cents addisionslto pay postage)
cord from the established church and form- Thus far the Spirit of the Master
£5
have pre- from the operation of every statute of thé State’|We 0 will send a copy of the new $500,00
harmony
and
union
and
us,
‘ed independent church organizations, from with
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
which
has
reference
to
the
sale
of
intoxicating
the work,
ronounced:
Luttrell,” and
liquors ; therefore, ‘it may be sold every day, and entitled‘¢ Andy
“which they were called Separatists or Inde- vailed.". May the Lord continue
is the prayer of Christians. Bro. Yeoman at all hours, without restriction or taxatioh to be a
superb
book
for
the
Family
and the
within
kept
Puritans
the
while
;
pendents
Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
is now with us to assistin the work.
DM.
throughout that Commonwealth.
:
the church and endeavored to purify it from
volume of more than 400
pages, written in
It is estimated that 490,000,000 gallons of al
many Popish rites and errors which the escompetition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
MiutoNr
THREE
Poxps,
N.
H.
Followcoholic
liquors
were
drank
the
past
year
in
this
tablished church had borrowed from the ing an impression of duty, I have resigned country. If this quantity should be put into bar- ‘Shining Hours,” which, in literary excelchurch of Rome.

aa

age.

|.

A

Address SABBATH AT HOME,

17
J
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Publishers’

New York, Jrowws Tron Build

del} Be, are authorized
his paper

to
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shrink from bearing the cross, remember

Aoetry.

the story of little Nellie, (for itis all true,)
. | and let others know that you are not ashamed of Christ or his commands. ‘Obey him
in éverytliing, and so shall you receive his

Faith Triumphant.
BY

'S

blessing.

MARILLA,

rt

t—

Dimple Making a Call.

The beauties of her sparkling eye

Are far too full of life to lig,
Within the grave so lone.

ag

No trace of gladness would be ours,
No garlands, rich with passion flowers,
To wreathe life’s dull and tedious hours,

If thou, my child, wert gone.

No light the morn’s wie

Nu would throw

Across the darkness of our woe ;
No scenes of cheering peace we’d know
Without thy presence blest.

"Oh, Death! take not our precious child!”
The mother sobbed, with accents wild ,
But sweetly still the daughter smiled,

*

And passed to Jesus’ rest,

Then cometh Faith with cheering strain
To soothe the heart’s deep throbbing

pain,

And thus she chants her soft refrain
To lift the soul above.

!

“The death, which thou hast learned to fear,
Is but the passage to that sphere
‘Where Jesus wipes away each tear
From eyes that trust his love.
Thy daughter finds a lioly rest
In beauteous mansions of the blest,
‘Where sorrow’s wave, with bitter crest,

Ne’er breaks along the shore.
No more the shades
Her fair young brow
For falsehood never
And hearts will

of earthly care
will meekly wear,
enters there,
grieve no more.

Oh, blest her lot, thus early flown,—

With half life’s anguish still unknown,—
To sing with angels round the throne
Of Christ, our Lord and King.”
That mother, borne by faith along, ,.Has learned the full, trinmphant song,
And trusts to meet the loved ere long,
‘Where harps of glory ring.

A

Bird’s Nest.

i

Over my shaded doorway,

" Their eyes are like living gems ;

Do tell me, Jennie, does my hat look

“It’s as style.

as

mine,”

replied

Jennie

gazing into the glass with Dotty.

¢‘¢ Why,

we look just like each ather—only you're so

pretty, and your sack is silk and mine’s cot-

ton-wool I”
3

And all day long they are busy
Gathering straws and stems,
Lint, and feathers, and grasses,

And half forgetting to eat,

1 scatter crumbs on the doorstep,
And fling them some flossy threads ;
They fearlessly gather my bounty,
And turn up their graceful heads,
And chatter, and dance, and flutter,
And scrape with their tiny feet,
Telling me over and over,
:
“Sweetest, sweet, sweet, O sweet!”

:

:

“« Well, you don’t care,” said Dotty graciously ¢ you're just as good as Iam if you
"only

Yet. never failing to warble,
“Sweetest, sweet, sweet, O sweet!”

behave

well.

You

mustn't

ran

out

your tongue, Jennie—it looks as if you
were catching flies.
And you shouldn't
sneeze before people—it’s rude.” .

¢“1 heard you once, Dotty Dimple, and it
was at a party too!”

“0, then’twas an accident; you must
’scuse me if I did. And now,” added Dotty, giving a final touch to the red tassels in
her gaiters—‘‘ now I want you to notice
how
I act, and

mother has
hasn't.”

« Wali

do just

seen

the same,

for

my

the governor and yours
:
:

mother went to New York

‘What if the sky is clouded?
‘What if the rain comes down?

once,”

They are all dressed to meet it,

to be crushed ; ¢‘ and she has two silk dress-

In water-proof suits of brown.
They never mope nor languish,
Nor murmur at storm or heat,
But say, whatever the weather,
“Sweetest, sweet, sweet, O sweet!”

es and a smelling-bottle !”

Always merry and busy,
Dear little brown-winged birds !
Teach me the happy magic
. Hidden in those soft words
‘Which always, in shine or shadow,
So lovingly you repeat;
Over, and over, and over,
“ Sweetest, sweet, sweet, O sweet!”
.
—ZFlorence Percy.

Che Famly Circle,

exclaimed

Jennie,

determined

not

' «Poh! Susy’s always.had some nightlyblue-sirreup,

and

Just as if I'd tell

Prudy’s
about

been

that!

out west.
There now,

do you know how to behave when anybody
in'duces.you to strangers?”
“What do you s’pose?” replied Jennie
tartly ; ¢ Ispeak up and say, ¢ Yes, sir!”’
Dotty laughed. She seemed
to look down
on her young friend from a great hight.

¢ And shake hands too,” “added Jennie
quickly.
“No, you give three fingers,

that’s

all—

just as if you were touching a toad; and
raise your eyebrows up this way, and quirk
your mouth,and nod your head. ‘How do you
do, Miss

Dovey Sparrow?

I'm delightedto

meet you, miss! It’s a charming day. Are
they
all well at Boston ?* You'll see how I do
Little Nellie.
it. Then I shall take out my handerjiff, and
BY MARILLA,
BE.
shake it so the sniff of the .nightly-blue-sirThrough the influence of faithful Chris- reup will spread all over the room. Then
tian parents and sisters, little Nellie had, I shall wipe my nose this way and sit down.
carly been ted to give her heart to Jesus. I've seen great ladies do it a great many
Though she was but a mere child, she real- times.”
‘“ So’ve I too !” nodded Jennie overawed.
ized a sweet peace, a calm and trustful

happiness when God for Carist’s

sake for-

‘ And,” continued Dotty, ¢ if the

people

have plants in the window, the ladies say,
‘How flagrant!” and if the people have
say, ¢ what lovely little
mortal bliss.
At first, the way before her children, they
seemed smooth and beautiful, like a sunlit dears!’ and pat their hair, ‘ do you go to
path bordered with thornless roses, but school, darlings?’ says they.”
‘ They've asked me that over and over,”
soon crosses began to loom up mountain
high. Her Testament taught her that bap- remarked Jennie.
¢¢ And they keep calling everything chartism was a duty, hut she tried to think it
rm-ing, and bee-you-tiful! With such tight
conld not really be a dutyfor one so young

gave her sins, and received her as one of
his owr children—an heir of glory and im-

to

bé baptized, for she greatly feared the

taunts of her school-mates, should she thus

openly acknowledge herself a follower of
Jesus. For several days she wavered and
a shadow seemed to be hanging about her,
obscuring the brightness of her trust. At
length her loye for her Saviour triumphed,
and she resolved to obey his commands,
even though her young friends ridiculed her,

and scoffed at her

religion.

The day on

which Nellie was to be baptized was a love-

ly Sabbath in early summer, when nature
had donned her fairest robes, and the grand
old forests were ringing with songs of robin,
wood-lark and thrush. Allthrough the morning she was very happy,but her heart throb-

bed with fear when she saw so large a collection of people,and she felt that every eye
was bent on her.

Often, ere the sermon was

completed,
had the tempter whispered, “You

can nevergo into the water while so many
are watching you, wait until you are older.”
Then her child-heart arose in a prayer of
earnest faith, and the inaudible petition was
“Lord, help me to be thine,” and God heark-

ened and heard.

Every fear was removed,

and when the kind-hearted pastor (msy God
’

‘bless him now,) led little Nellie down into
‘mountain’ stream, she felt that every

bore her nearer Jesus and the bright

ls in the happy
land.

She had no

ght then of the scoffs which she must

but the light of the blessed Saviour's

filled
her heart with a holy radifriends, you who- trust you

“Will you wait?” said she, in a stifled
voice—* will you wait young ladies, till I
give her the tickets ? Or will you please be
so good as to walk in now, if you like P”
Dotty condescended to walk in; and Jen2

About a minute after they had seated
themselves in great chairs, in tripped Miss
Dovey Sparrow, blushing and looking as

frightened as a wood-pigeon. The roguish
Betsey had just told her that these little
visitors were the ¢ top

of the

town,” and

she must *¢ talk to them as if she was read-

ingit out of a book.”

:

and flour to use, and she became

Litrary Review,

quité an

expert baker. Whenever she is disposed
to try her skill in making simple cakes or
pies, she is permitted to do so. She is
thus, while amusing herself, learning an
important lesson. Her mother calls her her
little housekeeper, and often permits her to

not yet entered, that she will have ‘seme
idea how to cook.
WY
Some mothers give-their daughfers the

narrative that purports to be a record of facts;
the audacious

gloves on, I know

their

fingers

feel chok-

ed.”
¢¢ Come,” said Jennie, *‘ we must go; and
I guessI shall behave as well as you, for
you never made any calls before, your
self!”

The little girls

own

tripped along the green

roadside with an air of importance.

Dotty

felt like a princess-royal till they reached
Dr. Grey’s, and then her brave heart fluttered so fast that she had a secret longing to
run home and get Prudy to help her. But
the next minute she tossed her head as
loftily as if there were a crown

on

it,

and

pulled the bell-wire so hard that Betsey Duffy

ey,

in great surprise at these . strange

que-

ries from such intellectual damsels—‘‘
we
don’t keep anything at all—nor a dog either.”

heart to the Lord Jesus, and you will never
see me drink again.
Besides, T have been
figuring on this matter some, and
what do

you suppose it cost us to patronize old Bob?”

Then Jennie came out brilliantly with a
*“Well—a dollar it may be, or two,a
question of her own devising: ‘Have you week,” said Jim.
got any truhdle-beds in Boston ?”
4 Sam, taking a pencil and a paper from

« This was too much. ,The ice began to

crack.
“Why, Jennie Vance !” said Dotty, and
then she laughed. ‘Look at that monument
on the mantel! Why, what are you laughing at girls?”
:
«0, Ishall give it up !” said Jennie

his pocket-book, handed them to Jim, and
said, “Let us look at it fully,and makea fair

calculation.

METROPOLIS;

a mirror

voutness crowds itself,

of New

Your time—and lose it.

Your character—and lose it.
Your
Your
Your
Your
Your

ing her sides; “This is the funniest house
und folks I ever did see !”
“Do stop making me laugh so!” cried
Miss Dovey, dropping to the floor and rock-

the least bit like a bird, Dovey Sparrow !”
They were setin a very high
time.
.
:

“Bestill!” said Miss Dimple,

gale

bythis

holding

up

both hands.
“There now, I had a sneeze,
but O dear, I can’t sneeze it!”
“You're just like anybody else, after all,”

tittered the Sparrow.
¢ Would't you like
to go outand jump on the hay? O, do!”
“Well, there,” replied Miss Dimple, with
a fresh burst of merriment, ‘‘you never asked us to take off our things—you never!”
¢«¢ I didn’t want you to,” said Dovey ; ‘‘you

frightened me’ almost to death.”

“Did we, though ?” cried Dotty, in delight.

“Well, I never was so ’fraid my own

self! I don’t want to feel so again. Yon
ought to have heard my. heart beat !”
‘And mine, too,” said Jennie; “my hair
stood right out straight.”
“We didn’t s'pose you were sucha darling,” exclaimed Dotty, kissing
friend fervently.
“O, Ilove you,

her new
and I'm

so glad you don't know how to behave !”
“I'm giad you don’t know how either,”
said Dovey, tilting herself on a rocker like
a bird on a bough. ‘I thought you were
going to be polite—O, just as polite !—for
you set poor Betsey. all of a tremble. Come,
let’s go out and play!”
.

health of body—and lose it.
strength of mind—and lose it.
manly independence—and lose it.
self-respett—and lose it.
sense ofright and wrong—and lose

it.

ed

and how much

He must be a fossilized cynic or a predeterminfault-finder who is able to read this book

nation

through without frankly owning to its zest and
picturesqueness and vitality and magnetism, It
tions add both to its attractiveness and its raciness. «It could have been written only by one

“Sam, I'll take the pledge tor life on that.

Come, let’s go up to the Young Men’s Christian

Association

Rooms,

in the

Block, and sign the pledge
Heavenly Tidings.

How

Methodist

together.”—

to Read.

sir,” said ‘John,

‘ butI

sense out of it.”

He

read it thoroughly,

have read

meant to say
and

had

made

all

the

the

quisite Miss Dimple, and suddenly put her
checked apron up to her face.

thodoxy, but in the same

breath

deplore the au-

thor’s fun and freedom, his daring and dash, his
love of the rifle and fishing-rod, his enthusiasm
over the

capture of a gamy trout, or his appreci-

ation of a boisterous

dancing-party in the back-

woods.

THE

INGHAM

PAPERS: Some Memorials of the

life of Capt. Frederick Ingham, U. 8. N., some-

time pastor of the First Sandemanian

church

in Naguadavick, and Major-General by brevet
in the patriot service in Italy,
By Edward E.
Hale, author of “If, Yes, and Perhaps.”
Bog
ton: Fields,
& Co.
1869.
12mo. pp.
. 266. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
&
\
:

|

The general character of this

me

that of its predecesssor

that

detail is not needed.

Mr. Hale

characterization

in

isa fine story

writer in" his way, he chdoses his sphere and
methods from original tastes, his invention is far
beyond that of ordinary magazinists, and while
there is nothing highly seasoned and sensational
in what he writes, his stories never fail to make
an impression,
and his personages cling to the
memory like ghosts to a haunted apartment.
ANDY LUTTRELL.
D. Lothrop & Co.

By Clara Vance.
Dover, N. H.: G.

Boston:
T. Day

SmiNiNG Hours.
| Publishers.
1869.

By Paul Moraine.
16mo. pp. 394.

Same

& Co.

1869.

16mo.

We have already

pp.384.

spoken of these first two vol-

umes of the * Prize Series” of books, and commended them for their eminent literary excel
religious tone.

They

are among

THE VILLA

more rosy than logical.

-

de-

ON

THE RHINE.

erbach,

Parts II. III.

& Holt.

1869.

New

By Berthold Au-

York: Leypolds
;

among the first periodicals of its class.

It deals

with Dale’s Classic Baptism, The Causal Judgment, Infant Baptism, The Great Pyramid, The

Tubingen

School; Exegetical

tions of Books.

Tue

Am.

Studies,, and

Bapt. Pub. Society,

NoPhila.

MANUAL: A practical guide to the Sunday

school Work.

By Edward

Egglestone, Editor

of * National Sunday School Teacher.”
go:
ams, Blackmer & Lyon.
1860.
pp. 108.

A plain, simple, pithy,

Chica16mo.

straight-forward, sug-

gestive little book, and ‘well worth more than a
superficial reading.. Sometimes a little too posi.

tive, oracular, one-sided, and

himself

book of large promises.
For the
ty, and arrangement of just such

but it is thoroughly alive with interest and earnestness,
the offspring of not a little experience,
faith and zeal. It has the merit of directness and

master of all the ideas it contained.
Now that is the right way to read, in orderto rofit by reading. By reading in that
way, John made great improvement, and

almost every farmer and

is something

them talk to their children, especially the
little ones, in such a way as to make them
happy.

besides a

amount, varieinformation as

mechanic is constantly

brevity, and it crowds much

bread every week during the winter. Her glowing in excellence or shrinking into inmother taught her how much yeast, salt significance.
;
:
pi

impatient in tone;

meaning

into a few

needing, it surpasses every other volume of its
words,
class that we have met, and is little less than a
library in itself. And-itis not less happy in whatit omits than in what it supplies. Its aim is to
3
Tmeet fictual wants as directly as possible, and it
does thus meet them.
Looking thirough its pages, we were tempted on and on by the informa- |
tion that every carefully prepared table and ev—
Be
ery instructive page
supplies.
To give a list
When we: consider the many uses to
even of the classes of topicsto which it directs
which glass is applied, its cheapness, its
attention would require the copying of pages,
purity, its beauty, we find that it possesses
and yet we have notfound a worthless, or inadethe valuable qualities of nearly all the metquate or redundant paragraph, as there is no
als; incorruptible as gold, clear as silver,
page but illustrates some of the best results of useful as iron, what could our houses be
the art of book-making.
It is a volume that may
without it? It keeps the cold out, it lets
be commended with emphasis and without the
thelight in.
We drink out of it, and we

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

The Various Uses of Glass.

need of ‘qualification.

see ourselves in it.

Fields, Osgood & Co.

1869,

men

need

taught by example that theology does
loves

the

nature, believes

in it, enjoys

study of

the

best language of affection.

and

little observances,

watchful

brilliancyof
which

Many

give

are en-

thoughttulnesses,

little attentions, which

love, which make it manifest, and

speak of

there is

scarce a family that might not be richer in
heart-wealth for more of them,
:

not neces-

Mr, Murray

lenses

dowed with a delicacy, a fastidiousness of
physical organization, which shrinks away
from too much of these, repelled and overpowered. But there are words, and looks,

to be

sarily stand outin hostility to life.

into

and

We are not now speaking merely of personal caresses. These may or may not. be the

least on the ground that what will sell should be
that

the diamond,

a

uses, fis

How much more we might make of our
family life, of our friendships, if every
secret thought of love blossomed into a a !

12mo. pp. 236. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co,
The new
pastor at Park St., Boston, here
proves that he is a fisherman and hunter as well
a8 a catcher of men and a seeker after the souls
that stray in the moral wilderness.
The material within this volume bas been mostly published
in separate articles elsewhere, but it is fresh and
attractive enough to warrant a republication,~at

brought'to market, and

domestic

Attentiveness.

IN THE WILDERNESS } or, Cam
Adirondacks.
By William H. H.

Boston:

fulfilling

and

new realms to human vision.
It restores
eyesight to the aged, and remedies the defective eyesight of the young.
It magnifies
‘objects invisible tothe naked eye, so that
they can pe distinctly seen and studied ; and
it brings the heavens near.
To it we owe
our intimate acquaintance with the stars,
The telescope is the father of modern astronomy, and the soul of the telescope is
glass.—Our Young Folks.

Among the many collections of Psalmody for
public worship, this new
work
has merits
enough in the number, variety, excellence, full- ness and arrangement of its hymns to be at once
noticeable, and its mechanical features are of the
best. The music is fairly good—better than that
in the “Sabbath Hymn and Tune Book,” which
is the feeble element in that*noted collection,—
but it is here poorer than it should be. The old
and familiar tunes are by far the best; the newer
melodies lgtk both real merit and marked and
independent character,
;
4

Murfay.

Besides

thousand common

made into gems that rival

SONGS FOR THE SANCTUARY: or, Hymns and
Tunes for Christian Worship.
Baptist Edition. New York: A. S, Barnes & Co. 1869.
Ocravo. pp. 456.
!

ADVENTURES
Life in the

|

It is a mistake to suppose

must, of course,

love

each

that

relations

other hecause

its original phases, and describes and interprets
what he sees and Hears and feels amid the free-

they ave relations. Love must be cultivated, and can be increased by judicious cul-

stream with enthusiusm,

ing under the hand of a gardener ; and love,
can dwindle and die out by neglect; as
choice flower-seeds planted in poor soil
dwindle’ and grow single.— Atlantic.

dom and fellowship of mountain and forest and
freshness

and skill.

This book, which is devoted to his own experi

ences

among the

fumous

mountains

and

lakes

aod woods and streams which he has visited
during several summer vacations, is entertaining

and spicy enough to satisfy the most exacting.
The use of superintives is very frequent; exagWp

abounds; fancy mingles

freely in the

’

and Sabbath

These publishers are rapidly pushing AuerAgenits will learn terms by addressing the pub-i-baeh’s new book forward to completion.
The
lishers: —
:
=
784th page ends Part IIL, and the closing {nstall.
ment is promised us at an early day.
The inter
THE FARMERS’ AND MECHANICS’ MANUAL.—
With many valuable
tables for machinists, est deepens as the story proceeds, and the promise given in his “On the Heights” is ina fair
manufacturers, merchants, builders, engineers,
masons,
painters, Rumbas, gardeners, ~acway tobe made good in this fresh work of gencountants, etc. By W. 8, Courtney.
Revised
ius.
and enlarged by George E. Waring, Jr., auther of ** Elements of Agriculture,” ete. Two
hundred Illustrations,
Sold only by subserip- THE BAPTIST QUARTERLY for April is a numtion. New York: E.B. Treat
& Co. 1869.—
‘ber whose solidity and scholarship
give it a place
Octavo. pp. 506.
:

This Manyal

’

1s so like

their works are of the highest order and of genu-

same work with our own hands.
Mothers are frequently so nice and particular that they do not like to give up any
the elbows.
?
| “La,me!
This is
Ifitisn’t Mrs. Vance’s little “part of the care to their children.
Man.
—
dite of a Jinny! And who's this one? Ed- a great mistake in their management, for |
ward Parlin’s child, I should know ‘by the they are often hurdened with labor andTieed ) Man is nowhere found so true to his natrelief. Children should be’early taught to!
eyes. Folks all well?”
0
1 impulses as when at home.
Would
“Is Miss Dovey Sparrow at home P” asked make themself useful; to assist their par- yougl®yce at his true character, drop into
Dotty, with dignity, at the same time open- ents every way in their power, and to con- the domestic circle in an unwary moment.
sider ita privilege to do so.
ing her card-case with a click.
Trust” him not while away from home, in
“La me! yes, she is, fur's I know
; walk
Young people cannot realize the impor- the pursuitof business er pleasure, for
in, children,” replied Betsey,who had never tance of a thorough knowledge of housewife- mercenary or other considerations may intime in her hard life to learn grammar,
ry; but those who have suffered the incon- duce him, for the time, to lift the frown
“Then, if she is, you may give her venience and mortification of ignorance can from his countenance, and to put on all
these,” "pursued Dotty, placing in Betsey's well appreciate it. Children should be early the airs -of ease and gentility; but seek
hands two cards, one bearing the name, indulged in their’ disposition to bake and ex- him in the bosom of his family, and you
¢ Louise Preston; the other, the words of periment in various ways. It is often but a will find him exercising his true spirit.
a memorandum, ‘ Kerosene oil, vanilla, bar- troublesome help that they afford ; still it is Witness the strength of his conjugal ties—
a great advantage to them. I know a little the power over all that he has and is—and
soap.”
;
Betsey looked at the cards,then at the ex- girl who at nine years old made a loaf of his full character will appear before you,
thought the Doctor was wanted, and ran
to the door with her sleeves rolled up to

pit propriety, who will praise the preacher’s or-

ine merit.

Many a child goes astray, not because
No young lady can be too well instructed there is a want of prayer or virtue at home,
in anything which will affect the comfort of but simply because home lacks sunshine.
a family. Whatever position in society she A child néeds smiles as much as a flower
occupies, she needs a practical knowledge needs sunbeams.
Children look little be:
of household duties. She may be placed in yond the present moment.
If a thing
such circumstances that it will not be nec- pleases, they arc apt to seek it; if it disessary for her to perform much domestic pleases, they are prone to avoid it. If
labor; but on’ this: account she needs no home is the place where faces are sour and
less knowledge than if she was obliged to harsh words and fault-finding are ever in the
preside personally ever the cooking stove ascendant, they will spend as many hours
and pantry. Indeed, I have thought that as possible elsewhere. Let every father
it is more difficult to direct others, and and mother, then, try to be happy.
Let
do

it will

childreh, and aid the preacher in his very highest
svork.
They are bound and put up ina style
that makes thema delight to the eye as well as
a stimulant to what is best in the heart. Other
volumes of the series, of the same general char
acter, are already in press and will be issued
speedily. We say unhesitatingly to our readers,
Buy them, and they will do you good.

in infor-

secure and

though

They will give emphasis to the coy which
Christian parents seek to enforce updn their

some of the notions

one to

vacation,

probably shock and grieve many a pattern of pul-

school library. Lacking no element of interest
cither in the story or the style, they tend only to
elevate taste, give just and quickening and hopeful views of life, and most strikingly illustrate
the working of religion in the heart and conduct.

Cheerfnlness at Home.

House.

to

is really

get out of a month’s

he had

lp
Gr es

experience, than

appear

But the volume

Me

es, is unquestionable.
His book will carry more
zest to many a clerical reader than he is wont to

find
a place at once in the family

of religion that are thrown in here and there are
not very profound and quite gratuitous, and the
prophecies of » millenium for New York at the

-end of the book

style of vaca

the very best books of their class, and should

Many boys and girlsread a good deal
without gaining much knowledge or good
from their pains. This is because they do
not know how. When John Edmunds was | best books are now furnished on the subscription
six years old he asked his father for a new basis at fair or low prices, and the publishers
book.
His father asked him if the last book embrace not a few men of sterling judgment,
enterprise and integrity.
Messrs. Treat & Co.
he had given him was worn out.
“O no, stand out eminent among these publishers, and

took up a book and allowed hiseye to rest
on the page, while his thoughts were wancase in the new-mown hay. She confessed -dering ‘from one thing to another, and only
the truth with bitter tears, and Aunt Louise now and then to get an idea of what was
was so kind as tor forgive her'" Weeks af- written. He never took up a book for the
terwards the case was found in the horse’s sake of passing away time. He took the
cribin Dr. Gray’s stable, bearing the prints advice of those who were wiser than he,
of Don Carlo’s teeth.
and read only good books, and he read ‘all
Dotty has never made a fashionable call the sense out of them.”
»
since.— Our Young Folks.
Pou.

requires more

And

clergyman’s

an independent man and a capital fellow, who

leiice and high

mation,—he would perpetually mislead a confiding reader.
The chapter devoted to Bleecker
street is an excessive whetting of curiosity ; that
which deals with’ the Street Railways is simply a

prolonged hyperbole.

the

knows the world he lives in and understands and
sympathizes with the peopleto whom he preach-

Subscription Books have been more or less distrusted,as having: more show than substance,
and as calculated to put abundance of money into
the bands of unscrupulous publishers and independent agents, while giving the public little besides magnificent
promises and unsubstantial
trash. There may have been some ground for
this opinion in times past, but not a few of our

Of course Dotty lost her ‘borrowed "card-

Learn to Keep

with eager interest, and its revelations will instruct as well as astonish.
:
It.has faults, and they are obvious.
It is sensational in style and abounds in exaggerations.
The author writes eminently for effect. He seasons every chapter with epigram, alliteration,
wit, satire, sentiment, banter, or dashes of what
is meant for philosophy.
The tricks of rhetoric
are frequent.
Every thing is brought forward in
the intense and almost oracular style. He gives
us hasty and brilliant sketching instead of deliberate and accurate statement.
There is less por-

Abounding

to justify

tion and make out a captivating story. But thay
the book is intensely interesting, that its general
ideas are both wholesome and needed 'by the
cloth, and that the author will be properly voted

has no dull pages, and its letterpress and illustra-

caricature,

to the rhetorical embellishment

with which they are here set off in the determi.

serve a wide sale and an eager reading.

Yogprseifcontrol—and lose it.
_ Your home-comfort—and lose it.
Your wife's happiness—and lose it.
Your children’s rights—and lose them.
Your country’s honor—and lose it.”
Your own soul—and lose it.

with no little difficulty,

York.
A complete history of metropolitan life in among the rollicking humor and the outbursts
and society, with sketches of prominent places,
of the animal spirits; the prolonged efforts a%
persons and things in the city, as they aciually : wit now and then run to the very verge of bufexist. By
Junius Henri Browne.
artford :
Am. Publishing Co. 1866. Octavo. PP. 700. foonery; and one can never be certain how much
the most taking passages owe to the naked facts,
Sold only by subscription.

traiture than

Your money—and
lose it.

hold-

ing back and forth.
““O, ho, now !” screamed Dotty, across the rug.
“You don’t look

You deposit

Te

and the jolly elements are more

prominent than the reflective and sedate; the de-

THE“GREAT

get what is necessary for the table. She
hangs the keys by her side and very musical is the jingle to herears. I think before
she is out of her teens, upon which she has

-

. Meantime Betsey was hiding in the back: care of housekeeping each a week by who knows the great city by actual and continuparlor, with her checked apron over her turns. It seems to me a good arrangement ous inspection, who is at once receptive, many«0 allxsorts of ways,” replied Miss | mouth, forgetting her potato-yeast in her and a most useful part of their education. sided and the master of himself, and who can
clearly paint with words whatever catches the
Louise, with a twinkle in her eye. ‘‘Some- curiosity to watch these little fine ladies.
Domestic labor is by all means compati-- eye and interests the heart.
times we take our cards, but Ishould hardly
Dotty rose, stumbled over a stool, shook ble with the highest degree of refinement
Mr. Browne has long been known as a skillful
think it necessary for very young people to hands, but forgot to speak. Jennie did the and mental culture. Many of the most and captivating writer: “As correspondent of the
do so. Then we just touch the lady’s hang, same, with the addition of putting her lit- elegant, accomplished women I have known, New York Tribune he became widely and favorably known, and. his long imprisonment at An| and talk about the weather, and in three tle finger in her mouth.
have looked well to their houséhold duties,
minutes we go away.”
“Ahem !” said Dotty, snapping her card- and have honored themselves and their dersonville and his wonderful escape were pic- ]
tured for the eyes of the whole country, and set
“Itveseen calls a great many times,” case.
husbands by so doing.
hota few hearts throbbing even beyond the sea.
said Dotty, thoughtfully, ¢‘ and I know we
““Yes'm!” responded Dovey, trembling.
Economy, taste, skill in cooking, and He has brought his best skill as a photographer
could make one—Jennie and 1; Prudy
Jennie was on the point of running out neatness of the kitchen, have a great deal to this task, He writes out of a full and detailed
needn't go a step.”
her tongue, but stopped herself, and cough- to do in making life happy and prosperous. knowledge. He has not only seen New York,
She did not feel quite sure that her auntie ed till she choked. It was becoming rather The’charm of good housekeeping is in or- but studied it on almost every side. He "has:
was not making sport of her, for Miss awkward.
Dotty wiped her nose nervous. der, economy and taste displayed in atten- looked again and again upon its darkest as well
Louise had sometimes a very sober way of ly, and so did Jennie. Then Dotty folded tion to little things; and these things as its most brilliant phases. Its virtues, hidden
and public, are fully confessed, and.its vices,
saying funny things. But Dotty took Jennie
her arms; Jennie clasped her hands and have a wonderful influence. A dirty kitch- whether appearing in their hideous or their atVance into the green chamber that after- both looked out of the window.
en and bad cooking have driven many a tractive garb, are held up in the light of the sun.
noon, and repeated what she had heard rePoor Miss Dovey tried with all her might one from home to seek comfort and happi- The streets, the markets, the parks, the places of
garding the making of calls
to think of a speech grand enough to make
ness somewhere else. None of our excel business, the haunts of pleasure and, crime, the
«« Dovey came from Boston, and we never
to these wise little guests ; but alas! she could lent girls are fit to be married until they churches, the hotels, Fifth Avenue and Broad
Five Points and Water Street, the brokers,
saw her only in church, so I s’posewe must
not remember anything but her geography are thoroughly educated in the deep and way,
the beggars, the marked men who rule and’ the
carry cards, Jennie.
I know my auntie
lessons.
;
profound mysteries of the kitchen. —Presby- desperate men who riot, luxury in brown stone
wotld be glad to lend me her silver cardDotty was also laboring in vain; the only terian.
fronts, and poverty and despair in dark cellars
case, she wishés me to be so polite; but I thing that came into her head was a wild deand rickety garrets, tempters and roughs that
don’t dare ask her—so I guess I'll borrow sire to sneeze. At last, her eye happening
live to destroy and Good Samaritans that toil to
The
Drinkers’
Bank
Deposit.
save, the horrors of courts and prisons and the
it thout saying anything.”"
to rest on the crimson trimming of Dovey’s |,
a
«| beauty and hope of reférmatories, the brutal din
¢ Hasn’t anybody else got a gold one dress, she was suddenly reminded of tur“Come, Sam, let's go in and take a little. ‘of the dance-house and the sacred quiet of Greenthat I could borrow ?” said Jennie, looking
keys, and their dislike to the color of red, Old Bob Bummer keeps the best liquor in
wood, gilded shams and terrible realitis, the
rather unhappy as the beautiful toy dropped so she cried out in despair} “Do youkeep a
shame that hus ceased to blush and the glory that
town.
Come,
don’t
hang
back;
let's
go
into Dotty’s pocket.
.
turkey at your house ?”
;
is largely hidden by its quiet humility from all
in? .
¢ (it’s no matter about you,” returned
eyes save those of Heaven,—all these and many
“Does your papa keep sheep ?" chimed in
‘Jim, I have been thinking over this matMiss Dimple, with a peep at the mirror; Jennie, one octave lower.
more features appear in an ever changing but exter since I saw you last, and I can’t do it.
¢« you'll be with me, and I'll fake care of
«¢ We don’t keep anything,” replied Dov-, To be plain with you, Jim, I have given my citing panorama. The book is sure to be read
polite? I mean is it style enough?

And utter their loving words;
All day they dre going and coming
On errands frequent and fleet,
And warbling over and over,
:
“ Sweetest, sweet, sweet, O sweet!”
Their necks are changeful and shining;

One day Aunt Louise proposed that Dotty:
Dimple and Jennie Vance should call upon
a little girl who was visiting at Dr. Gray’s.
¢ O yes,” said Dotty, ‘ we truly must go
to see Dovey Sparrow ; she has such frizzy
curls, and she can play five tunes on a piano.
But, auntie, how do they make calls?”

you.

Two little brown-winged birds
Have chosen to fashion their dwelling,
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nie, her shadow, quietly followed.

>

Dotty

¢ Oh, no, our darling must not die!

NR

ture, as wild fruits may double their bear-

The heart that has anything to love, and

is loved in return, can never
and remedilessly wretched.
a

o

mb

Beto

cl

be

utterly

,

-..
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THE

tho rocks,
For an

MEDICAL
BLESSING
"THE GREATEST

SNOW & DAVIS

(OMPOSITION PAVEMENT,

aS

The judge said he would

bad

after the jury

listen to the objections

“No,” exclaimed the indignant or-

retired.

their adherenceto the

that she .could find no pleasure,
yet to
whose aid she was indebted for all she

ator, “‘Ichoose that the jury shall hear those

was.

Her subjects were

rebellious.

She

visited

discontented

and

Moscow,

an-

the

objections ;” and, defying
interference, hé cient seat of the Czars; but her life was
poyred forth impetuously forty-five sepa- threatened, and she hastily returned to
rate and formal objections, couching them St. Petersburg. Even there she found herall emphatically in words of personal pro- | self surrounded by conspiracies against
test to the judge. The force of the judge's her power and her person. The European
charge on that jury was pretty effectually monarchs looked coidly upon the parvenu
broken. The indignation of the advocate at empress who now wielded. the uncertain
this time was real, not stimulated; and he, scepter, which: she was believed to have
at least, of the New York bar, dared to defy won by a_barbarous and dreadful crime;

"and to denounce injustice, even when clad
in ermine. Of such were those brave, elder

members of the legal profession, who in
former days and other -lands, kept alive
the fires of civil liberty.
After two trials here he obtained a.change
and

of venue,

Newburg.

inci-

This gave rise to another

dent, which Brady was fond of telling, es-

terrors

which

also stated that he was ready, and appeared
for the plaintiff. « “No,” said Brady, “I am

“I think

I must

However, he
he was mis-

know which side I am on.”
was, at last, convinced that

taken. So, gathering up his papers, he requested his Honor to excase him for twenty
minutes,

as he

saw

he was

the defend-

for

ant instead of, as he had erroneously
posed, for the. plaintiff,

my knowledge of the

sup-

addiog ‘*and, from

merits of the case, I

- am heartily glad that Iam to defend inHe left the room, restead of prosecute!”
turned in twenty minutes, tried, and won

the cause.
HIS FERTILITY

AND

good

might -have

and

so,

@

sat down,

points without

Mr. Marsh did

wondering

what

new

matter Mr. Brady could find to say.- To his

‘astonishment Brady rose and presented sev-

en new and striking

Of his quickness

points.

:

in the law an instance iw

given of a case where a recent decision
adverse to his position was introduced.
Taking the book in his hand he said, It does
‘not appear whether this case has been heard
in the Court of Appeals, but when it is it
will be reversed for such and such reasons ;.

[

which eventually proved to be the exact
reasons given by the court reversing
the
decision.
Conceding all his wonderful
brilliancy and originality, Judge Daly
states, however, that his greatness as a lawyer lay in his sound judgment in the general manggement of 4 case.

It is stated that

in nese involving constitutional questions

have his arguments been reversed in the
highest appellate court.
Of his manner, Mr. Porter
can ever forget his
we have all felt and

was

evanescent

says, “Who

peculiar manner, which
none can describe?
It

as the fragrance

of the

rose.” From the time he entered the courtroom his by-play with the jury commenced.

any nature less resolute

than

everyhad a

ALFRED

home, "and

him.”

accompany

them with

cash

G. FELLOWS, son of John

and

Mary

street, New

922 years."
He professed religion in the autumn of
1868, was baptized in June, 1866, and united with

and vice.

In his death the family have

lost

an

affectionate son and brother and the church and
community an amiable member.
J. WOODMAN.

The

had

home,

been

an

empress,

respect,

She

settled -upon him

she

gave herself up to the

for drink,

and before

which

took place when she was

her

with Christ in God.
He was always at his post,
and ready for every good word and work.
We
deeply mourn his death; but are assured that our

loss is his eternal gain.

by

unholy

death,—

Running

or

ap-

Temperance Mag-

#

the Rapids.
i§

———

The following selection is from ‘* Adventures in the Wilderness,” by Rev. Wm. H.
Murray, noticed in another column.

‘Our boats were poised

as

-the ridge-

on

to

a pension

historian: Robertson, by munificent offers, to

write an account of her reign. Her court
was filled with men of intelligence and
learning, of science and art. Every form

found in her a friend ;

of a

motion

tremulous

ser-

pent, and now torn to shreds by jagged rocks

at the bottom, and again beat back by huge
boulders which lifted themselves in mid current, presentingto the eye one continuous
stretch of mad turmoil and riot. At the foot
of thereach the eye could just discern the
smooth, glassy rim of a fall, we knew not

how high, while far down the river, shut
from view by a sharp curve, the rush and
roar of other falls rose suddenly up through

ge
RHEUMATIC
a
even turn yourself in bed, or
pain, and you cannot
oy chair, you must pt and suffer, in the
si

!

sit his

steed, bare-headed and erect, the oars were
and the freed boats, as though eager
lifged,

Away,

away

wentlike

birds,

for flight, started downward.
they flew.

If before they

No

les now.

they went lik

line here ; each may

wild

race ; and woe to bojtman and to boat if an
oar-bolt ‘snap. Close
oar should break
after John, gaining at every rush, my light
boat sped.

No th ught

for

all eye

others,

and nerve for self, with a royal upleaping
of blood, as my face, wet’ with the spray,
the air, I flashed until the fall
clove through
was reached, and, side by side, with trailing oars, we took the leap together.

owed Christ,

| Down

In rapids,John

had told me, the wildest water was the safest, and so [steered straight for the highest
swell of water and the whitest foam.
Fanay a current, rods in width, converging as it

glides, until the-of rushing water is brough
as into an eaves-trough five feet across
with sharp, jutting rocks for sides, where
the compressed water flings itselt wildly up
indignant atthe restraint put upon it; and
then fancy yourself in a boat weighing but

seventy pounds, gliding down with a swiftness almost painful into the narrow funuel
through

which, bursting,

you

must

shoot

a

fall you cannot see, but whose roar rises
heavily over the dash of the torrent, and

you can realize what it is to shoot the rapids
The judge assigned him in the same way to design. She crushed the feeble pretenders to of the Racquette River, and my position at
She par- the time.
two others charged with a similar crime; so her throne with relentless hands,
Balancing myself nicely on the seat, dipthat,in succession, he defended and cleared sued them to their deaths with a malignity
four capital cases,giving a week's unrequit- full of frand and vindictiveness. Yer, in ping the oar-hlades until their lower edges
ed time to these four criminals.
He was
e guilty than Eliz- brushed along the tide,I kept my eyes steadthis respect, was she
obliged to decline to follow this up in the abeth of Engin, ff executioner of! her ily upon the narrow aperture, and let her
case of the next man, charged with burg- cousin, or Miry, thdhssassin of her hus: glide. Nothing but the pressure of the air
upon the cheek, as the face clove it, and the
lary, who, having
no counsel, desired him
band ; than Henry VIIL, or Louis XIV. P
to be assigned to him.
On the darker shades of Catherine's sharp whistling of the seething current,bepropose to dwell. Let speaks the swiftness with which you move,
+The
case of a young man who was character I do not
with her. Thney cer- When neat the narrow gorge.—which you
charged with murder in what was claimed her errorsbe buried
an accidental fracas, attracted a good deal tainly brought with them their own fearful must take square in the center, and in, di«of interest. He was a Mason, and that so- retribution. Prince Gregory Orloff, her rect line, or smash your boat to flinders,
oiety applied to Mr. Brady to defend him, favorite for many years, und the chief au while the width would yet allow, wishing
tendering twenty-five hundred dollars as & thor of her greatness, died, in 1784, a rav- some steerage-way before I entered the
fee; hat, for some cause, he declined the ing madman,
the victim of remorse. The chasm, [ threw 'my whole strength upon the
cuss. Not long atter, one afternoon, a neat- heeding shadeof thé murdered Peter ILL oars. The lithe ash bent to the strain and
1y-dressed, modest young girl came to the followed him wherever he went; terrifind the boat quivered from stem to stern under
Then, bending forward
the quick stroké
officp and asked for Mr. Brady. Told to him in horrible visions at night, and seem
walk into his private office, she timidly ap- ed constantly to threaten him with avenging upon the seat, with oars at at rail, I shot inBrady. and instantly went on with the trial.

timent of pity, moved

%

her from

her

fearfal

go
(

do
of Jesus,

do i

5
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with her and
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can cheerfully

SISTER

LYDIA,

widow

of the

support

in the agoniey

of

the

dying
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West Lebanon, Me.
GEO. E. GAY, PRINCIPAL,
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Miss NELLIE BERRY,
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Summer term commencs
Apply to the

Principal.

Summer

11.
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MHOE
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Taesduy, May

INST(TUTE.

Term
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Monday,

© May 17. Complete courses of uy
for both
GQ. y H. RICKER, » ™ Principal
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A THRILLING
INCIDENT
In the life of Mrs. Ingalls, in Burmah, is well

b.

the Baptist Messenger,” relating ‘how
for to visit one of the Buddhist high

beén

nearly

killed:

and

how,

call

OOMPANY,
York City.

one ofthe gods to rest; all through the influence of the

Pain Killer, called by them the “God Medicine,” so
successfully had she used it in curing diseases, here-

tofore fatalin that climate, among which were Cholera, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, the bites of venius
reptiles, &o., speaks volumes for the Pain

er.

Rev. J. E. Clough. Missionary at Ongole,

best

try it

We will warrant it the

BEST FERTILIZER IN THE MARKET.
’
Also for sale, all’kinds of
AGRICULTURAL
TOOLS
§& SEED.
WHITTEMORE, BELCHER & CO,
84 Merchants Row, Boston,
4t13
Factory, Chicopee Falls.

ANTED.—1,000 Agents 10 sell “ORrA, THE LOST
Wire,” by Mrs. Bella Z. Spencer. author of
«Tried ana True.” This is the best se ling book now
offered Agents, It has been published bu four days,
and hundreds of orders are already reported.
One

three copies

zold

writes: —'‘We

highly for scorpion

esteem

stings,

your

Southern

Pain Killer very

cholera, &c., and cannot

knowledge of a remedy so speedy and effectual »
Pain Killer is sold by all medicine dealers.
4tl4

It is better than the

A :ent reports twenty

holy

efore been admitted, she was permitted to use for
him the sacred vessels, which none but the high
priests dare touch, and to even overturn and git on

MAINE CENTRAL

Fertilizer.
and

sent

While in most

Rev. I.D «Colburn, Missionary at Tavoy, Burmah,
writes :—“I shall be happy to assist in extending a

8t.

and get a little

told in

she was

priests, who had

Plage in the temple, where none but priests had ever

DAILY,

Pertiviun Guano, and at about halfthe cost. Ifany one
on grass or house plants.

FAM-

MACHINE.

C H | N E +|
Agency tor N. E. States,
318 WASHINGTON
STREET, BOSTON.

J2t14

fn one

day, ancther twenty-two, and still another fifteen.
Kvery body wants it. For full particulars apply to
or add
W.J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mats,
3 413 Teas

INSTITUTE.

HE Summer term of this Institution will commence
May 13, aud continue 10 weeks.
The School will

effect which is Roduced on all kinds of veg-

has any douht please

Durable, Prac.

tical, ‘Adjustable.
We have
four sizes, adapted for manu-

ILY

WONDERFUL!!

is wonderful,

Chro-

know of nothing comparable with it.”—J. B. GOUGH.
Half price to Misgio naries and
Price by mail $2,50.

very well get along without it.” *

etabtes

prevented by a

. Dr. Sewall’s diagrams.

funded.

HE

York.

as shown in the n

view of its commcaiac

India,

Fales' Concentrated

New

of the Bik Valley Railroad. containing
mo,20x24,
«“Agan exhibition of truth

our expense, within thirty days, and have the money re:

3

Toma-

A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages. Dr. 8. 8.
PHYSICIAN”
FAMILY
FITCH'S ‘DOMESTIC
describes all Diseases and their Remedies. Sent by

1y9

Grouxnp Corrxa,
20c., 26¢., 80c., 8bc., best 40c. per Ib.—
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families whe
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of 80c, per pound, and warrantto
give
perfect satisfaction: ROABTED (Unground), 80c., 86¢
best
400. per Ib. GREEN (Unroasted), 26c., 80c., 33¢
best 36c. per Ib.
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
tion, If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at

New

This

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, Mss.

90c, $1,00, $1,10,

Post Office Box 5643,

is

For illustrated circular, containing {eetription rece
ommendations, &c.
Address Wm. H. Li
AN

1,10, best $1,25 per 1b.
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c,$1, $1,10, best $1,25 per
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.

t20

PLANTS,

containing descriptions of over 1,600

USTER,
to,the IL ¥'WMAN MAMMOTH
Dr. D. Rice, says: “Everybody should have it.”—

HYSON (Green), 70c, 80c, 90c, $1,00,

83 Vesey

Agent,

Boston.

actual cost.
* I am also introducing to the Public i

COMP

AMERIOAN, TEA

137

.

work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all
others on receipt of ten ‘cents,’ which is not half the

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,

Nos. 31 and

best

accom-

NEWSPAPER
FACES.
Address orders to

2

rections-for

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another
preparation for the Hair ; clear and transparent,
without sediment. [tis very simple and often produces
wonderful results. Its great superiority and economy
as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades ts
but in
acknowledged by all not only in this cow
asnum should not
Europe. The estorer and Zy
be used one with the other. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

GREAT

of the

it will

lately for its unrivalled

¢sMrs.

late Robert

hour.
His
friends
are
comforted with the
thought that he gleeps in Jesus. His funeral was
conducted under the auspices of the I. OU. of O.
I, of Great Falls and Manchester, at the Pine
st. F.
B. Church, March 10, Sermon by the
Rev. N. L. Rowell.
CoM.

itas

confident

colored from nature. In it will be found, designs for
arranging the fower garden; together with full di-

ICAN
GREAT AMERAN
Y

be a strong

are

ly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engrav
ings and two beautiful colored plates; one of which
will be, the celebrated

PALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

COFFEES ‘ROASTED AND GROUND

SMITH,

varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants. - It is splendid.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.

YOUNG

recommend

BOOK

mow

It ‘will promote luxuriant growth,

IMPERIAL (Green), 70c, 80c,
best
$1,25 p= 1b.
;

HENRY

And its large varieties of.

'S

35 Barclay St. snd 40 Park Place, New-York.
.

by -DR.

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

ESTABLISHED 1861.
Chick, died in Ossipee, Feb. 18, aged 86 years.
She had been a member of the 2d Ossipee church
THE
for more than forty years. She was converted
under the labors of Rev. Robert Tash, and was
baptized by Rev. Mayhew Clark in 1820. A mother in Israel has fallen.
SISTER MARTHA ANN, daughter of Dea. Wm.
Cate; died in Greenland,
Feb. 25, aged 41 years.
Sister C. experienced religion, aud was baptized
Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
by the writer in 1840, and continued her relation
Tea districts of China and J apan, and sell them
with our church till death.
She suffered exin quantities to suit customers,
.
tremely for many. years from asthma, but we
“AT CARGO
PRICES.
hope she has gone where sickness and death will’
not come.
«li
Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
SISTER SALLY, wife of Elijah Hodsdon, died
in Effiogham, March 7, aged 73 years.
She was
PRICE LIST OF TEAS.
baptized by Rev. John Buzzell many years ago.
OOLONG (Black), 70¢, 80c, 90¢, best $1 per Ib.
She had lived ‘with her husband 52 years, andMIXED,
(Green
and Black,) 70c, 80c, 90, best
died in hope.
Funeral services conducted by
$1 ges 1b.
Rev. 8S. Moulton and the writer.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 70¢, 80c, 900,
JoHN CHICK.
1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
CHARLES MARTIN STEVENS, eldest son of M.
D. L. and M. E. W. Stevens, died in Manchester,
N. H., March 5, of consumption, aged 21 years,
10 months.
Nothing that skill could do availed to
save that young life so full of promise to the hearts
of his friends, especially to her to whom he had
given his affections, and whom he was expecting
to lead to the hymeneal altar. But heaven otherwise decreed it, and she with parents and only
brother are left to mourn his early departure to
the tomb.
While the death of this- yonng man
brings sudness to the hearts of his relatives and
friends, their
bidrden is in a degree Jightened by
the remembrance of his manly virtues.
He wus
a young man’of ‘much promise, taking a deep interest in all the moral reforms of the day. He
was a member of the F. W. B. Sabbath school at
Great Falls, N, H., in which place he was connected in business.
He was an earnest worker
in the Pemperance cause, holding the first office
in the Lodge of Good Templars,of which he was
amember.
Although he wu§ hot a ‘professor of
religion previous to his sickness, yet through the
tender
and faithful
ministrations of Rev. N.
Brooks, together with his own consciousness of
a need of u Saviour, he sought and found him to

up
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First Letter Foundry in New England.
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Ricker, Mary E. Baker—Dover N. H.

in all cases as above.—

S.A. ALL

COMPOUND.

&

plish all that he claims for it.;
= Mrs. George Kingsbury, Nathaniel Bradley, Hira1)
Coison, Albert S . Tash, 1. N. Wentworth, Teonar

None
end for Circular which gives full particulars,
enuine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
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Paint
the
order
can
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ineral Paint.

C HAIR

and
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at the same

at his Botahic Dispensary,
fign of the Good Samaritan, No. 2 Fourth street, Dover, N, H.—to whom
ali orders should be addressed.
Dover, N. H., Oct. 1868.
‘We the nundersiged, hereby certify
that we have
used Dr. Smith's celebrated Worm
Cordial, and we

Price
body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness.
$6 per bb). of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for

MRS.
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and morbid matter.
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le,
Combined in Ono Bott

and

and shreds, combined

mass of strings

Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware,
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels anc
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
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eing pleasant and agreeable to the taste.

Pras for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well put on, mixed with pure Linseed oil, will
years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
last 10 or 15
consumer.
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happy in death.

she established academies of science and down we sank into the feathery foam; the
learning and lavished her revenues in seek- froth flung high over us as we splashed ining to awaken the intellect of her peo- toit. Down, down, as if the pool had no
ple. Poets, musicians, philosophers, act- bottom, we went, our boats half full of
ors, and artists sprang up uuder her spume and foam, till the reacting waters
careful patronage; and she succeeded at underneath caught the light shells up and
last, in making St. Petersburg illustrious flang them out of the yeast and mist, dripas one of the intellectual centers of Europe. ping inside and out, from stem to stern, as
No stop
Catherine's
life was one of ceaseless la- sea-birds rising from a plunge.
bor. She rose at six both in winter and nor stay for breathing here. Around the
summer; she always retired to her room curve, by no effort of mine, leading the race
atten. Her day was chiefly passed in her I went, swept down another reach and over
another fall, and, without power to pause a
own apartinents, at her desk, or in consulShe moment, entered into the third before I had
‘tation with her trusty counselors.
planned her own military expeditions, and, ‘timeto think. Sreeper than all behind,it
attended to the internal regulations of, her lay before me, but straight, and for a disvast empire. She sent out scientific men to tance smooth; for aught I could see as I
explore her distant territories, and brave shook the spray from my eyes, until it narnavigators to trace the cottinent of Ameri- rowed, and the converging torrent met beca and the isldnds of Bhering Strait. She tween two overhanging rocks in one huge
What lay
founded schools and charitable institutions, ridge of tossing,swelling water.
and looked with pity on the suffering of the below I knew not; how steep the fall, or on
what bottom I should land.

bubve o your x Boy and driving you te the very
verge of madness:
;
en you have the
SCIATICA,
;
(that I have just got Ayough with,) that most awful

spoonfuls
You will take a table-spoonful and a three
few days every

,30

Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do
Communionist;

SISTER SALLY, wife of Bro. John Y. Fernald,
died in Ossipee, Oct. 26, aged 62.years.
We had
hoped she was a Christian for a number of years,
though she had pot publicly put on Christ by baptism.- Her sufferings were long and severe which
dhe bore with patieace and resignation, and pass- |,
eacefully away.
:
ISTER BETSEY GOLDSMITH died in Ossipee,
Nov. 24, aged 69 years. She made a profession of
religion 37 years ago, and was baptized by Rev.
Hiram Holmes,
and united with the Ossipee
church, of which she remained a worthy member
till' death.
She was prompt to do her duty in the
rayer and conference meetings.
Having fol-

keeping in

for himself in this

iat
| NEURALGIA,
a
being is like the
when every nerve fu your
poison
hot
and
wasp, circtlating the most venomous

,

Lessons for every
Sunday
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,

a brother to lose.
There stands his neat and
beautitul and desolate home, while he is called
up higher, to fill a seat among theyplest.

Pig

SMITH’S
Cordial.
Worm
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Church Member's

our afiliction is deep ; for but few have so worthy

the heavy pines aud over-hanging hemlocks,
which almost arched the current from side
At a word from John, who, leadto side.

ing the van, sat as a warrior might

0
Christian Baptism, Bound,
o
0
do
do Paper Covers,
do
do
do
Life of Marks,
= do
do

L. B. STARR.

Dissolveit,

have been there,

BRO. FRANKLIN WADSWORTH died in Clay,
mit the money on Seat of the goods. Address:
Onandago Co, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1869, of inflamma6m3] DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl 8t., New York,
tion of the liver, aged 25 years, 8 months, 13
duys. By this sudden and unlooked for proviBEAUTIFUL HAIR,
dence, aged parents are bereft of the staff of their
declining years.
One brother und two sisters reNature's Crown.
main.
One year sinee, for the first time, he publicly made known his feelings, by stating that he |
*
You
Must Cultivate it
had endeavored to live in such a manner that his
good works would save him. Bat now he felt the
GRAY HAIR
need of religion as much as any one. Faithfully heIs a certain indication
warned the sinner to prepare. to meet him, in
heaven.
During
a confinement
of fourteen
of decay at the roots,
weeks, he patiently bore his extreme sufferings,
ofien saying he should make a happy exchange,
=
Emportant Change.
yet he would like to live to do a little good in the
New Style.
world. . Our very great loss, is his eternal gain.
REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING

of a house, .whilé below, for some
twenty rods, the water went tearing down;
now gliding overa smooth shelving ledge,

| “board

with the quick,

single,
ozen,
single,
dozen,
gingle,
dozen,
gingle,
dozen,

History,

Mrs. HANNAH, wife of -Sewel Rand, died in
Brownfield, Mes March 19, aged 47 years, 3 mos.
Returning home from a visit, a sudden attack of
heart disease removed her to her home in heaven. Sister Rand experienced religion in early
life, was baptized by Rev. G. W. Whitney, and
joined the F. W. B. church. She was a consistent Christian, a loving wife,an.indulgent mother,
and a kind friend.
She leaves to mourn their
loss, a husband, three children, a brother, a sister and a large circle of friends. .
:
HELEN A, daughfer of James B. and Annie
Durgin, died in Brownfield, March 23, aged 18
years, 1 month, 23 days. Kind and gentle in
life, happy in death, she has gone to receive her
E.C. C.
reward.

Husbands,

and Neuralg

same.
ge
on the
Posta

Psalmody, 18mo.in Sheep,
do
0
do Embossed Morocco,
do
do
do
32mo.
do
0
do
Butler's Theology,
do
do

HEZEKIAH B. GRIFFIN died of typhoid fever,
at Red Bud, Ill., March 20, aged 42 years, 10
days. April 3, 1863, I had the pleasure, so grate-,
ful in the remembrance to-day,.of baptizing him
and 22 others, and united them with the church
of which Bro. G. has continued a worthy member until his death:
At the west, his business
chiefly was that of teaching school, and he was
s0 engaged when his last sickness came.
He has
also been active in the support of Sunday schools,
and he is believed to have exerted a good Christian influence over a large number of the young
people. He leaves a wife,two children,and at Danville a large circle of relatives, to mourn their loss.

twenty-six

it speaks for itself.

azine.

as her librarian. “She wished to induce the

of mental excellence

feelings

thirst

take warning !—Methodist

eminent literary man of the day; she wrote

it for life, and

tried to drown her

This narrative needs no comiment

Cathe-

toa visit

and

plication;

sought the corres-

time

to

« without hope,”"—was caused by her yielding to the solicitations of her husband, to
take a glass of wine after dinner, © just to
please him.”

to Voltaire in terms of sincere admiration,
and strove in vain to allure him to St Petersburg.
With Diderot she was more successful, and the philosopher condescended
of his

slave

she declared that her ruin, both in “this
world
aud .in.the next,—for
she died

pondence and the friendship of almost every

to give a portion

a

years of age, and which was undoubtedly
occasioned by her intemperate habits,—

rine might perhaps have won a higher glory
as an author.
Her love for letters was in-

tense and lasting.

her; she became

rushing into the vilest company, such as
is to be found in gay saloons and city theaters. <Lost to all sense of decency and self-

tice ; and she prepared to take an equal place
among the Hapsburgs, the Bourbons, and
the Guelphs.
If she had not

mastered

her passions,
and 4 confirmed toper.
Under the influence of drink she’left her

ACEH.

Kennedy's Rheumatic

York.

Single and by the dozen ;

aoassuiming, always having a Topl nance to vain
show and
display. He was decided
in his principles and actions, inflexibly opposed to impurity

OFTHE

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

the F. W. Baptist church. Alfred was modest and

°

EADER,you ma; considar this 8 sort of 8 spread.

This splendid Hair Dyeis the best in the world;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’'s Wig Factory, No. 16 Bond

B. Fellows, died in Sandwich, Oct. 16, 1868, aged

her

He made ‘himself thoroughly at home with poor. She planned
a vast scheme of inthem. It issaid that he never losta case in ternal improvement; built canalsi roads,
which he was beforé a jury for more than: -and bridges in various parts of the empiré;
a week; by that time they saw everything reformed the laws of the nation ;: enforced
with hig eyes. He was counsel in fifty-two justice; protected, when she could not
capital cases, in not one of which was he emancipate, the serf; recommended moralever unsuccessful, except in that of Beall, ity; was assiduous in her religious observwho was tried by a court-martial at Fort ances; and filled all Europe with the fyme
Lafayette, on charge of being a ‘spy and of her liberality and beneficence.
Yet there wére moments when Catherine
guerilla”
:
Itis related that once, having successfully must have felt how giddy was that splendid
detended a man charged with murder, as eminence upon which she had placed herhe was leaving the court the judge said, self, and when the anticipated pains of dep“Mr. Brady, the next case is that ofa man
osition, shame, and death drove her to remorseless deeds of cruelty and crime. At
charged with marder; he has no counsel,
can you defend him P” Certainly,” said such moments no fear of infamy, no sen-

ony

a com ortable

as he expressed it, ‘‘ to please

The Hon. Luther R. Marsh gives an instagee of Mr. Brady's fertility in an impor- taire in his admirer and
persecutor, Fregtant case to which he himself had given erick. Catherine was always profuse in
thorough and, as he felt, exhaustive prep- her liberality to - lit rary men. She puraration. He asked Mr. Brady to assist him chased Diderot’s libriry for a considerable
sum) in order to prgvide a dowry for his
on the trial, Brady having had ngeprevious
knowledge of the case. ‘‘Go on” and open daughter, allowed him to retain the use of
your case fully, use all your

business,

whom
They

were surrounded by blessings calculated
to inspire gratitude and to satisfy their every need.
:
ut, alas, for poor human nature. On
the day of her marriage she broke the temperance Pledge. She yielded to the entreaties of her husband to take a little wine,

Their conversations
the faithful empress.
were-long and philosphical; and Diderot
seems to have found a far more-agreeable
friend in Catherine, than the sarcastic Vol-

QUICKNESS,

regard to me,” said Brady,

She became the wife of a very re-

spectable tradesman, with
ing
seemed to prosper.

papially when he wished to disarm prejuice against the looks of any witness or
“client. The trial was to be held before
Judge Charles A. Peabody, in the Supreme
Court. The judge, lawyers, high sheri
er and her low-born courtiers, at length
deputies, and prisoner all went up in the became her willing slaves. The countless
cars to Fishkill. The streets were crowded legiong
ishops and monks, whom she
by thousands eager to see the prisoner. had © :n¥ed- and treated with ignominy
As they passed to the boat to cross over to when they had ceased to be
1 to her
Newburg, the judge happened to take the hid themselves overawed and
helpless in
arm of High Sheriff Willets. Some one their cells. Her splendid victories and
‘ recognizing the sheriff, pointed out his conquests won for her a pbpularity among
companion as the accused murderer, with
her subjects such as none of her predeces“Don’t you see his hard, blood-thirsty face!” sors but Peter the Great had possessed.
fancying, as Brady would say, they saw all Abroad, the monarchs of Europe were soon
the lineaments of a brutal murderer in the overmastered by her imperious will, Fredcalm, bland features of his Honor.
erick the Great courted her favor. Joseph
II., of Austria, became a willing instrument
.
THE BUSTEED CASE.
in accomplishing her most unscruplous
Another instance of his intrepidity before designs. George IIL, of England, sank
The into her ally; And dissolute Louis XV.
a judge was in the Busteed cose.
judge had threatened to convict him for vainly strove by feeble diplomacy to check
Busteed -had apologized; and bthe stately progress of the new Semiramis.
contempt.
Brady also, with his matchless grace and Catherine became the master intellect of
courtesy, had tendered Busteed’s apology ; Europe.
*
but the judge still said that he should send
Of all her vast designs, that upon which
‘You will, will you ?” said her chief energies were expended was to
him to prison,
Brady. I say you willnot!”. And, ciiing make Russia acknowledged as one of the
authority after authority against his power civilized nations of the times.
As Philip of
to do so, he dared him to thus stretch his Macedon had labored with fierce, untiring
prerogative. The judge thought best to ex- zeal to make his native kingdom Greek,
cuse Mr. Busteed. The fertility of his mind 30 Catherine lived to make Russia Europeand its rapidity of action,as shown in drawan. She was resolved to be received as a
ing the objections in the Baker trial, were peer into that assemblage of crowned heads
once illustrated on an occasion when, ona whose haughty caste was still inclined to
~-oase being called, Mr. Brady answered that look down upo: n the barbarous empire
his side was ready. The opposite counsel which the great Peter had brought into no-

for the plaintiff,” adding,

patronize it, must

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. .Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

inclined plane was now
entered on.
own.
.
When their friends or relations gave them | BRO. ALANSON REED died in Torry, N. Y.,
Danger, however, seemed only to draw a call, they placed on the table the usual of quick consumption, Feb. 14, aged 36 years. He
out her wonderful genius for command, emblem of hospitality; and what they embraced religion some eleven years ago and
and her fierce, unhallowed ambition guided deemed the friendly, innocent, and social united with the Potter church, since which time
has been a devoted Christian and a worthy
her to a course of policy that made her glass was drunk. At the dinner-table, al- he
member.
Those who were the most thoroughly
the most potent monarch of her time. She so, strong drinks were always used ; though acquainted with him, the most, fully appreciatcrashed discontent at home with unparallel- mogerately at first. The young lady grad- ed his worth. His life gave evidence that there
ed vigor. The ancient nobility of Russia, ually acquired a thirst for the intoxicating was a vital connection between him and his Lord.
he enjoyed his spirit; and held constant
who hated and despised the German usurp- liquor, and in less than two years alcohol That
communion with him. His life was truly hid

appalled

transferred to

the trial was

them.

and, from her dangerous eminence, Catherine beheld herself everywhere surrounded

by a thousand

Temperance move

ment, she had beeh taught from infancy
to - shun intoxicating Ties, and up to her
twenty-first birthday, she had never tasted

x

Dr.
!

~ Obitwries,

$0 stating it.”

hoe

© Wbertisements.

Orloff sometimes sunk into silent ‘tothe opening between the
prosiched his désk and saying: Mr. Brady, darts.
instant the oar-blades grated along their
they are going to hangmy brother, and you melancholy, and then broke out into wild sides and then riding upon the crest of a
shouts
of
insane
merriment.
He
heaped
im!
I've brought you this moncan save
wave, I passed out of the damp
passage,
ey, please don't let my brother die !” she curses and wild reproaches upon Catherine and lo! the fall whose roar I had heard
THE BAKER TRIAL.
i
bi
fearful to liten to, and which seemed to
burst
into
tears.
It
was
a
roll
of
$250
The trial of Baker for the murder of Poole which the poor girl had begged in sums of plunge her in the deepest despair.” At JAwhied just beneath me. Quick as thooght
;
Brady’s
swung the oars ahead, and, as the billow
. furnisited a notable instance of Mr.
The kind-hearted man ength the wretched prince fled to Moscow,
It was at five and ten dollars.
PATENT
lifted
me high up upon the very brink, gave |
and
died
in
unspeakable
agony—Harper's
intrepidity in behalf of a client.
heard her story. ‘They shan’t hang your
way with all might.
Whatever ‘spare
Magazine.
:
the hight of the *Know-nothing” excitement,
brother, my child,” said he; and putting
strength I'had lying anywhere about me,
and Poole, after receiving the fatal bullet,
the roll of bills in an envelope, told her to
| at that particular point oftime, I am under
having exclaimed,- «] die an American,”
|
for
ask
would
he
and
mother
her
to
it
A Fact for Husbands.
the impression was thrown into those. oarsucceeded in causing himself to be.regard- take
THE BEST PAVEMENT-FOR
he wanted it. The boy was cleared.
ey
B—
5
blades. The boat was fairly lifted off the
ed as a martyr to the cause. Lingering for it when
exquisite
an
parlor hangs
Some years ago there lived in the town. wave, and shot into the air. For an instant Side Walks, Street Crossings,
days with—as the post-mortem proved—a In Mr. Bradys
by Durand, with a letter on the back
B—
ant amiable and gifted young la- At touched neither water nor foam, then
bullet deeply imbedded in his heart, the in- pictare, him to accept it as a mark of ap- of
Shop Floors, Carriage Ways,
dy. She was blessed with godly parents, dropped into the beiling caldron. Another
terest and excitement became intense ; and, asking
dein
kindness
generous
his
for
preciation
' Warehouse Floors, Gutters,
and it darted out of the seething mass
on the day of his funeral, twenty thousand
poor boy. Mr. Brady prized who gave her a sound and religious train- stroke
this
fending
behind
Coal Sheds, &c.
procession
with
less
than
a
gallon
of
water
along
thé
solemn
in
ing; and by her loving disposition and va;
men walked
that picture,— Galaxy for May...
;
?
ried acquirements she won the admiration bottom,
the coffin of the martyred ‘‘rough.” In
R 1, 1868,
EMBE
SEPT
PATENTED
and gained the love of all with whom she
such a state of public feeling Baker was put
sale by
for
Rights
Town
and
state, County
‘on trial for his life. At the opening of the
came in contact, There was nothing apCatherine
IL.
of
Russia.
g
tenor,
its
by
aroused
judge,
the
by
5
[V
prosching frivolity about her, nor were
H, F, Snow & Co.,
Mri. By seized a pen and commenced
er admirable qualities marred by pride.
_ + Box 701 Dover, X. H,
ation showing itself
..griting
rapidly, indi
In the year 1762 Catherine became em- She. appeared in her general conduct to be
rowning
brow. The press. Around her were gathered the actuated by a desire to do good, and most
oi his eet Tips, an
£&~ This pavement is lald around the Morning
1849
;
moment the judge had ceased he was on his chief conspirators, men coarse,ill-educated, of her time was spent in visiting the sick, | Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua~ Star building.
feet and began: ‘You have charged the and risen.from the lowest ranks of the relieving the poor, and trying to raise the
BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
jury thus and thus. I protest against your people, in whose society she complained fallen. Born of parents who had given ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

Brady, the Great Advocate. -
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occupy the new building.
J
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Pittsfield, April 5, 1869.

FOSS, Seoretary.
:

Per Day Sure, and no risk.—
Agents wanted everywhere, on
the month, to sell our
ent EverPasting White Wire7 Clothes Lines. For. Full
ou.
lars. address the AMERICAN WIRE Co., 76
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8t., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn 8t., Chicago, Ill.
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the World.»
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are considerably

The estiin advance of last year’s estimates.
mates of Commissioner Wells for the revenue
was $10,000,000, while the receipts to date are

$110,000,000, with ten weeks remaining of the
fiscal year for which the receipts cannet be less
than $50,000,000, which will make the aggregate
at least $10,000,000 or $12,000,000 in excess of Mr.

A Washington special says
worst of the,

.

]

he

i

‘Wells’s estimate.

that one of the

Indian” agents; who

goes

by the

nickname of ‘Moccasin’ Thief,” in the Indian
country, has succeeded in obtaining the endorsement of prominent Friends tq his papers.
This

is henceforth
thieves.

to

They

be the gdme

will

endeavor

of the
to

President through the Quakers.
*

Indian

humbug

the

'

Mr. Ross of Kansas recntly made a personal
explanation,
in which
he undertook
to ar"
raign President Grant for having'said that every
one who has held office ‘during the past year and

a half was

a Johnson

man,

He

also asserted

-that Republican soldiers had been removed and
their places given to politicians who took no
partin the war, simply because he had recom-

mended those soldiers for office.
The Richmond
Whig says
there will be no Conservative

at the next Virginia
question is, what

:
it is decided thst
ticket in the field

election, and that the only

majority shall be

rolled up for

the Walkér (Republican new movement) ticket.
Gov. Baker of Indiana, in a recent
calls attention to the disreputable fact

ing the past twelve

message,
that dur-

years the Legislature

of the

State has, on three separate occasions, been dissolved by the action of a minority of its members before the appropriations necessary to carry on the State Government and meet the current expenses of the benevolént institutions had
been passed; and he recommends that in such
cases the Legislature should provide that the
State officers may direct the Auditor to draw
his warrant on the Treasurer for the amount
necessary for such purposes.
to

The U. S. Senate adjourned Friday morning.
According to Perley, of the Boston Journal; the:
final footing up is as follows: John P. Hale remainsat Madrid, although the friends of Gen.
Sickles declare that he shall receive the place
within ninety days; Henry S. Sandford remains
at Brussels, although the President’s especial
friends are much vexed that Jones, of Chicago, is

thus “out in the cold.”
John 8. Carlisle was confirmed as Minister at
Stockholm, but the vote was finally reconsidered
and the nomination laid on the table by a tie
vote. This was in accordance with the Bourbon
policy which some leading Republicans indulge
in, but ex-Governor Boreman, now a Senator
from West Virginia, does not hesitate to declare
that the Democrats will carry that State if redhanded rebels can be confirmed, and a loyal man
like Carlisle rejected because he would not years
ago work in the Republican harness.

Silas A. Hudson was

confirmed as Minister to

Guatemala, over an adverse report from the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, by influence from the White House, where he is now a

guest as a relative of the President.
It is now stated that no elaborate instructions
will be prepared for Mr. Motley, and that.negotiations on the Alabama question will probably
be transferred from London to Washington.
General Canby has issued an order requiring
every office-holder in Virginia to take the test
oath, or, if unable
to do this, to vacate the
office.
;

incident:

°M. Louis Ulbach, an eminent

French

journalist, was recently fined: 300f. for stating
that the name Napoleon was derived from two
Greek words which signified hangman.
The
Public Minister thought the sentence .too light,
and appealed against “it to the Imperial Court.
The result is that M. Ulbach’s fine has been
raised to 500f., and, in addition he is to suffer six
months’ imprisonment..
M. Ulbach is a candidate for the representation of the Aube.

SIR EDWARD CUNARD, for nearly thirty years
agent, in

N. Y., of the

line of British

well-known by his name, died, the

steamers.

6th inst., of

disease of the heart, at his residence, No. 124
Fifth avenue.
He was horn at Halifax in 1816.
His father, Mr. Samuel Cunard, was, at the time,
a merchant of that place, and a large land-owner,

both in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island.
He was created a Baronet by the British Government, about the year 1855, for his success in
transporting the mails, in his steamers, without
accident, between this country and England.
He died in 1865, and was succeeded in the title
by-his Son, who married, twenty years ago; Miss
Mary McEvers, of N. Y.
Mrs. Cunard died
in 1866, leaving three sons and four daughters.
Her eldest child was ason, now 18 years of age.
EIGHTEEN thousand Swedes and Norwegians
emigrated to this country last year.
A larger
number is looked for the present season.
The
stream of immigration has hitherto. flowed from
Sweden, passing through England from Hull to
Liverpool, and thence across the Atlantic to New
York.
The Anchor Line,whose steamers run to
Glasgow, are proposing to make a new channel
for this stream across the narrow part of Scotland lying between Edinburgh and Glasgow,
cities much nearer to one another than Hull and
Liverpool.
Facilities will accordingly be furnished to these northern emigrants for reaching
Leith, the port,of Edinburgh, whence their passage through Scotland to this country is already
provided for.
MALAKOF¥F, the Paris correspondent of the
Times, speaks as-follows-of the—estimation in
which Mr. Lincoln is held abroad :
If you have not yet awakened to the fact. in
America, you will soon do so, that Lincoln is
hereafter to take a stand as one of the great landmarks in history, Ifyou donot yet comprehend
the immensity of the role he played in the politi| cal progress of mankind, these people do. While

you are still embarrassed

with certain crudities

in his character, these people see nothing but
his grandeur, and desire to see nothing more.
They have elevated for him in their hearts and
memories a pedestal as high as Washington’s.
The few ambitious men who started the slavery
rebellion have had many hgimiliations to swallow,but none will be so bitter as to be condemned
to see placed in the highest row of niches in the
world’s pantheon the statue of thé man their
limited intellects could find no better name for
than baboon.
;
1

A

BILL introduced by the Duke

of Argyll,

Secretary for India, is now before Parliament,
which provides for the admission of a certain
number of natives, upon the Governor General’s
nomination, to the Indian civil service, without
obliging them to go to England to study and pass

acompetitive

examination.

This

will give to

and the Crops.

cess, let us know it and practice it.—New
Tribune.

Throughout the greater part of the republic,
we had unusual weather during the winter and
the’ first of the spring months.
January, was

very much like all Januarys, and

gave us great

.

a week

about over the

Pennsylvania

and

Ohio,

are well aware that itisa custom which has
existed for a long time, but, now that light has
come to us, is none

and 6th of the

in like a lion.

month were

coldest of the season.

in

Thé

many

deal of
4th, bth,

places

the

The boys dashedon their

skates again, and the ice merchants were in a fair
way to harvest a second crop.
Plows could run
in Tennessee and the Carolinas, but very little at

the North.
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;
fact that the

an unhealthy and monstrous cruelty.”
Doubtless this is an extreme case, but

It is
the

tleman, obtained by him from one engaged in the
traffic.
But making due allowances for extreme statements, the practice of bleeding calves at all is
worse than useless, and is cruel, and hence our
duty and our purpose to stop it.—Qur Dumb Animals.
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ty, and in higher latitudes than New York

must

have been gorgeous in the extreme.

:

The electrical phenomena attending the display
were exceedingly interesting and curious. The
magnetic needle was violently agitated. Insome
cases, telegraphic communication was entirely

lot. He was fond of fruit and read the papers.
The soil was wet clay, and he selected fruit to the

‘climate. He built ahouse and put his land ina
condition to produce fruit. He had no manure

In the presence of such wonderful manifesta
tions of beauty, from causes entirely beyond onr
ken, how

appropriaie

the

Psalmist’s

adoring

words: “0 Lord, how manifold are thy works;
J
in wisdom hast thou made them all.”
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healing
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virtues when applied externally.
We, therefore,
wish to say to all that it is equally successful whether used internally or externally, and it stands alone
unrivalled by all the great catlaogue of Family Med-

Street,
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with

but are equally ignorant of its

REMOVE

Hanover
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Pain Killer ;—but while some extol it as a Liniment,
they know but little of its power in easing pain when

taken internally, while -others use it internally

BE

Widen

T= universal remedy for Internal and External
Complaints. At this period there are but few of
the human race unacquainted with the merits of the
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Government,
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MAINE

STATE

SEMINARY.
.

S

THERE will be a Special Meeting of the Trustees
of the Maine State Seminary, on edtusday the
28th day of April, inst,, at Nichol’s Hall, at 10 lock,
. M., to act upon any business that comes properly
before the Baard.
A.M, JONES, President.
Lewiston, April 5, 1860.
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light Northwansd, while vivid flashes of various
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them recently gave an account of the occurrence
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BARBARA FRIETCHIE'S friends declare that
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the butchers of calves at Brighton, and announced our purpose. By that notice, and this article,
and by other methods, we give all parties inter-

butchers at —— are still in the habit of keeping
calves without food or drink, and of bleeding
them until killed ; so that the period of time is
one week.
In other words, the calves are starved from Sunday night until the next Sunday night,
besides being bled every twenty-four hours to

mildness would have spread the faint blush of
opening peach blooms
over thousands of orchards in New Jersey and Ohio, and might have
drawn the more cautious apple trees into ruinous indiscretion.
:
For those who live within‘a hundred miles of
the latitude of Philadelphia and Columbus, the
mild weather in March followed by this cold
snap in April corresponds to the effect at the
South of the mild February followed by the severe weather in March,
The result has been in
some places quite disastrous to the peach crop.
The prospect in the low lands of Tennessee is
bad; but on the mountains in that state the
peach crop is almost as sure as the grass crop.
In Southern Illinois the peach prospect is not
very flattering, yet the injury by frost is overestimated.
In Maryland the failure in some orchards will be complete, in others partial. In
Somerset county, New Jersey, the peach buds
were killed. The cold did no harm to peaches
in Michigan, nor much in Northern Ohio.
The wheat fields come out of the winter in excellent condition. From every quarter, and iall
the way across the Continent, from the valleys of
California to the flats of Long Island, the word
is that the wheat never looked better at this time
of year. This news brings sorrow only to those farmers who refused $1,60 and $1,50, held over
>
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for §2.
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printer's trace in the office of the National Eyis,
Southernyel..
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@..
98
|
Linseed,
Am, 2 £0 @ 2 60
squadron which they have maintained on that published weekly in that city, and of which his
Western mx’d . 87 @.. 91 |Canary....... 6 00 @ 650
coast at great cost for many years.
Fora time | father was proprietor.
In 1842,he became clerk
XOLOW vevvenass 9% @ - 9
SPICES.
Wheat,west'rnl 40 @ 2° 00 |Cassia,#Bb gold 45 @ . 47
the expense was £500,000 a year.
| in the counting-room of the Journal, of which
it —
RyB.eveessises 140 @ 1 45 |Cloves.cesanass 27 @ 28
The Erench Government refuses to modify its his elder brother was an owner, aud was instruBarley..... «s190 @ 2 25 |Ginger........ 12 @..12%
Every garden should have a large bed of asparaOates vesesssei “70 @.. 82 | MACE. uses 96 @. 973%
opinion as to what subjects shall be submitted
mental in starting the Morning Journal; the
gus, as this excellent vegetable comes in at a time
Shorts# fon.2800 @J30.00 | Nutmegs....... 2 @.H
for discussion tothe Conference of France and
paper previous to that time having been exclu- when it is most needed, There is no occasion for
8 + vad
3
en
.
14
Belgium:
sively an evening issue. He soon became joint
incurring much expense in excavating a place for
SHAY,
ny
STA RUH,
The majority in the Spanish Cortes cannot proprietor'with his brother,they having purchased a bed, removing the soil and replacing it with Bale hay, ¥ ton
Pearl, ¥ B....10% @.. 12
the interest of the other partners; but by the
Potato cveveees 8% @..8%
agree upon a candidate for the vacant throne,
manure, muck, ete. All this willdo very well Oosmtry Hay,
¥
1bsec.15 00 @21 20
.
and the declaration of a republic is. once more death of his brother not long after, he assumed
for such as can afford the outlay, but at the same
Straw,100bs..1 25 @ 1 35 | Havana.
the entire contro], and gave to the paper his unHIDES AN
8, | Nos.8to 12. 11%@ i3
among the possibilities.
time it is well to bear in mind that excellent
Calcutta Cow,
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divided attention,and was rewarded by his greatasparagus uiay be grown in deep, well-manured
It is announced that the negotiations for a conSlaug]
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ly increased influence and circulation, He held
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Green
@
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garden
soil,
like
any
other
garden
vegetable.
The
ference between France and Belgium have been
Porto Rico.
several offices, both civil and military.
plants may be grown in drills twenty-four inches
suspended. ,
Ox THE evening of the 15th inst, a remarkable
asunder and twelve inches from plant to.plant,
A measure has been adopted in the Spanish
display of the Aurora Borealis was witnessed in If there is plenty of ground and abundance of
Cortes excluding ex-Queen Isabella and her chil- different parts of the country. A New York ex- manure these distances may be increased with
dren from the throne of Spain. The Cortes has change speaking of it says that as night came on, advantage to the crop. If there is wot much,
been assured tha®Sthatever form of government
& luminous bank wad seen in the North, which
the distance may be diminished. The plants are Swedish.
Renderad, b..1 5.0. 12

is adopted, France
tion and support.
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Canada......180 @

00 @18 00

ably, and do hot propose to take advantage of the
law, and without previous notice make an example of one or more’ butchers.
We began at
“ headquarters,” a few days ago, called together

ing the practice.

swept down across the continent ;.ice as thick as

this unkind

cruel.

competition which would otherwise arise. We
acknowledge that, owing to the antiquity and
universality of the custom, there would Be a
seeming hardship in the enforcoment of the law,
did we not take especial pains to give previous
notice, and thus to show that our policy is to convince and not to convict.
We
trust that the
friends of the cause throughout the State will
call the attention of ‘butchers to this and previous
articles, with the hope of a remedy without resort to the law.
To show the pressure made upon us, we quote

window glass crept from the margin of pools;
water left in a pan or bucket on the north side of
houses was so crusted as to require a sharp blow
from a hatchet or a booted heel.
If the weather
in the latter part of March had been a little mel-

lower,

less

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

' ONIONS.

But we desire to act honor-

ested an opportunity to act together

Toward the last of the month the

temper of this fitful month, mindful ef the old
proverb, mitigated a little and grew lamb-like on
the 23d, 24th and 25th. But there is no- escape
from the eternal laws.
People who live over 40
degrees north of the Equator -must make up
their minds to certain doses of ice water, and if
they have less in February they must button
overcoats in April.
:
On the 4th and 6th of the current month the
wheat fields were looking their tenderest green;
on banks facing south there was a good bite of
grass, and many had potatoes in. But an arctic
blast, all the way from Labrador or Baffin’s Bay,

the

“ improve by age.”

plowing was done.

But March came

a

sacrifice to be continued for the gratification of the
purchaser and for no other possible good.. We

nibbling sere

a great

Country i

ed on the continent of Europe, and is toogreat

Berbage and basking in the mellow sun. Farmers could set fence posts and lay wall for weeks
together; and in the southern part of New Jer-

sey,
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Marrow. ....o 4 00 @ 4 25 | Whites«v..... 700 @ 8 50
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veal indigestible and unwholesome, is not practic-

At Wholesale Prices.

|ieiiintvarosnseesl Ges 15

ExMess ¥bbl18 00 @20 06° | Marrow.... «1 70

practice in this State. It has been shown in previous papers that it is cruel to the calf, makes the

after Washington's

farms,

SUGAR,

We feel that the time has arrived for us to announce that we propose to endeavor to stop this

birthday the ,ground near this city was almost
bare of snow; the rivers ran free of ice; carpenters, masons and painters could do a full day’s
work about as easily as in October or May; stock

wandered

.

139 HIE

MAPLE

Green Winters 50 @ 6 00
A
BARLEY.
New York......80 @ . 81
State & Can..2 10 @ 2 85 | Western........80 @ .

Ex Medium..3 50 ® 4 00

‘Bleeding Cvs.

snow banks’ in New York and
w England,
and floods of rain on the cotton and sugar’fields.
But February and March shifted places. For a

week -before and

York

«

Ix

customs

The Weather

APPLES,

Dried sassesinns

8&&s8

internal revenue and

THE LIBERTY that prevails in France, under
Louis Napoleon, is illustrated by the following

SABBATH SCHOOL RARE, |

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES. For the week ending, April 21,1869.

5

The receipts from

.

been larger. Others had the same success ofi small
pieces of ground.
One I knew who supported his’
family on an acre. Half was in*-grapes,
the crop
of whichin one season sold for $800, and he had
no bills to pay. . If concentration will give suc-

ow

The condition of the national treagury is re-

garded as very promising.

hear from him,

With a better ‘selection his income would have

®
Idd

:

Burl and Domestic,

8R

MISCELLANEQUS. .

000 of currency;
and how to return to specie
paynients, means substantially that. If any man
can suggest any better way of doing so, than
that of funding'it, the nation will be happy to

—
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